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Headmistress’ welcome

Dear Reader
I am delighted to offer you a selection of
highlights of the academic year 2018-2019.
This magazine would have to be the size of
a library to describe the many activities and
endeavours in the life of a Channing school year.
Instead, contributors are invited to write
about their particular favourites, many of which
are illustrated with photographs or artwork
from our talented pupils.
We are proud of our holistic approach to

education and hope you will see evidence of
that commitment throughout this beautiful
publication.
I personally had the privilege of a sabbatical
term, spent in Mexico, Spain and the USA,
where I was fortunate to represent the UK as
a delegate for the Girls’ Schools Association
at the National Coalition of Girls’ Schools’
conference in Pasadena, Los Angeles.
I am very grateful to the Governors for
granting me a sabbatical which would not have
been possible without the dedication and hard

work of the Senior Leadership Team who
led the school in my absence. I am especially
indebted to Mr Underwood, whose Founders’
Day address opens the magazine, who agreed
to be Acting Head for the Summer Term.
Congratulations to Mrs Devine, our magazine
editor, and her team, on another splendid
snapshot of “Girls Enjoying Success” at
Channing.
Mrs Barbara Elliott
Headmistress
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Acting Head’s Founders’ Day Address
Mrs Leslie, Governors, invited guests,
colleagues, parents and pupils. Welcome
to the 134th anniversary of the founding
of Channing School, Founders’ Day 2019.
I am delighted to be giving this year’s
Founders’ Day address in the absence of
Mrs Elliott, who, as you know, is taking a
sabbatical term and who returns midAugust in preparation for the public
examination results.
When Mrs Elliott told me that the Governors
had granted her leave, one thing that I was
particularly looking forward to, unbelievably,
was giving this Founders’ Day Address and
speaking more about Dr William Ellery
Channing, that inspirational individual after
whom our beloved school is named. As we
all know, the school was founded in 1885 by
Robert Spears and the Sharpe sisters, who were
all Unitarians and who dreamt of a school that
would provide a broad, balanced, challenging
and academic education for young women. At
the time, and this is true today, the school was
the only Unitarian school in the UK and I can
say without a doubt that their vision has indeed
been realised.
Our founders were highly influenced by
the writings of an American, William Ellery
Channing, who, in the nineteenth century,
was one of the leading preachers of the
Unitarian cause in the United States. But it is
extraordinary that unless you are a Unitarian,
are particularly interested in US history or
have a bent for theology, Channing remains
something of a mystery. So who was this
seemingly remote individual after whom
Channing School was named? The man, the
intellectual, the modest and shy individual who
was fêted by some and despised by others?
Channing was born in Rhode Island in 1780.
His impressive intellect gained him a place at
Harvard to read Law at the age of 16. Whilst
at university, he began to question many of his
beliefs and this inspired him to read theology to
try to get some clarity on his confused views. In
1803, he was ordained and relocated to Boston,
to a church where he remained for the rest of
his life. As time went on, he became a primary
spokesperson for Unitarianism, that liberal
movement that originated in Hungary with no
formal set of doctrinal beliefs.
It is fair to say that Channing was a man
truly ahead of his time – an articulate individual
who had an innate passion for social reform,
6

particularly in relation to education. It is clear
were published widely and more people began
why his writings appealed to the Sharpe
to know about this intellectual power house.
sisters, as much of his discourses were on
Thus, this is the reluctant and modest man after
the importance of educating women – an
whom the school is named and we should feel
unfashionable cause at the time. Furthermore,
justly proud that in so many ways we endeavour
many of his writings were key in the abolition of to continue his legacy some 180 years after his
slavery in 1865, something he did not live to see death.
happen. It would have probably made Channing
Today, academic excellence, unsurpassed
feel exceedingly humbled that a future President pastoral care and breadth of extra-curricular
of the United States, Abraham Lincoln, quoted
possibilities are supported by our unique
his writings directly when he referred to an
ethos and the development of scholarship,
ideal government “of the people, by the people
integrity, altruism and independence. I think that
and for the people”.
Channing would have been proud of the school
It is clear that Channing questioned accepted
at the top of the hill.
norms, was an individual of intense integrity
Since this time last year, much has happened
and, most importantly, challenged individuals to
and much has been achieved.
question the status quo.
We were delighted with the public
If you take a moment to look at the image on examination results last summer and for A level,
the front cover of your programme, Channing
there was a 100% pass rate across all subjects
the man seems quite formidable with his direct
with 89% of grades being A*-B. In spite of the
gaze. However, despite his stellar intellect, he
changes to GCSE examinations, Channing pupils
was a man of contrasts and when he stated
remained calm and focussed and, unsurprisingly,
that: “Each of us is meant to have a character
achieved outstanding results with 85% of
all our own,” he could have had himself in
GCSE grades awarded being in the A*/A or
mind. It is said that when he was in his church
9/8/7 bands. These results, once again, places
speaking in front
Channing amongst the top performing
of hundreds of
girls’ schools in the country and it is
people he was
plain to see why the school attained
William Ellery
mesmerising.
the ‘Exceptional’ grading during our last
Channing was a man
truly ahead of his
However, today
full inspection.
time
–
an
articulate
he would be
A highlight of the school year is
individual who had
viewed as an
always trips and visits and last summer,
an innate passion for
introvert, as he
Mr Boardman, Assistant Headteacher,
social reform
was a painfully
and Miss Anderson, led a World
shy individual,
Challenge expedition to Tanzania. The
such that he
experience was truly life changing for
would cross
the participants, who gave a wonderful
the road rather than engage in a conversation
assembly on their exploits. Other visits abroad
with someone that he knew. And far from the
this year for pupils have included Germany, Sri
apparently confident and robust individual that
Lanka, Morocco, Spain, France, Belgium, Italy
we see on our Programme, Channing suffered
and Hungary.
from ill health for much of his life as well as
In relation to other successes, we are
enduring the very painful loss of two of his own delighted that the building programme in the
children.
Senior School has been completed and we
Isn’t it ironic that the most cited and famous
are all now enjoying the fantastic facilities that
Channing quotation, “Difficulties are meant to
were the brainchild of Roy Hill, our creative
rouse not discourage”, was written with this
and ever-modest Bursar. The icing on the
very human story as the subtext. Channing is
cake this year was the opening of the Arundel
sometimes referred to as a “reluctant radical”,
Centre by a Channing alumna, HRH Princess
which is incredibly apt. He never sought fame
Savath of Jordan. I speak on behalf of the school
or fortune but only wanted to inspire others to
community when I say that it was a great
think for themselves and follow their own moral honour to host HRH in October and she really
principles. Channing’s star really started to rise
adored visiting her alma mater.
in the firmament after his death, as his writings
This has been a year of transformation in

Acting Head Mr Underwood (centre) with Head Girls Riana Chandaria (left) and Matilda Summers
the Drama department as notably, there was a
major change of name for the building itself –
we now have the Arundel Centre and not the
Performing Arts Building. Ms Hill also started in
September as Head of Drama and oversaw the
school production of ‘Arabian Nights’.
Pupils were keen to use the new Arundel
Centre and this production had the most
ambitious, intricate and technically complex set
design Channing has ever seen. The whole team
of 50 students collaborated and performed
brilliantly, just as Channing pupils would.
As always, the Lamda programme continues
to be hugely popular, with more than 70
pupils participating. The dramatic year was
rounded off with a fantastic performance of
‘Blue Stockings’ directed by Ms Hurst, in which
women’s academic and political worlds collide.
The challenging nature of the piece was handled
with great maturity by the young cast and it was
so obvious how much they loved performing in
the Arundel Centre.
The same is true of our many musicians
and music at Channing continues to be an
unending joy. The high quality and sheer variety
of concerts, the absolute commitment of the

pupils and the superb coaching of the Music
staff ensure that every performance is a treat.
I don’t know many schools that would even
consider performing such a range of offerings
and I am grateful to the staff for continually
pushing boundaries and expecting artistic
excellence at every juncture.
In the realm of Science, Technology and
Engineering much has been happening, under
the careful stewardship of Mr Grossman, one
of our Assistant Heads. We are all aware
that technological advancements continue to
develop on an almost daily basis. At Channing,
we ensure that our school community uses
technology effectively whilst also seeking out
innovative ways to provide that exceptional and
relevant education. In the spring term, there
was an inaugural Future Technologies Week.
This considered the impacts artificial intelligence
and related technologies will have on our lives,
as well as showcasing a range of talks from
leading experts on AI.
Our investment in the scientists, engineers
and digital leaders of the future continues
to grow apace. The Year 10 Digital Leaders
have led campaigns for their peers on sensible

social media usage, have delivered assemblies
throughout the school and have even
conducted their own interviews to appoint our
next cohort of Digital Leaders. Meanwhile, our
TeenTech programme grows from strength to
strength. Following last year's successful debut,
we had even more teams move through to
the national finals this year, with three teams
winning their respective categories. They will
receive their certificates from HRH the Duke
of York at Buckingham Palace next term. I am
also delighted to announce that Ms Marmar
was nominated for Teen Tech Teacher of
the Year and Channing received a Teen Tech
Award recognising the school as a centre of
technological excellence.
This emphasis on ensuring our students
are exposed to, and are familiar with
transformational technologies has seen the
school recently acquire its first 3D printer. Due
to the generosity of the Channing Association,
we have also purchased a class set of virtual
reality viewers that will take our students on
immersive educational journeys even to the
edge of the Universe itself – all from the safety
of their classrooms! The pace of education is
7

Acting Head’s Founders’ Day Address
fast changing and what exciting opportunities
pupils have in this environment.
We want our pupils to be at the forefront
of the changes in the digital world and this will
continue to be a major focus in the years to
come.
Ms Kyle, another Assistant Head, leads on the
Adelante programme, which aims to develop
an appreciation of Hispanic culture as well as
proficiency in the Spanish language. This is a
bespoke programme, specific to Channing and
what an amazing year it has been. As well as a
vast number of visiting speakers and trips, the
highlight being the Year 8 annual visit to Cádiz,
we were delighted when the Cervantes Theatre
Company took up a week’s residency in the
Arundel Centre in February. They performed
Lorca's masterpiece, ‘La Casa de Bernarda Alba’,
which was attended by more than 2,000 people.
Channing’s reputation is certainly growing in
this area as a centre of linguistic excellence.
This year has seen the reinvigoration of our
Careers Programme in the Senior School,
broadening the information which the girls
are given and extending the opportunities to
all year groups. This has been ably led by Mrs
Pavlopoulos, our new and enthusiastic Head of
Careers.
The programme this year has included more
than 50 speakers, which included Mishal Husain,
the BBC presenter who provided valuable
pointers on the skills that women should
develop in order to achieve their full potential.
A new event for the Sixth Form took place in
the autumn term, with 13 female professionals
from fields as far ranging as gene therapy to
ghost-writing, sharing their insights, all expertly
interviewed by Catherine Toole, a Channing
parent. I am also indebted to Ms Kung, the new
Director of Sixth Form for her energy, vision
and drive in co-ordinating the Springboard to
the Future events that have proved very popular
among the Sixth Form students.
Work Insight Events have been introduced
and pupils have visited organisations such
as Rothschild & Co, the Australian High
Commission and the Peruvian Embassy. All of
these opportunities have been possible thanks
to the generosity of the Channing community,
especially individual parents and the Channing
Association. In addition, many parents will
open their workplace to our pupils for work
experience during the summer recess and as
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a school, we wholeheartedly thank them for
providing our pupils with the chance to discover
more about their future options.
Another major success in the senior school
this year has been the Young Enterprise
Programme, which is led by Mrs Blake. At the
North London final, one team, Team Novus,
proceeded to the London Final and were
crowned the Best Overall Company. They then
represented London at the national finals, a first
for any North London team.
The Final took place recently and the
Channing team representing London did
exceptionally well. Despite being pipped at the
final post, it was awarded The Fedex Access
Award for the international reach of its product.
On your journey here this morning,
you could not fail to have noticed that the
Junior School are now in the midst of their
own building programme, which we aim to
complete in 2020. This will include a new Hall,
classrooms, changing rooms, a Drama space
and Science facilities. These will be stunning
additions and will allow the School to continue
to be a leading light in the education of girls in
London.This year has been truly momentous
for the Junior School for as well as the exciting
building programme, Miss Hamalis assumed
the mantle of Headship and she has been a
welcome and impressive addition to the Senior
Leadership Team.
I have only been able to give a snapshot of
the many successes and activities during the
past academic year. We are fortunate that Mr
Boardman, who leads Teaching and Learning,
together with other colleagues, continually
inspires us with regular briefings and training
that enables us, as a staff, to remain at the
cutting edge of modern day practice.
William Ellery Channing placed great
importance upon community action and I am
delighted to announce the school charity total
for this academic year is more than £15,000.
I’m sure you will agree that this is a truly
magnificent sum.
In relation to staff news, we were all
saddened to hear of the death of Mr Steve
Dorey, one of the caretaking staff earlier this
academic year and the adage ‘gone but not
forgotten’ certainly springs to mind when one
thinks of Steve. Our thoughts continue to be
with his family.
Sadly, this is the time of year when we say

a fond ‘farewell’ to some of our colleagues. In
the Senior School, a number of colleagues are
going on maternity leave early next term and
these include Mrs Blake, Mrs Romero-Wiltshire,
Mrs Marmar, Mrs Watts and Ms Wijmeersch.
We wish them all bon courage as they embark
upon one of life’s greatest adventures and we
shall miss them whilst they are away. We also
congratulate Miss Bramhall, who has recently
given birth to her second child and welcome
back this term, Ms Hosseni, who has returned
from maternity leave.
A small number of senior school colleagues
are leaving us this academic year. We are sorry
to bid farewell to a member of the Senior
School Maths Department, Ms MacCarthy,
who leaves us after 11 years’ loyal service to
the school. She has been both a Maths teacher
and a Year Head and I, for one, will miss her
sparkling intelligence as well as her unparallelled
powers of analysis and organisation.
We are also sad to say goodbye to Mrs
Dodsworth, our SENCO, who joined
the school in 2014. Caroline has been an
approachable, highly knowledgeable and
committed SENCO during her time here and
we wish her the very best as she relocates to
Dubai.
Mrs Leigh has been a valued and popular
member of the English Department, as well
as an inspirational teacher and tutor and we
wish her well in her future endeavours. Ms
Bellingham, a part-time teacher in the Drama
department, will also move on to pastures
new and we will miss her warm positivity and
enthusiasm.
There will be some significant changes of role
for certain colleagues next academic year. In
the Senior School, Mr Peter Williamson, our
Head of Mathematics, has decided to stand
down from leading the Maths Department
but we are fortunate that he is not hanging up
his academic gown just yet. He will stay on to
teach Mathematics, his true passion, as well as
support the new Head of Department.
We are also pleased that Mrs Claire Garrill,
MFL and Politics teacher, has agreed to take
on the temporary Head of French role for one
academic year. We wish her well in her new
position.
In the Junior School, there will be a number
of changes as well and congratulations to the
following colleagues who have all attained

promotions: Miss Gerstein will become Head
of Early Years and Key Stage 1, Mr Fellows will
lead Key Stage 2 and Miss McGinnety becomes
Director of Studies.
There are also a number of staff goodbyes.
Mrs Constant, Junior School Deputy Head, left
in December to relocate to Surrey. Her position
was ably filled by Mr Fellows, who, according
to Miss Hamalis, has been an excellent Acting
Deputy Head. Miss Litiu moved on to teach
at a Special Needs School and Mrs Corkindale
moved back to her native Scotland. Miss Porter,
a Teaching Assistant and former Channing pupil,
left to begin her career in finance; and Miss
Elliott, another Teaching Assistant will be leaving
to start her teacher training. Mrs Hudson, Art
and DT Co-ordinator, leaves to look after her
beautiful twin girls.
Mr Ip has been a truly superb and
inspirational Director of Studies and he departs
to work at a school nearer to his home. Mrs
Rand is retiring after 15 years at Channing.
She has taught hundreds of pupils at the Junior
School and all comment on her kindness,
approachability and skill as a practitioner.
Chrissie, we wish you a well-deserved rest and
thank you for your commitment to Channing.
We wish all these colleagues the very best in
their future endeavours and today we should
also thank the staff who work in this place.
The amazing teachers always go the extra
mile to ensure that the teaching is truly
excellent; and the pastoral staff constantly
advise, support and nurture. The school would
also be unable to function as effectively as it
does were it not for the exceptional group of
support and administrative staff that help all of
us on a daily basis. We are grateful to all of you
and on behalf of all of us, Thank you.
I would also like to take this opportunity to
thank the senior leadership team, especially
Ms Newman, Mrs Bhamra-Burgess and Mr
Hill and the Governors for the faith that they
have shown in me during the past term. It has
been a true honour and a privilege to lead
this school, albeit for a short period of time,
and we look forward to welcoming Mrs Elliott
back in the autumn term, as her absence has
been truly significant. We all know what a
remarkable place Channing is and I remember
being a tad flummoxed when I first joined the
school some nine years ago and colleagues and

A statue of William Ellery Channing in Boston, USA

pupils referred to the ‘Channing family’. I now
know what this is, it is real, it’s part of us all
and it is what makes this school a true original.
Essentially, it is one of the core components
that makes Channing, Channing and I feel so
fortunate working in such a unique school
with such extraordinary colleagues and such
awesome pupils.
So to end this Founders’ Day Address, I
encourage you all to reflect upon the readings
that we have heard today. Even though they are
written in formal language and are pitted with
gender-specific references, it is clear that they
encourage us all to think about our actions, to
strive for truth, to respect difference and to
love one another. It is fair to say that recent
events in the United Kingdom – political,
economic and social – have led some people
to feel uncertain, anxious and exceedingly
concerned about the future.
However, I suggest that if people considered
and acted upon the key teachings of William
Ellery Channing, I know that the world would
be a much better place. I do not mean to
suggest that Channing School is some kind of
‘Utopia on the Hill’, but rather that it stands
strong and proud today, as it has since 1885,

as a bastion of free thought, acceptance and
community. I, for one, am so proud to be part
of this extraordinary legacy.
One could argue that the precepts that
William Ellery Channing thought so important
in nineteenth century America, are even more
relevant today as we navigate some uncharted,
often choppy waters, especially in the
educational sphere. I think that Channing would
probably have agreed with me when I suggest
that openness, honesty and integrity should
never be ignored when assessing the rightness
of an action or indeed, the moral purpose of
institutions or individuals.
Thus, we have much to thank Reverend
Spears, the Sharpe sisters and William Ellery
Channing for and isn’t is comforting to know
that the same principles that were the founding
tenets when the school opened in 1885 are
still the bedrock of our ethos and community
today?
And let’s remember, on this Founders’ Day
2019, the immortal words of Matilda Sharpe
that generations of Channing pupils are able to
recall with clarity and conviction: “Never forget:
life is expecting much of you and me.”
CONABOR.
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Visit of Her Royal Highness Princess Sarvath El Hassan of Jordan
Last November, we were
honoured to welcome back a
former pupil, Her Royal Highness
Princess Sarvath El Hassan of
Jordan, to open the Arundel
Centre, the school’s new
performing arts building.
Her Royal Highness was a Channing pupil
between 1955 and 1963 and, in the presence
of Chair of Governors Mrs Cindy Leslie, former
Headmistress Mrs Isabel Raphael, she was given
a tour of the Senior School. For this special
occasion, the Junior and Senior schools joined
together in a service of celebration, and we
were delighted to hear Her Royal Highness

10

talk with great fondness of her Channing
school days. She reminisced not just about the
superb education she received at Channing but
also about how the unique Channing ethos
remained, which could be summed up in one
word – kindness. She talked of the school’s
emphasis on good manners, respect for elders
and the teachers who encouraged her and
nurtured her love of learning, which she said
informed her own career choices and passion
for spearheading girls’ education in Jordan.
Her Royal Highness was treated to a stunning
performance of ‘A spoonful of sugar’ from
‘Mary Poppins’ by Year 10 Drama students, as
well as a moving violin recital by Year 5 pupil

Natasha Freedman in the Arundel Centre
before she opened the building. Her Royal
Highness then chatted with Channing staff old
and new, Governors and VIPs at a Champagne
buffet. She was also reunited with several
former classmates.
Mrs Elliott, Channing Headmistress, said:
“It is always a pleasure to welcome former
pupils back to Channing. What a thrill that
HRH Princess Sarvath El Hassan was so keen
to return to Channing to open and name our
fantastic new performing arts building: the
Arundel Centre. The pupils and staff were so
pleased that the values she recalled with such
affection are still so important today.”
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Science, Technology and Engineering
What will the world look
like in 2030? What will you
be doing? How will you
prepare for that world? These
were the questions posed
to Channing students in
this year’s inaugural ‘Future
Technologies Week’, a
week-long opportunity to
find out about some of the
cutting-edge technologies
likely to become a part of our
everyday lives in the not too
distant future.
The focus of this year’s activities

was artificial intelligence (AI),
but we also took a close look at
augmented reality (AR) and virtual
reality (VR), two related areas of
interest. We were delighted to
welcome a whole range of experts
to both the Junior and Senior
schools – a government minister,
university professors, world leaders
in AI and those using technology as
part of their innovative businesses
all came to share their knowledge
and experience with the students.
Computer learning has the
power to transform lives but,
as our pupils found out, it also

has the potential to create great
ethical dilemmas. From workshops
to presentations, round-table
discussions to panel debates, our
pupils were informed, challenged
and engaged throughout the week
so that in the future they can
make their own decisions as to the
impact AI will have on their world
and career choices.
None of the week’s events
would have been possible without
our guests generously giving
of their time, and particular
thanks must go to Channing
parents Michael Eleftheriades and

Rachel and Nick Free for their
contributions. Special thanks also
to Anna Mellitt, Vivien de TuschLec, and Arthur Holcombe for
their time and effort in supporting
the delivery of the first ever
‘Future Technologies Week’.
These articles will give you just
a flavour of the week’s activities –
we hope you enjoy reading about
them as much as we enjoyed
participating!
Mr Grossman, Assistant Head
(Science, Technology and
Engineering)

Future Technologies Week
Monday 4 March
To start the week’s activities, I delivered an assembly to the Senior
School looking at expert predictions for 2030 and how best Channing
students can equip themselves for such a world.
It is sometimes difficult to look so far into the future – indeed,
even the so-called experts disagree as to what will transpire. What
we do know is that by 2030, our Senior School students will be in
their 20s and making decisions about their careers. So how can they
ensure they make the most of their time at Channing, and prepare
themselves for a world where robots may be carrying out a number
of jobs currently performed by humans?
The answer is to possess those skills that robots cannot – and
possibly will not ever – master. I discussed the need for Channing
students to ensure that they use their time at school to develop skills
such as empathy, creativity, imagination and critical thinking, along
with the technical knowledge needed to create, maintain and improve
the technology around us.
The focus switched to potential careers that might be “protected”
from being automated and carried out by robots. The audience was
challenged to think about whether or not any of the jobs listed may
be something they would wish to explore further. A recent report
– ‘Emerging Technologies’ Impact on Society and Work in 2030’ by Dell
and the Institute for the Future (2017) – stated: “85% of the jobs that
today’s learners will be doing in 2030 haven’t been invented yet.”
The assembly concluded with this reflection: “We are blessed to
live in a city, a country, a world, where technology has advanced
rapidly, and in doing so has made a significant and beneficial
contribution to many of us. Technology has the power to transform
lives, to make the impossible possible, to do great good. We should
strive to take an interest in the technology we use. To understand it.
To make the best use of it. To improve it.”
We must also remember that technology is not the answer in itself.
If we use technology only for our own benefit, to make our own lives
more convenient, to serve ourselves, then do we lose more than
we gain? If using technology means we become less aware of other
people, if it stifles our creativity, if it makes us less empathetic, less
altruistic, less inclusive, then has it failed to serve its purpose?”
Mr Grossman
12

Tuesday 5 March
Year 5 – Virtual Reality Treasure Hunt

At the first event of Future Technologies Week, Year 5 were
treated to an exciting step into virtual reality. Thanks to the expertise
and ingenuity of Fairseat parent Michael Eleftheriades, 5F and 5R
were able to use their iPads to transport themselves across the road
to the Senior School!
With the aid of the gyroscope in their iPads to track their
movements, and some keen observation skills, Year 5 pupils were
able to “move” through the Library, Sports Hall, Arundel Centre, and
Year 7 form rooms, searching for clues to crack the code.
After a successful treasure hunt, Michael gave a talk on the history
of 3D photography and his own work and background in this area, as
well as an explanation as to how the virtual treasure hunt had been
created.

3D Spherical Photography

Having wowed Year 5 with his amazing images, Michael then made
the physical journey across Highgate Hill to deliver a workshop for
our Year 10 Computer Science students. Once Michael had explained
the concept of spherical photography and the aim of the session, it
was time for our students to get working!
In pairs, the girls chose a suitable site within the school grounds to
take a 360 degree photograph. With Michael’s support, the girls then

‘

‘

used the Ricoh Theta 360 camera to capture
their spherical scenes before returning to the
computer room. Here, they were able to use
photo editing software to remove unwanted
parts of the images, such as themselves and the
tripod of the camera itself, before converting
the images into a virtual reality format that
allowed them to seemingly move around
through the photo itself.
But they weren’t done yet! In the afternoon,
Michael showed the students how to create a
rhombicuboctahedron (that’s a 26-sided shape
to the uninitiated) of their 360 degree photos
as a means of modelling.
Here is what the students thought of the
workshop:
‘I enjoyed making the 3D images on
cardboard spheres and it was interesting to see
how to edit images. I also like learning about
the new 360 cameras and the history behind
it; the photography and artistic side of the
presentation had wonderful different pictures
that you do not see in everyday life.’
Caroline Cornish, Year 10
‘I enjoyed using the camera to take a 360
degree picture of an area in the school to
create a spherical image which we turned
into a 3D model. We also learned about the
development of virtual reality and even got to
try a virtual reality headset out on our own
pictures!’
Jasmine Patra, Year 10
‘I enjoyed creating 3D models from 360°
pictures of the school which we then turned
into 3D polyhedrons. Michael was a very
interesting speaker and I would love to hear
him speak again.’
Abigail Ornadel, Year 10
‘I enjoyed learning about Michael’s previous
work and was very fascinated about him taking
a 360° photo on the final Concorde journey.’
Gemma Selby, Year 10

I enjoyed learning how to use the camera and
edit the photos to make the spherical photos
as smooth as possible. It was great to look at
our photos using the virtual reality headset after
taking them and seeing our work come to life.
Putting together the physical net of our photo
was so fun and the entire morning was a super
engaging and interesting opportunity.
Emilia Charalambous, Year 10
‘I really enjoyed doing the project of making
3D images on cardboard spheres as I found the
photo-making very intriguing and fun to make.
The 360 cameras were really amazing, in the
way they could compose such an interesting
image from just one photo of a room/ scene.
The information behind the course was also
very interesting and taught me a lot about 3D
photography.’
Esme Braganza, Year 10

Computer Vision: Do Sheep Have
Emotions?

Marwa Mahmoud from King’s College
Cambridge gave a fantastic talk about computer
vision and how it can detect emotions through
people’s movement, tone and voice through
aural recognition. We were even able to try
out some of the University’s technology itself as
it read the emotions that our faces portrayed.
At the end of the presentation we knew how
artificial intelligence can help people with mental
health issues and how to use it to enhance our
everyday life.
Lexi Jary, Year 8

Year 9 Panel Debate: “What Does The
Future Look Like?”
Year 9 participated in a panel debate and took
the opportunity to question experts from 13

Science, Technology and Engineering
industries and, of course, the impact of Brexit.
Ms James then gave a talk to all of Year 12 on
the importance of technology in our lives and
how the government is planning and legislating
for the inevitable changes in technology.

Friday 7 March
What Does The Future Look Like?
Toby Greenblatt delivered a fascinating talk for
Year 6, looking at the schools of the future and
how they might be different. Pupils were then
set the task of designing their own school of
the future, and came up with some fantastically
creative ideas.
The Ethics of Artificial Intelligence
To end the week’s events we welcomed to
Channing Dr Daniel Hulme, a global expert on
Artificial Intelligence. Dr Hulme delivered a talk
on the ethical considerations of using AI as a
mainstream tool. Here are some student views
on his lecture:
the worlds of academia, research, business
and start-ups on how artificial intelligence will
shape the world in the next three decades. The
students used Slido to interact with the panel,
asking challenging questions and voting on how
they felt AI should best be used.

Wednesday 6 March
National Girls’ Schools’ Association
Conference
Channing hosted a national conference on
behalf of the GSA, which saw teachers and
leaders from around the country looking at
ways in which artificial intelligence and related
technologies will impact on our lives both in
and out of the classroom. The keynote speech
was delivered by Sir Anthony Seldon, Principal
of Wellington College, and workshops and talks
were delivered by teachers, representatives
from Apple UK, and our very own Fairseat
parent, Michael Eleftheriades.

Thursday 6 March
What Does The Future Look Like?
Years 3 and 4 had the opportunity to pose this
question to Shane Legg, one of the founders of
the Google DeepMind programme. Our girls
didn’t hold back with their grilling, and Shane
was able to give them a fascinating insight into
what their world will look like.
Here is what the students thought about the
talk:
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“I really enjoyed learning about microchips
and how robots are programmed.”
Sophie, Year 4
“I liked that they had made a school for
robots and taught them to play video games.”
Serrana, Year 4
“I liked how they taught a robot to play Go.”
Zara, Year 4
“I really enjoyed seeing the amount of
programming that had gone into the robots
and also learning more about Ada Lovelace.”
Alexandra, Year 4

How Will Robots Shape Our Lives?
Year 11 students heard from Shadow Robots,
a company using AI in developing robotic arms
and limbs for the medical industry.
This talk was extremely interesting. I learned
how AI is useful in our lives and how quickly
technology is developing. Even though it is
worrying that technology could slowly take over
everything, it was fascinating to learn how it will
be extremely helpful in the future.
Naishah Karim, Year 11

Margot James MP, Minister for Digital
and Creative Industries

The Year 12 and 13 Politics students firstly
held a round-table discussion with Ms James
on a range of issues including the future of
the workplace, gender equality in the Stem

‘I learnt a lot of interesting facts about AI
(artificial intelligence). It was very interesting
to find out about what AI could be like in the
future. It’s fascinating that not too long from
now, there could be an AI that’s quicker and
more intelligent than the smartest human. It’s
even more interesting that on another planet,
there could already be life who have made AI.
During the talk, I learnt a lot about AI and it’s
strengths and weaknesses. It’s very interesting
that there are some simple things such as
working out the quickest bus route that would
take artificial intelligence thousands of years but
humans minutes.
‘I learnt that sometimes AI is really useful in
some ways, but can be useless in other ways.
Technology has advanced so quickly that in less
than a lifetime AI could be the brains of Earth.
The talk helped me understand the benefits of
AI, but also how at times it isn’t useful. I learnt
how AI is built on knowledge that humans
have programmed, but it only works on the
information it is given, not common sense. The
talk was very good, informative and definitely
worth going to.’
Olivia Price, Year 7
‘Dr Hulme was very engaging and posed
many complex problems, which made us think
ethically about the potential harms and benefits
of artificial intelligence. I learned a great deal
about how AI will become part of our future, as
well as the moral questions of its use.’
Marlena Jackaman, Year 11

Sadie Gayer, Year 13
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Careers
Do what you love.
Ask questions.
Seek out opportunities.
These are the themes highlighted
across the many careers events
from which students have benefited
this year.
My focus since joining Channing last
September has been to broaden and deepen
the excellent careers provision put in place by
my predecessor, Dr Bethan Coupland.
So, we have extended careers events in the

Senior School to inform students’ choices at
every stage: the first Year 7 and 8 Careers Day
took place in June, introducing students to
jobs in law, science, art and finance. We have
broadened the range of careers that students
learn about. More than 60 professionals – many
of them leaders in their field – have addressed
us over the course of the year, enlightening
students about careers ranging from gene
therapy research to ghost-writing, from
freelancing to working at Google. An additional
highlight was Mishal Husain, BBC journalist,
presenter and author, who provided invaluable

and practical pointers on the skills that women
need to achieve their full potential in the
workplace.
A spectacular new event ‘How to get from
A Levels to a career you love’ for the Sixth
Form took place in November. Thirteen female
professionals joined panels on science, law
and humanities and digital and media, expertly
interviewed by Catherine Toole. In June, we
held our annual Careers Convention with
16 speakers representing careers from stage
management to structural engineering. For
the first time, it included a networking session

Pictured above is Sophie Roberts, a Channing
alumna, sharing her insights into a career in
Medicine
Pictured left is Head of Careers, Ms
Pavlopoulos, thanking the Australian High
Commission for hosting Channing’s first Insight
Evening (careers in diplomacy)
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One of the highlights of the Careers calendar
this year was the visit of BBC journalist,
presenter and author Mishal Husain (right),
who talked with passion about her career and
gave some invaluable advice for women in the
workplace

which the girls thoroughly enjoyed. They left
our first ever Entrepreneurs’ Panel equally
enthralled, having quizzed the founders of Livia’s
(free-from treats), Sunuva (UV kids’ beachwear),
Huckletree (co-working space) and Sticky
Content (digital content) led by Mrs Devine.
We introduced Work Insight Events this year
which are proving extremely popular. Students
visited Rothschild & Co, the Australian High
Commission, the Peruvian Embassy, Freshfields,
Softwire, Atkins, fluxx, UCL’s Research
Laboratories and the Foreign & Commonwealth
Office. They were inspired by these experiences
– some reporting a ‘lightbulb moment’ when
their future career path became clear.
All of these opportunities have been possible

thanks to the generosity of Channing parents,
alumnae and friends who give up their time
and energy in sharing their insights and opening
their workplaces.
In addition, many members of the Channing
community host our Year 11 and 12 girls for
work experience during the summer. We
wholeheartedly thank them all; providing
Channing students with the chance to discover
more about their options is exceptionally
valuable in a context where many organisations
have limited access for independent school
pupils. If any parent would like to host, please
e-mail careers@channing.co.uk - we would love
to hear from you.
We are grateful to the Channing Association

and, in particular, Zena Watt, Catherine Toole,
Kibi Bainbridge and Elaine Western for their
support this year. The Indigo Work Experience
Database kindly funded by the Association has
brought the Directory masterminded by Fiona
Ashley-Norman and Lainie Dropkin online.
Thanks also to Ms Lush who has provided
administrative support to the Careers Team
for the past four years, who is moving on to
pastures new. Finally, I would like to thank the
Year 12 Careers Leaders: Afzaa Altaf, Anna
Cornish, Sophie Lewis and Anna Tefoglou. Their
frank feedback has helped me enormously in
enhancing Channing’s Careers Programme.
Ms Pavlopoulos
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Extended Project Qualification
A summary of the Sixth Form projects this year and the students’ comments on them.

Isobel Mills Lessons learned from the HIV epidemic in Western Societies (1980-2000); an assessment of the
factors which affected the control of infection
Izzy was one of our Head Girls this year and she completed an impressive project despite all her other commitments. She writes: ‘I am hoping to
study Medicine at university so not only did an EPQ enable me to develop research and analytical skills that will be useful in future, it also allowed me
to explore a topic I was interested in. I chose to focus my project around early HIV and the social impacts of it. I really enjoyed being able to work
independently and learn beyond my subject specifications. Furthermore, at medical school interviews it proved an interesting conversation point and
set me apart from the rest of the cohort.’

Eloise Cartwright
What impact does the malleability of autobiographical memory have on our use of
eyewitnesses in the legal system?
‘Due to the large number of research papers I had to read in order to complete my project I had to learn to isolate information that was relevant to
my title and reject any information that did not help me answer my main question.’

Gabrielle Dowsey
Was Spain the most important factor in the Patriots’ victory during the American
Revolutionary War?
‘I found it especially enjoyable to organise interviews with historians and the articles sent to me were particularly eye-opening and refreshing.’

Olivia Dugdale

A comparison of the work of Andy Warhol and Marcel Duchamp

‘I have found the overall EPQ process very enjoyable and I think my project was successful. I do not study any other subjects that allow me to do
in-depth research on just one topic, so it was really refreshing to be able to spend so long looking at Warhol and Duchamp.’

Marni Granek		
What are the influences on Frida Kahlo’s life and artwork? To what extent can she be said
to be truly unconventional for her time?
‘I have greatly enjoyed researching Kahlo and her work and life… I have never studied art extensively and so through this project I have challenged
myself to look at art in ways which I have never done before... I greatly enjoyed feeling like the expert in the room when I was presenting.’

Hannah Schuller

What is the significance of cryoconite holes in icebergs?

Advice to other EPQ students: ‘Choose a topic that is challenging. I found that, although many of the journals I was reading were very high level
(above my understanding sometimes) it was this challenge that modivated me to continue, and ultimately this gave me a much stronger sense of
satisfaction once my project was complete.’

Miriam Simler

To what extent can I build and solar power an RC glider?

‘From a practical perspective I loved the building process, seeing how the model emerged from the plans to a fully-fledged glider.’

Amelia Little From 1789 to 2000, which factors have been the most significant in securing victory for
presidential candidates in America?
‘I loved the research process and my time that I spent at UCL Library ws amazing. There were so many sources to explore and looking at primary
sources was particularly enjoyable.’
These comments suggest that the students are more than ready for university work. The project presentations were of a uniformly high standard
this year, and once again we had much to learn from all of them. They could not have achieved so much, however, without the dedicated supervision
and encouragement of their supervisors Dr Spinks, Miss Hunter, Mr Boardman, Mr Grossman and Miss Kennedy, and the technical assistance of Mr
Murphy. Once again this year, heartfelt thanks to all who set aside time from their crowded schedules to support these young scholars.
Dr Devlin, EPQ Coordinator
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Anne Moorehouse, Year 13
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Young Enterprise
This year has been fantastic for
Young Enterprise at Channing. We
have had two successful teams,
Team Novus and their business
Doodle Bloom and Team Paragon
with their company Mapables. I
would like to take this opportunity
to thank Ms Pavlopoulos, Head
of Careers, for her support this
year and, once again, ex-Channing
parent Julian Gibbins, who has been
an inspirational Business Adviser to
both teams.
We have never won so many awards and
it is the first time Channing has represented
London at the National Young Enterprise final.
Congratulations to Mapables for winning Best
Marketing at Pentlands at the North London
final. Congratulations to Doodle Bloom for
winning Best Customer Service at the Brent
Cross Trade fair, Best Presentation and Overall
Best Company at Pentlands at the North
London final. We were delighted that Doodle
Bloom proceeded to the London regional
final where once again they were victorious
winning the Best Presentation and Overall Best
Company. Finally at the National Final they
were the winners of the FedEx Access Award
for innovation, access to global markets, a
contribution to socio-economic development
and a responsible approach to environmental
sustainability.
Reaching the National final was a highlight
and the five members of Doodle Bloom who
represented the team at the National final give
their account of the two day process where
they had to set up their trade stand, take part
in two interviews with business leaders and
perform their presentation to a large audience
at London County Hall.
Mrs Blake, Young Enterprise Coordinator
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Tabitha Cartmell, Riana Chandaria, Shehnaz
Cuerdo, Tiana Parti and Petra Underwood give
their account of the final:
We arrived at County Hall on Monday 17 June
and we sat in a hall with 13 other teams. We
listened to an interesting lecture about future
technology and the impact it may have on us.
After this, in our teams we had an activity
where we were challenged to create and design
our own futuristic and innovative product. We
came up with the idea of ‘Emotivelens’. It is a
pair of glasses for those with special needs or
communication disabilities where, when you
put it on, it detects the emotions of someone
and lets you know in the ear chip it comes with.
There were many other amazing ideas such as
an ‘umbrella Uber-like service’ and machinery
to transport leftover food to Third World
countries.
In the evening, we started to set up our trade
stand for judging the next day. Initially all was
looking good as we had our wheelbarrow and
table set up, however, this was the first time
we were using a backboard and to say we had a
little trouble would be an understatement. The
flowers we had bought for our backboard were
not staying on and we faced a few more issues.
After persevering through this, we managed
to set up our trade stand so all that was left to
do was to buy flowers. So the next day we got
up at the crack of dawn (4.00am) and made our
way to New Covent Garden flower market,
where we bought a vast amount of flowers that
we used to finish off our trade stand.
After a strenuous but successful set-up, the
real competition began as we had two rounds
of interviews at our Doodle Bloom trade stand.
The judges from companies including FedEx,
HSBC, AT&T, Delta and Disney questioned
us on the sustainability of our business, our
finances and our digital presence, as well as

what we had got out of the Young Enterprise
experience. We answered with confidence
(although we were quite nervous!) and
explained that we had gained great skills such
as teamwork, communication and had an
incredible time while doing it.
We all let out a sigh of relief when the judges
walked away, hoping we had done our best. At
the London finals we were really pleased to win
Best Presentation but we knew the standard
would be even higher at the national final.
On the day of the final, we were allowed to
rehearse our presentation a couple of times and
get an idea of what it would be like. It was a
great opportunity to present to more than 200
people.
The awards ceremony was a true highlight of
a very long day, as we felt it was an opportunity
to appreciate every teams’ hard work in
the Company Programme. To our surprise,
there was a beatboxing group to announce
each team, but we decided to take it a step
further by doing a dance as we ran in – people
don’t say Channing girls are overachievers for
nothing! Steph McGovern, who presents BBC’s
‘Watchdog’, was the presenter for the evening
and, after listening to some truly inspiring
speakers, it was time for the awards to be
handed out.
To our pleasant surprise, we were presented
with the FedEx ‘Access Award’ for the
international outreach of our product. This
achievement was made even better by the
spokesman from FedEx expressing a true love
for our product and brand, and to hear this
from an integral member of a multi-million
pound business was humbling. Overall, the
ceremony was such a validation of our journey
and hard work as a team and we feel so lucky
to have reached this point. Many thanks in
particular to Mrs Blake for all her support.

Interview with Emily Poncia, Managing
Director of Paragon (Mapables)
WHAT IS YOUR PRODUCT?
Our product is an interactive map with hand-made stickers
where the children use the fact sheet that comes in the pack
to stick the stickers in the right place on the map, in order to
learn about the world around them
HOW DID YOU MANUFACTURE THE PRODUCT?
We designed the map and stickers ourselves, we then took
our designs to Absolute Print in Archway and we cultivated a
relationship with them that allowed us to use them to print
everything we needed at a greatly discounted price, for 200
units.
WHO IS YOUR TARGET MARKET?
School-aged children, around 5 to 13
WHAT WERE YOUR SUCCESSES?
We sold 77 units at the Christmas fête, and also managed to
get several shoutouts and mentions from accounts with a large
following on Instagram to boost our own online engagement.
WHERE DID YOU SELL YOUR PRODUCTS?
Mainly at fairs, such as the Brent Cross Trade Fair and the
Fairseat Summer and Christmas Bazaar, but we also sold a few
units online through our Instagram.

WHAT PROBLEMS
OCCURRED AND HOW
DID YOU OVERCOME
THEM?
We encountered a
timing issue due to the
handmade nature of
our product and it took
longer than we thought
it would to make.
However, we overcame
this by staying in constant
contact with our supplier.
WHAT SKILLS HAVE YOU LEARNT FROM THE
EXPERIENCE?
I learned skills of delegation and human management as we had
some issues with the specific roles but we overcame them. I
also learned how to interact with suppliers and branding and
marketing skills.
WHAT IS YOUR ADVICE TO CHANNING STUDENTS
CONSIDERING DOING YOUNG ENTERPRISE?
Don’t underestimate how much time it takes! Ensure that you
are ready to be committed and responsible when it comes to
managing your workload. It’s very good for learning business
skills and will stand you in good stead.

Some of the members of
the Doodle Bloom team
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Young Enterprise
Interview with Riana
Chandaria and Shehnaz
Cuerdo, Managing
Directors of Team Novus
(Doodle Bloom)
WHAT IS YOUR PRODUCT?
Our products are plantable pencils with seeds at the end.
When they are too short to use, just put them in soil. The
end will disintegrate, releasing the seeds and allowing them
to grow. We sell them in a packet of 12 and each coloured
pencil grows into a different herb or flower. We then went
on to begin making handmade plantable greeting cards that
when planted in soil grow into a beautiful flower bed.
HOW DID YOU MANUFACTURE THE PRODUCT?
We found a manufacturer (unfortunately quite far away) in
Hong Kong and started making orders as soon as we could.
We realised that a pill capsule would be the perfect material
to hold our seeds at the end of the pencil and eventually
biodegrade. We made an original order of 200.
WHO IS YOUR TARGET MARKET?
Initially our target market was children from the ages
of four to 11, as we recognised an appeal for colouring,
imagination and an interest in their environment. As
time went on we began getting interest from older
customers who wanted to gift our products or even order
our products in bulk to use as wedding favours. So we
eventually came to realise that our product is meant for
anyone who is environmentally conscious and ready to
doodle.
WHAT WERE YOUR SUCCESSES?
We have made a net profit of £830 as of June 2019, of which
we are incredibly proud! We have also won multiple awards.
At our North London finals, we achieved the award for Best
Customer Service at Brent Cross, the Best Presentation
and best Overall Company. We then went on to win
the Best Presentation and Best Overall Company at the
London finals. At the National UK finals we were the team
representing London and we won the Fedex Access Award
for the international reach of our product. Shehanz and I
always find the greatest success is a customer approaching
us after buying our product and telling us about the plants
they have grown and how much they love our pencils.
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WHERE DID YOU SELL YOUR PRODUCTS?
We had the opportunity to sell at the Fairseat Christmas
Bazaar and the Summer Fête, as well as around school and
at Brent Cross shopping centre! We also sold online to
our customers through Instagram and Facebook. Towards
the end of young enterprise our journey we had people
approach us rather than the other way around which felt
lovely! A company in America called ‘Rainbow pads’ even
contacted us about stocking our pencils in their monthly
subscription box which our team was ecstatic about.
WHAT PROBLEMS OCCURRED AND HOW DID YOU
OVERCOME THESE?
Our products were outsourced and we could see our
carbon footprint increasing so we tried to compensate
and make every other detail of our brand completely
sustainable. That is why all of our packaging is recycled,
sustainable and biodegradable. Any disputes between
team members were directed to our Human Resources
department to avoid major difficulties, which worked quite
well.
WHAT SKILLS HAVE YOU LEARNT FROM THE
EXPERIENCE?
We had a large team of 15 girls, so compromise and
communication were key skills we had to develop and learn
as we grew (if you pardon the pun). As CEOs, delegation
was something we had to refine as well, to work most
efficiently with in our team.
WHAT WOULD BE YOUR ADVICE TO YOUNGER
STUDENTS DOING YOUNG ENTERPRISE?
We would say definitely give it a go because we have
learnt so much and had a once-in-a-lifetime experience!
Something to remember is that whatever you put into
your company you will get lots out of it. More simply, your
success will be defined by how hard you work and how
much time and effort you put in but, if you are willing to do
so, then you will have a blast!

Maya Morse, Year 13
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Duke of Edinburgh’s Award – Gold
Group: LEGS MISERABLES
By Petra Underwood, Year 12
Our group ‘Legs Miserables’ endured many challenges
and climbed literal mountains during our Gold practice
expedition. The expedition will always be clear in our minds
due to the many obstacles that brought our team closer
together. From the group’s shared disgust at trying a readymade chicken korma for dinner, and our overwhelming relief
at spotting Hay-on-Wye from a distance on the last day,
the challenges throughout the practice helped us develop
our teamwork skills. A memory that will be remembered
as a hard lesson learnt was our group’s decision to give up
on finding a supposedly non-existent path and to make
the snap decision to scale an extremely wet and nettlecovered mountain. Imagine the shock when one of our
team members slid down, seemingly to her death, until she
grabbed on to a thistle to save herself. After two hours’
climbing, a good half hour crying and 20 minutes of sitting at
the top of the mountain in pure disbelief and exhaustion, we
dreamed a dream of reaching the camp site and carried on.
After the floods and the downpours our group, managed
to survive. What can the assessed expedition throw at us
that can be worse than the ‘worst floods in 30 years that
Wales has ever seen’?

Group: THE WALKING DEAD
By Anna Cornish, Year 12
We didn’t have high expectations for the weather in the
Brecon Beacons in October. Our hopes were further crushed
as there were huge rain puddles covering the motorway
on our journey. However, we had all come prepared with
waterproofs. As we neared the hostel for the first night, the
sat nav began to divert us off our original route due to the
terrible weather conditions. Eliane and I were forced to use
a road map to navigate. We welcomed a little pre-expedition
map work. After going around in circles, we arrived seven
hours later! Given the poor walking conditions, we had to
think of ways to keep ourselves motivated throughout the
trip. Despite the beautiful bracken-covered Brecon Beacons,
the steep hills offered little mercy.
The challenge became even harder with injuries sustained
early on. Geraldine twisted her ankle and I ripped the fibres
in my leg muscle on the first day. Geraldine walked at the
front of the group with her bad ankle so all of the team were
walking at the same pace. We also took some of her heavy
load to make the journey easier for her.
Despite these problems, we managed to arrive back at
the camp site first every day. We achieved this by keeping up
the pace of our walking; not getting distracted and sticking
closely to our route cards; even if they did involve waking up
at 4:30am and walking in the pitch black Welsh forest!
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Duke of Edinburgh’s Award – Gold
Gold Group: SAVE OUR SOLES
By Abigail Summerfield
One of the problems that I encountered was when we
had sat down ready to eat lunch, after climbing a huge hill
in the freezing cold and I opened my food and it was all
mouldy! Obviously I had to throw it away and thankfully
I had some spare food and my group was kind enough
to share some of their lunches with me too. Another
problem we encountered was all our tents were soaking
wet because there was so much rain, as a farmer told us
it was the wettest winter in 30 years. To overcome this
problem, luckily we had some spare bin bags which we
could lay down on the bottom of the tent so our sleeping
bags wouldn’t get wet.
A highlight of the Gold DofE practice expedition was
when we had been walking along a path for a very long
time, knowing that we were supposed to be climbing the
hill right next to us. We decided that we were never going
to find the path that led us up the hill and so we started
to climb it from where we were. Ely led the way and was
pushing away and stamping down all the tall ferns that
were blocking our view. This meant that we had to keep
stopping to check that we were going in the right direction.
Another reason why we had to keep stopping was because
Tabby kept shouting: “Does anyone else feel like they’re
being attacked by the ferns?” (even though she was the
last person in the line and all the ferns had already been
flattened around her!) The rest of us just rolled our eyes
and kept on walking. After slashing through the ferns some
more we finally found the path that we were meant to be
on and Tabby was no longer surrounded by ferns.
One tip is to make sure you arrive on time to get into
the cars for your journey to Wales, otherwise you could
end up spending a six-hour journey accompanied by Mr
Riggs-Long. We would also recommend you pack for the
correct weather. Another problem that we had to face is
with Holly’s ankle injury; it was difficult for her to walk at
the pace of the rest of the group. We overcame this by
distributing the weight in her bag which made the walk
easier for her. Working as a team.

Gold Group: NOT FAST, BUT FURIOUS.
By Anna Wickens
B elieve in yourself, it’s not lame
R ain rain rain
E ating non stop snacks was our game
C han van home eased our pain
O hh no! We went the wrong way up the hill but we
whistled and got saved by Mr Hill!!!!
N ow we miss (tled) dofe and next time we can’t wait
for the sun to shine
And we will also learn to rhyme
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Duke of Edinburgh’s Award – Silver
Is the Bronze award not enough? Honestly, why
sign up for the Silver award, especially when the
assessed trip leaves the day after Founder’s Day
at 7am? Well, 55 students in Year 10 did think
it worthwhile and the last weekend in April saw
our biggest haul ever – which meant they were
divided into two groups with myself leading one
half and Mr Riggs-Long leading the other half
– headed to the North Downs for their Silver
practice expedition.

The Trippy Trekkers in delightful
spirits and even on their route, yes
seriously!
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The Silver Duke of Edinburgh award
strengthens the steel-like resolve to overcome
the most difficult of situations that the Bronze
award embedded and it enables students to
improve their ability to work as part of a team.
The Silver award is longer and the walking on
the expeditions is noticeably more strenuous
than what the girls experienced on the Bronze
trips in Year 9, but all were able to surmount
the challenges posed.

The effort is truly worthwhile as the views
from the peak of Box Hill and Leith Hill Tower
are spectacular. Of course, there were the odd
group that ‘took a wrong turn’ and stories of
being ‘chased by cows after their food’ (yes we
have heard them all before) but all students
successfully completed their practice expedition
unscathed. ‘Feeling confident for the assessed
trip?’, I ask? ‘Bring it on!’, they roar.
Leisha Zanardo, Silver Co-ordinator

Lost Cause having a
break ... again

How many Silver Rubber Duckies
can you fit in a two-person tent?
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Duke of Edinburgh’s Award – Bronze
Participation in the Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award encourages students to discover and
try out new activities. This year, some Bronze
participants completed a British sign language
course, took up rowing as a new sport, and
volunteered at Kentish Town City Farm, Park
Run and Night Shelter. At Channing, the
Bronze Duke of Edinburgh expedition training
is integrated in the outdoor and adventurous
activities unit of the PE curriculum and is taught
in lessons. Students learn to navigate using a
map and compass, prepare meals on a cooking
stove, set up a tent, work as a team to make
decisions and solve problems.
Here are a few quotes from some of our
Bronze participants about their experiences:
“I have loved learning British sign language
because it is like nothing I have done and it will
help to break down barriers of communication
between people.”
Lorna Goldman
“The thing I was most scared to start was
the volunteering, since I’m not that confident
and I’d be working with people. Turns out there

was nothing to be scared about! Volunteering at
Night Shelter was one of the most fun and best
things I’ve ever done!”
Miranda Gomez Velasco
“I particularly enjoyed my three sections,
where I learnt piano, self-defence and
volunteered at a charity shop. I may continue
them even if I do not choose to do Silver DofE.”
Irina Sofronie
“One of the topics I enjoyed learning about
most is first aid because it is a life skill and I now
feel confident that I can help a person in case of
an emergency.”
Meaghan Lawrence
“It has been interesting learning about
camping in the countryside as it is different
from living in the city.”
Ed Juniper
“I would recommend doing DofE to anyone,
as it gives you so many skills for the future. It
helps with teamwork and reaching goals. I am
very excited about the expedition and I hope to
continue with Silver DofE next year.”
Alice Metcalf

“Volunteering probably taught me the most.
I created a fundraising project for Project
Harar, which was making dolls, selling them
and hosting workshops to raise money and
awareness. I raised more than £800! DofE has
completely changed my way of thinking. It has
changed my life.”
Branwen Bainbridge
We constantly look at how we can improve
the delivery of the Award. At Bronze level we
introduced a more thorough and practical first
aid unit that better equips students to react in
case of an emergency. During lessons, students
completed an online first aid course, which was
then followed by a morning of practical training
run by qualified first aid instructors. Students
had the chance to practise how to dress
wounds, treat sprains, resuscitate a casualty
as well as recognise and deal with shock, heat
stroke and unconsciousness. All of our Year 9
students received a First Aid certificate.
Elise Wijmeersch, Bronze Duke of
Edinburgh Coordinator

Bronze participants 2018-2019
9RW
Anika Agarwal
Olivia Bendell
Romilly Blitz
Charlotte Claypoole
Florence Coleman
Beatrice De Leval
Linda Doanova
Harper Gallacher
Khadeejah Huda
Ed Juniper
Sophia Karallis
Meaghan Lawrence
Alice Metcalf
Celine Obadiah
Charlotte Pearce
Maya Ray
Gayatri Sabharwal
Isabella Silver
Louisa Tait
Anna Whelan
9S
Imani Ahmad
Camilla Bassi
Rachel Bezalel
Charis Bone
Freya Calder
Hana Dulson
Ester Eckersley
Imogen Frost
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Rafaella Fry
Ciara Hicks
Samara Jumah
Isabella Keane
Isabel Lesser
Annabelle Lucas
Matilda Mistry
Yuri Nabesawa
Barbara Parente
Artemis Partasides
Flora Pickford
Laila Syme
Sophie Winch
Frankie Wire Davies
Grace Wu
9SP
Ruby Awenat
Branwen Bainbridge
Isla Church
Tia Crown
Gabriella Douglas-Kitsis
Eleonora Dusmugambetova
Lorna Goldman
Miranda Gomez Velasco
Alice Gray
Maya Khiani
Emily Mullen
Eloise Neil
Anouska Ornstein
Catrin Papanastassiou Jenkins

Anna Saacke
Irene Salvati
Eliana Samonas
Irina Sofronie
Sameeha Velmi
Amy Warren
9W
Maria Aleksanyan
Sasha Blendis
Shruti Borundia
Maika Lucia Brealey
Edith Cartmell
Amelia Eton
Ella Goodman
Emily Gosden
Matilda Haines
Aliya Jami
Manon Kanter
Charlotte Marchand
Madelaine Napier
Arielle Narkis
Sienna Ransford
Simran Saggar
Olivia Seddon Deane
Lucy Selfe
Renee Shields
Sienna Thompson
Oriya Tietjen
Ursula Warshaw
Elowen Woad

Silver participants 2018-2019
Grace Abrahams
Mali Akinrinlola
Tori Akinrinlola
Zoe Baranowski
Esme Braganza
Talia Clapham
Zara Coles
Sophie Collins
Caroline Cornish
Amelia (Millie) Crane
Maya Egerton
Niamh Eisenberg
Jemima Eskenazi
Isabel (Izzy) Fetterman
Lilia Foster
Aimee Gee-Grant
Eliza Goldstone
Annabel Gotto
Alice Gray

Corrie Gray
Amy Grayson
Mia Hanna
Stella Hastings
Zoe Hilton
Lara Himoff
Madeleine Hjelt
Eden Hymanson
Saniya Jain
Ella Jones
Alia Khalouf
Amelie Lawlor
Zara Levy
Eden Levy
Hermione Lobb
Lidia Lonergan
Molly Malbon
Jessica McDonald
Anna Milsom

Isabel Murphy
Talia Nabarro
Maria O’Carroll
Aki Pampaloni
Constantina Papadopolous
Jasmine Patra
Asya Pendlebury
Hannah Percival
Anisha Perera
Sophia Reichwald
Ruby Reynolds
Isabelle Salmon
Giulia Salt
Gemma Selby
Noluthando Tebe
Yidi Wang
Isabelle Warren
Charlotte Woolley

Gold participants 2018-2019
Millicent Angel
Isabella Atkinson
Eliane Carter
Tabitha Cartmell
Laura Cipolotti-Raniero
Natasja Collis
Hannah Conyerd
Anna Cornish
Hannah Fernando

Constance Froment
Geraldine Glaser
Miriam Hammell
Megan Khan
Sophie Lewis
Saskia Lonergan
Charlotte Marshall
Una Maynard
Eleonora Megaro

Emily Rea
Alice Ryb
Sophie Scott
Abigail Summerfield
Petra Turville
Anna Wickens
Holly Williams
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Drama and Theatre Studies
This has been a year of great change for
the Drama Department at Channing.
I was thrilled to be appointed Head of
Drama and Theatre Studies at a time when
changes were ringing around the school,
specifically with the Performing Arts
Building being formally named the Arundel
Centre. Year 10 GCSE students marked
this event at the beginning of the academic
year, by welcoming HRH Princess Sarvath
el Hassan of Jordan to open the building.
Fifteen Mary Poppins sang and danced
their way through the tidying of Jane and
Michael’s nursery, where their 'sugary
sweet' tones delighted and entertained the
guests.
In October, both Devising and Scripted
examination performances were impressive.
GCSE Drama students in Years 10 and 11
explored the ideas of theatrical practitioners in
professional workshops with Frantic Assembly,
a physical theatre company whose dynamic
choreography inspired some acrobatic pieces
of devised theatre. Later that month, Year 11
learned about methods of creating political and
‘Epic Theatre’, when Splendid Theatre Company
visited us for a thought-provoking workshop on
Bertolt Brecht. A legendary playwright, director
and actor, Brecht’s methods brought out the
students’ social conscience and allowed them
the opportunity to reflect on the topical issues
they felt strongly about and create a piece of
theatre to present these to their audience.
Themes ranged from knife crime in London,
rising xenophobia, the oppressive regime of
North Korea and Donald Trump’s support for
Brett Kavanaugh.
In A Level, Year 13 students performed the
first extract from a script with ‘The Maids’ by
Jean Genet. The play is based on the infamous
sisters Christine and Léa Papin, who brutally
murdered their employer in France, in 1933.

The group masterfully captured the sinister
mood of the piece, staging the text using Steven
Berkoff’s ‘Total Theatre’ where they created
the claustrophobic world of the maids and
their Madame, through creating a grotesque
and exaggerated physicality where they skillfully
combined mime and sound effects. Year 13
devised a unique verbatim performance in
April focusing on ‘family values’ where they
interviewed individuals about what family
means in 2019. Using Alecky Blythe’s recorded
delivery technique, they simultaneously listened
to recorded voices from their interviewees
through an earpiece and spoke their words
exactly matching the pace, pitch and accent.
In January the whole-school production
continued the spirit of change, with the work
produced in the Arundel Centre focusing on
the visual medium: design. ‘Arabian Nights’ by
Dominic Cooke weaves the colourful stories
of Scheherazade into a lifesaving device. This
year's production had the most ambitious,
intricate and technically complex set design
Channing has ever seen. The set was designed
by Jess Maliphant-Gray and expertly lit by our
Theatre Manager, Mr Gray. Accompanied by
an explosion of colour through the costuming,
the play made a dynamic visual impact on the
audience. The acting and storytelling was of a
very high standard and the whole team of 50
students collaborated with professionalism and
executed the performance brilliantly.
Year 12 performed two contrasting pieces;
‘The Memory of Water’ and ‘Love and
Information’. Students deftly moved through the
grief and unexpected humour of two sisters
squabbling over memories of their mother. Both
performances were nuanced in their sensitivity,
with well timed comic lines that lightened
the mood intermittently. In Caryl Churchill’s
‘Love and Information,’ the short snappy
scenes were moving, uplifting, melancholic and

ridiculous, allowing the audience to experience
a kaleidoscope of emotions in just one February
evening.
In April, Year 11 completed their final
performance examination and revealed an
impressive mixture of duologues from a
wide range of plays including ‘Antigone’, ‘The
Importance of Being Earnest’, ‘Daisy Pulls it
off’, ‘The Skriker’ and ‘Hedda Gabler’. The
performers and set designer produced some
inspiring pieces and worked tirelessly to
produce a stunning performance.
As always, the Lamda programme at
Channing has continued to be a hugely popular
string to the Drama department's bow.
Students and parents alike marvelled at the skill
and sensitivity that the range of monologues
and duologues showcased in May. The extra
curricular examination has developed and
grown to encompass 70 students in total.
Year 10’s final examination was a disturbing
and dark look at the responsibilities of a group
of teenagers when a prank goes awry. Both
the lighting designer and actors created a
brooding atmosphere with some moments of
real intensity in Dennis Kelly’s ‘DNA’. The moral
questions about friendship, violence and fear
raised by the piece, echoed round the theatre
long after the curtain call.
In June the year was rounded off with a
fantastic performance of ‘Blue Stockings’ by
Jessica Swale, which was directed by Ms Hurst.
It charts the struggles of women at Cambridge
University in the late-1890s, who fought for
the right to graduate, in the same way their
fellow male students did. This challenging piece
was handled with great maturity by the young
cast and left the audience musing on the true
value of education for young women – the
cornerstone of the Channing ethos.
Jessica Hill, Head of Drama and Theatre
Studies
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GCSE performance

GCSE performance

GCSE performance

A level - The Maids

A level - The Maids

A level - It’s all relative

A level - It’s all relative

A level - It’s all relative

A level - Arabian Nights

A level - Arabian Nights

A level - Arabian Nights
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GCSE performance

Lamda
This is the fifth year of LAMDA at Channing,
with the programme expanding again this year.
This meant that all the 72 students in Year
8 and 9 who wished to take lessons had the
opportunity to do so.
Some students’ reflections, from Ava L,
Jenna H, Catarina Lucas, Lola CampbellFarquharson and Kiera Patel,
“Lamda has helped me to understand people

and see how to communicate characters
through magnifying key features.”
“Lamda this year was a successful, enjoyable
and intriguing experience. These acting lessons,
gave us all the experience and theory we
needed to perform in an evening showcase
and take the exam this summer. First we each
made an individual selection from a variety of
scripts; then we learned about the backgrounds

of our contrasting scenes. Through the year,
we did many fun and useful exercises to help
us develop different acting techniques which
now we will always use on stage and in public
speaking. We thoroughly enjoyed our time
doing Lamda and would recommend it to
everyone.”
“Loved it... it’s fun!”
Vivienne Penglase, LAMDA Coordinator

Lamda

Lamda

Lamda

DNA

DNA

DNA

Blue Stockings

Blue Stockings

Blue Stockings
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Sixth Form Art trip to Sicily
‘What is being exhibited
at Manifesta, above all,
is Palermo itself’ – Amy
Sherlock
Last September, the Year 12
Art students were fortunate to
spend a weekend in Palermo, the
capital of Sicily, to visit the annual
Manifesta Exhibition. We left
school with sunglasses in one hand
and sketchbooks in the other, all
eagerly looking forward to catching
a few more days of sun before
the autumn gloom took over. We
took a very necessary detour to
the nearest Pret to stock up on
some supplies and headed off to
Stansted to catch our 1710 flight
to Palermo, Sicily! We arrived to
a beautiful Sicilian evening at the
Hotel Mediterraneo where we
unpacked our suitcases, turned the
air-con on, and went to sleep in
anticipation of the five art galleries
we were going to visit in the
morning.
Our first stop was the Francesco
Pantaleone Arte Contemporanea,
which was located off one of
Palermo’s lovely cobbled streets.
We walked past the stunning
Teatro Massimo, and to the
excitement of everyone, a Sephora!
The first gallery we visited
contained some contemporary
art by a younger Sicilian artist,
Croce Taravella, whose work
everyone fell in love with (except
the teachers who felt his work
was ‘too GCSE’). His large and
unique paintings captured the
brightness and colours of Sicily
perfectly, which were seemingly
painted with oil and laid out in a
collage format. All his paintings
conveyed different aspects of Sicily
pieced together, which resulted
in fascinating paintings that had a
similar feel to Rauchenburg. After
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admiring the sculptures, paintings
exhilarated. We had a brief toilet
and collages in the FPAC we
break that somehow transformed
continued on towards our next
into a leisurely hour pause to
stop. Our next stop at Manifesta
appreciate the view by the sea
was the Palazzo Ajutamicristo.
with some drinks, and muse over
This gallery had a more rugged
Nikita’s drink choice that came
and personal environment, due to
in an odd looking glass with the
the shabby charm of the building
lesson learnt that ordering a hot
that exhibited the work of Italian
chocolate in 25-degree weather
artist Filippo Minelli. The project
was probably not a wise decision.
was called Across the Border and
The next stop was the Palazzo
discussed immigration and identity
Butera, which had an impressive
in the age of data and the internet.
art piece displayed – a mountain
The flags in the exhibition were
of salt. The sculpture by Patricia
transformed not to represent the
Kaersenhout was inspired by the
identification of specific territories
Caribbean tradition that holds a
but to connect different countries
slave legend, according to which
to each other, instead of only
enslaved people refrained from
representing singular countries.
eating salt, because they thought
The exhibition was unique in its
they would become lighter and
message, as it
could fly back to
challenged the
Africa. Despite
Despite cultural
conventional
cultural differences,
differences, the
purpose and
the widespread
widespread tale of
meaning behind
tale of the ‘Flying
the ‘Flying Africans’
what a flag
Africans’ reveals a
reveals a common
represents for
common origin and a
origin
a country. After
shared experience. It
admiring Minelli’s
expresses the ability
work and the
of people to flee in
beauty of the
their imagination,
old Sicilian architecture, we walked
which comes from the desire
back to Palermo city centre to
for freedom. The exhibition was
seek out some lunch.
presented particularly beautifully,
For lunch there were many
with videos, ornately decorated
alluring options, such as pizza
rooms and intriguing artifacts.
restaurants, Sicilian cafés, pasta
Our first day had been full of
shops and, most temptingly, the
engaging art experiences and
seemingly endless ice cream stalls,
countless sketching and photo
so after enjoying our meals and
opportunities. After being set free
taking in the buzz of atmosphere
to purchase some touristy items
within the Palermo streets, we
(including an enriching time in
continued to our next stop, the
Sephora), we journeyed back to
Palazzo Costantino for the tour
our hotel.
with a Manifesta Gardener. After
The evening in Palermo was alive
admiring the stunning and flawless
with locals, tourists, artists and
condition of the ceiling within the
music as if painted in a mixture
building, we began to distance
of different medias reflecting all
ourselves from the busy hub in the
the senses surrounding us. We all
city central, and as the buildings
gathered at the charming A’nica
dispersed we got a glimpse of the
restaurant and relished in the
sea that made everyone extremely
traditional pizza and pasta served.

After eating, we walked back
through the lights illuminating the
city and after arriving back at the
hotel, began to pack our bags in
preparation for our journey home
in the afternoon of the following
day.
The beginning of our second and
last day was bitter sweet as the
trip felt too short. We enjoyed the
hotel’s buffet spread and selection
of Lipton tea, then wheeled our
suitcases to the front desk and
embarked on the last few galleries
before driving to the airport.
Our first stop was the Botanical
Garden, which contained some
gorgeous greenhouses overflowing
with various flowers and plants.
At the centre of the garden there
was a lovely pond hosting some
tortoises; one we will fondly
remember as he struggled to get
out of the pond. We admired the
building at the front of the garden,
which exhibited some beautiful ink
work. We all left the garden with
our own little souvenirs, Kate got
five mosquito bites, Amy got three
and I got around seven. We then
bid arrivederci to Palermo, as we
got on our coach to the airport.
The plane journey surprisingly
resulted in some of the best
photos of the trip, as we were
blessed with an unusual and
stunning sunset.
There are worse ways to
spend a weekend than in the
warm Sicilian sun, and we all
collectively had the most enjoyable
and enriching time at Manifesta
in Palermo. Mrs Watts and Ms
Mackie organised an amazing
trip for us and it will always be
remembered as an amazing and
spontaneous memory that gave
us opportunities to discover art
we never would have been able to
otherwise see or appreciate.
Alice Ryb, Year 12
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YEAR 12 ARTISTS EXPLORE LONDON’S INSPIRATIONAL GALLERIES

One Friday morning, we all gathered in the
dining room, excited to see where the day
would take us. Miss Mackie handed out
the itinerary for the day; immediately the
familiar red logo of the Royal Academy
was shown, so we knew it would be a
great day. We departed from school with
a packet of crisps, a sandwich and our
sketchbooks and pencils in our bags, and
headed to Archway station.
After a short tube journey, we arrived at
the Royal Academy, and made our way to the
Klimt/Schiele exhibition. As we wandered
around the exhibition, we were able to
see the development in each artist’s work,
starting from Klimt’s early pencil sketches to
Schiele’s vibrant figurative work (right).
We really appreciated the fragile pencil
lines of their early work, but we particularly
enjoyed Schiele’s unflinching self-portraits,
using bold colour and sharp outlines. The
sketches gave us an insight into how these
artists work and their artistic processes.
After sketching our interpretations of their
works, we headed off to our next destination,
the White Cube.
The exhibition we saw at the White Cube
was comprised of geometric shapes filled
with bright, bold colours, which contrasted
heavily with the white, plain interior of
the White Cube. We also noticed that the
building itself is a work of art, as it is mirrored
underground, and the space works with the
artwork being displayed, emphasising each
colour.

Overall, we enjoyed the space of the
White Cube but we weren’t very impressed
with the artwork, which came as something
of a surprise but made us even more excited
to visit Christie’s.
We travelled down the road, with a spring
in our step, to Christie’s, to visit an auction
of Renaissance paintings. The first thing we
noticed was how underdressed we all were;
our outfit of choice being tracksuits whilst
everyone around us was dressed in suits and
gowns.
As we walked up the velvet carpeted
stairs, we were instantly astonished by the
prices of artworks, ranging from tens of
thousands to a couple of million pounds.
The paintings were alluring to touch, and
brought us straight into the 18th century.
Each painting was filled with lively colours,
with intricate brush strokes and detail
synonymous with the painting style of the
18th Century.
This exhibition allowed us to see the
contrast between the modern work we
had seen in the White Cube, and the more
traditional style of portraiture and oil
paintings.
We then left Christie’s, reflecting on the
broad range of artist techniques and styles
we had seen throughout the day. Miss Mackie
and Mrs Watts opened our eyes to the wide
cultures of the art world.
JESSICA LANGAN AND NIKITA
STEINBERG, YEAR 12

Capital’s architecture hoves into view
In May, Year 10 Art students travelled to central
London to explore architecture around us
and how aspects of city life intertwine. First,
we went to the Barbican Centre, designed
by post-World War Two brutalist architects
Chamberlin, Powell and Bon. The Barbican’s
block design contrasted heavily with most of
London’s light, modern architecture and it
showed how events such as WW2 influenced
people’s attitudes towards architecture.
We then went to the top of the One New
Change shopping centre, where we saw
London’s skyline including nearby St Paul’s
Cathedral. The newer buildings in London
towered over St Paul’s, which was once the
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world’s tallest building. This showed how old
and new architecture are both present in
today’s society.
Next was the Museum of London Docklands,
a former factory that made sugar, coffee and
rum. We found it particularly cool to see old
maps of London that showed how little area it
used to cover. From this we learnt about how
quickly big cities such as London develop. The
museum was in Canary Wharf, a section of land
surrounded by two parts of the river Thames.
This told us that water was an important point
of trading and industry, which is why London is
so heavily built up around the river.
Charlotte Woolley, Year 10

Enjoying London Underground

GCSE Art exhibition
YEAR 7’S VIEW:
The Year 11 GCSE Art exhibition had very interesting and creative pieces of artwork. Some of the art pieces were very
different in style and some had very powerful messages: there were lots of different techniques used and we were
really inspired by looking at each individual piece. Each artwork was a unique creation and we enjoyed looking around
and viewing such an interesting exhibition.
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GCSE Art exhibition
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GCSE Art exhibition
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A level Art exhibition
The end-of-year exhibition for the A level students was yet again a highlight of the school year. Creative, ambitious,
challenging, diverse and idiosyncratic work demonstrated the students’ individuality and artistic maturity, each
demonstrating individual and original visual responses. The range of materials used was extremely diverse: from
paintings, drawings and prints to installations created from human hair, objects made from latex and copper sculpture.
These exhibitions are always surprising and some of the exhibits mesmerizing and we have continually attempted
to create professional looking exhibitions to showcase the students’ talents. Both private view evenings were
especially well attended and enthused and enthralled reactions attested to the outstanding nature of the girls’ visual
achievements.

Kate Leventhal, Year 13
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A level Art exhibition

Gresa Madjuni, Year 13
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A level Art exhibition

Maya Morse, Year 13
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A level Art exhibition

Anne Moorehouse, Year 13
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A level Art exhibition

Daisy Grostern, Year 13
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A level Art exhibition

Athena Anastassopoulos, Year 13
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Department news – Sport
We have had another amazing and busy year in the Sports Department. The highlights
of the year are reported on the next few pages, which I hope you enjoy reading. Thanks
to my colleagues, Ms Zekan, Ms Wijmeersch and Mrs Smith Modu, for all their hard
work and humour.
MS DELLA-PORTA, DIRECTOR OF SPORT

NETBALL 2018–2019
We have enjoyed yet another successful year of netball. Across all age groups, the students played 40 matches against local schools, winning 34
matches (85%) and drawing one match. Year 10s and Seniors won all of their matches. We played in a number of competitions including:
n Matches against local schools
n Middlesex Round –- Nationals Schools Competition (U14 & U16)
n Middlesex Schools Tournament (Years 7 & 8)
n Independent Schools Netball Cup – (U15 & U19)
n Haringey Netball Competition – Year 7
Middlesex Round – Nationals Schools Competition
The Year 9s & 11s competed in the Middlesex round of the nationals schools competition. Once again, they played some outstanding netball and
just missed out on winning the final match that would have taken them into the semi-final. The Year 11s placed third and the Year 9s fourth in their
respective groups.
Middlesex Schools Tournament (Years 7 & 8)
Years 7 & 8 competed in the Middlesex Schools Tournament. Year 7’s came up against some good opposition and again missed out placing 4th in
their group. After losing the first three matches, the Year 8s rallied and won their last few matches, eventually finishing sixth.
Independent Schools Netball Cup (U15 & U19)
Every year our Netball teams progress one step further in this competition and this year our U15s nearly made it to the semi-finals. The U15s lost
the opening round of their ISNC Cup against Reigate Grammar and went through to play in the Plate competition. They won the next 2 matches
in the Plate competition to get to the Quarter final, just losing in a thrilling match to Eastbourne College by one goal 43 – 44. The U19s won their
opening match, but subsequently lost to North London Collegiate School (NLCS) 17–- 21 in the third round.
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Netball
Channing played in a very exciting GSA netball tournament. The girls played nine matches winning all of their matches except the last match, losing a
close match to Putney High. We had wins against Notting Hill & Ealing, JAGS, Jersey College, St George’s Ascot, Canford House, Tormead B, Abbotts
Hill and St Catherine’s Bramley.
We were placed in the top group on the Sunday. We narrowly lost to both Bolton and St. Paul’s (both by two goals!) but beat Notting Hill and
Ealing in our last match. We played for fifth and sixth place against Tourmead and lost the match narrowly 10-11.
Overall, we finished in sixth position out of 24 schools.
Year 7 Netball - London Youth Games
This year, Mrs Smith Modu and myself have been thrilled with the commitment and enthusiasm of the Year 7s with between 30 and 40 students
consistently attending Netball Club. It has been pleasing to see their skills improving and we have been fortunate to have so many talented students to
select teams from.
For the first time we had the opportunity to represent Haringey at the London Youth Games after winning the Haringey Year 7 borough
tournament, beating Fortismere School in the final.
On Tuesday 26th March the Year 7 Netball Team went to Redbridge Sports Centre to compete in the London Youth Games. We were very proud
to have the opportunity to represent the Borough of Haringey in the competition.
The team was off to a good start beating Gumley 5-0. Unfortunately the next game did not go in our favour, losing to Bromley High 13-2 (who went
on to win the competition). The next group game was our chance to move into the running for a medal but unfortunately, with a nail-biter of a finish
we lost to Waldegrave 4-3. We played three more games which we won and this placed us 17th out of 33 schools competing.
Well done to all the students who competed (see below) and a special mention to Eloise Johnson for her sharp shooting and consistent play
throughout the tournament. We look forward to the next academic year to further support and develop the talent of this year group.
Congratulations to: Kiki Berman, Tabi Jackson, Amel Ofili, Lily Waite, Eloise Johnson, Lotte Crane, Zoe Quartey, Madeleine Horsell, Echo Braden,
Galya Hynes, Tara Moriarty, Poppy Waltasaari.

GSA Condover Hall U 14 Netball Tournament
Channing School travelled to Shropshire to take part in the GSA Condover Hall Netball Tournament. On the first evening the girls were able to
take part in a Q & A session with England Roses Netball player Eboni Beckford Chambers. Eboni shared her experiences as a player and how she has
balanced her studies and career with her professional sports career.
London School Games Year 10 & Under Volleyball Finals
For the first time, Channing represented Haringey in the London School Games Year 10 & Under Volleyball finals, which was held at the University
of East London’s Sportsdock. Twenty-five boroughs split over four groups competed for the title of best school volleyball team in London in this age
group. Captain Saniya Jain (10F) led the team consisting of Elowen Woad, Olivia Seddon Deane and Sienna Thompson (9W) (below, right) to the
top of their group to secure a place in the quarter-finals. Even though Channing continued to serve superbly, their tournament came to an end in the
quarter-finals. The initial disappointment of not going through to the semi-finals was quickly replaced by a sense of pride when the girls realised that
they had finished in joint fifth position and thus as one of the top eight teams in London in their age group!
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Sri Lanka netball tour
In October half-term, 18 students from years 9 to 12 flew 5,400 miles for an
eight-day netball tour of Sri Lanka. After a long journey via Doha, we finally
arrived in Colombo.
We were greeted with flower garlands and travelled straight to our hotel for the night the wonderful Cinnamon Citadel in Kandy with views over the river.
On the first day we visited the Temple of the Tooth in Kandy. It was really beautiful
inside and very busy with people praying and offering lotus flowers to the Buddha. It was
an enlightening experience visiting such a sacred site.
After lunch we headed to a local school for our first matches. We had two teams
playing and both teams won their games. Although it was fairly obvious which team found
the conditions slightly harder — with a few Channing girls looking a bit red-faced and
sweaty by the end.
The next day we checked out of Cinnamon Citadel hotel and headed to what was the
highlight for many of us – a trip to the Pinnawala Elephant Orphanage. We were able to
see and experience the elephants up close and some of us were brave enough to feed the
elephants with giant pieces of fruit.
It was a long drive to our next stop, Hikkaduwa, where we checked in to the Citrus
Hotel - right on the beach. It was time to relax and enjoy the scenery and natural beauty
of Sri Lanka’s coastline.
The next morning we visited a local turtle centre which looks after injured turtles and
hatches new ones. We were in awe of their cuteness. The students were able to see a
variety of different turtles and learn about the breeding programme at the sanctuary.
The afternoon was spent relaxing by the beach or the pool – that was really tough.
The next day, after our careful and strenuous between-game training regime, it was
finally time to play some more netball. Both our teams faced tough matches. It was hard
adapting to the grass court. As well as the immense heat and humidity. And the dogs
running on and off the court.
Both matches were close and the older girls squeezed out a victory by two goals, with
the younger team losing narrowly. We were all slightly sweaty at the end and our faces
were red. Thankfully a huge thunderstorm greeted us when we arrived back to our hotel
to cool us off.
The next morning we went to Galle for some sightseeing and shopping.
Lots of girls bought spices, bowls made from coconut shells and other Sri Lankan
souvenirs.
In the afternoon we visited the Foundation of Goodness. This is a non-profit
organisation set up in 1999 offering education, sports training and support to the less
privileged in rural communities,and later those affected by the tsunami that hit Sri Lanka
in 2004, changing the lives of more than 30,000 people. To date the charity has helped
35,000 people from more than 200 villages. We were shown round its headquarters and
amazing sports facilities – as well as being inspired by all the great work they do.
Some of our older girls took part in a friendly netball match. And the younger girls put
their sports leadership skills to the test and shared some of their favourite games from
school like stuck in the mud
Our final day saw our final match. On another grass court. And, once again, it was one
win, one loss. It was a tightly contested fixture but we were all overwhelmed by our hosts,
who were so warm, accomodating and friendly.
It was finally time to say "Bohoma istouti Sri Lanka” which means “Thank You Sri Lanka.”
We left our hotel at 5am for the airport and our flight back to London. It was an
amazing trip with such fantastic memories and experiences.
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Arsenal Women Sister School Programme
Alongside the continued development of our netball teams, there has been a real focus on developing opportunities and a love for other sports such
as cricket, volleyball and football. As part of this development, the senior and junior school enrolled in the Arsenal Women Sister School Programme.
The programme aims to support the development of girls’ football in primary and secondary schools, creating more opportunities for girls to play
football. Included in the programme are workshops lead by an Arsenal youth development coach to inspire young girls with a love for playing football,
opportunities to link girls to local sister clubs and talent ID girls for the Arsenal development squads, as well as offer staff development workshops to
give teachers the confidence and skills to deliver football to girls.
Tabitha Jackson and Tacita Twaddle (7W) report below on the Year 7 football workshop and the Arsenal Ladies vs Bristol City football
match.
At the beginning of the workshop, the coach gave an inspirational talk about her journey to becoming a part of Arsenal Ladies Football Club. She
decided to become a football coach because she wanted to ensure that future generations of aspiring female footballers will receive higher quality
coaching than when she was a young player. After this, students asked questions such as ‘do you think there is an increased focus on women’s football
in the media?’. The much-improved TV coverage of the Women’s World Cup Football positively answers that question I think. After the question
round, we did drills that focused on ball skills and possession, followed by mini games. It was a fun and inspiring workshop!
In March, the Channing Year 6 to 10 football teams travelled to Meadow Park Stadium to watch a Women’s Super League match between Arsenal
Ladies and Bristol City. The final score was 4 – 0 to Arsenal, with a hat trick by Vivianne Miedema and a goal by Katie McCabe. At the end of the
match, the Arsenal players took time to take pictures with us and sign autographs. One player even gave away her football boots to us! It was a very
exciting experience and I would really like to go again! Seeing how women’s football is growing in popularity really made us want to work harder as a
team and become better footballers.
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Senior School Sports Day 2019
Channing Bursar Mr Hill traditionally leads the way to Parliament Hill on Sports Day, so it was no surprise to see him proudly marching
Year 7 to the track for their first Senior School Sports Day.
The weather didn’t disappoint and it was pleasing to see so many parents arriving to support their daughters. The day began with 75m hurdles and if
you blinked you would have missed Evie Morris in Year 7 fly over the hurdles and finish in 1st place. Following closely behind were Lotte Crane in 2nd
place and Madeleine Horsell in 3rd. The Year 8 Hurdles was as you expect even faster with Lola Majurey securing 1st place following by Frances Taylor
2nd and Aoife Willis 3rd. The Year 9 winner was Charis Bone, Isabella Keane 2nd and Isla Church 3rd. In Year 10 Tori Akinrinlola placed 1st followed
by Niamh Eisenberg 2nd and Harriett Sumners 3rd. A brave Anna Cornish Year 12 deserves a special mention and scored 8 points for Sharpe by
finishing 1st in her heat.
The 100m races were just as exciting with Lotte Crane, Evie Morris and Amel Ofili placing 1st, 2nd and 3rd. In Year 8 Aoife Willis 1st, Emily Brown
2nd and Grace Nash 3rd. Year 9 saw Ruby Awenat first over the line followed by Anna Whelan 2nd and Annabelle Lucas in 3rd. Year 10 Millie Crane
(the speedy sister of Lotte) gained 1st place, Niamh Eisenberg again in 2nd and Molly Malbon in 3rd. Year 12s Eleanor Phillips 1st, pipped Anna
Western 2nd and Anna Cornish 3rd.
In the meantime Lana Seaton, Ines Oulevay, Isabella Keane, Mali Akinrinlola and Eliane Carter all won their age group in the high jump. Celestine
Brennan, Aoife Willis, Alice Metcalf and Millie Crane gained a 1st in long jump. The shot put winners were Madeleine Horsell, Elowen Woad, Alia
Khalouf and Abigail Summerfield. Tabi Jackson and Shinju Kimura-Phalon won the javelin in their age groups.
Back to the track and the 800m winners were Echo Braden, Sophia Bremen, Alice Metcalf, Caroline Cornish and Martha Sayer. 300m winners were
again Tabitha Jackson, Orla Kilborn, Charlotte Claypoole, Zara Coles and Clementine Butler Brown. The 200m winners were Carolina Schuldig, Grace
Nash, Sienna Ransford and Zara Coles. A special mention to Silvia Allen, Emily Poncia and Anna Western all placing in the Year 12 heats.
With the addition of some new events this year, it was an exciting finish to the day. There were balancing acts, some students chasing their egg over
the finish line and lots of jumping and falling over during the sack races.
Another successful Sports Day at Channing finishing with Goodwin in first place, 569 points, Sharpe in second place, 475 points, Waterlow in third
place, 386 points and Spears in fourth place, 380 points. Well done to all competitors and thanks to everyone for their support on the day, especially
the new Officers who supported their houses, sold ice cream for charity and helped with the smooth running of the event.
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Department news – Modern Foreign Languages
FRENCH
The French department started the academic year with the weekly French
Debating Club, where Year 12s, a few Year 11s and even one Year 8 took
part debating various motions ranging from ‘reality TV should be banned’
to ‘secularism in French schools does not work’. The club enables pupils to
practise their spoken French and develop their critical thinking skills, boosting
their confidence and fluency when expressing themselves in French. Not only
is the club a fantastic way to practise their oral skills outside of the classroom
and away from the curriculum but it is also excellent preparation for the
Regional French Debating competition in February. This year we had two
Year 12 teams representing Channing: Abigail Summerfield, Juliette Taylor,
Emily Rea and Talia Midgen. Independently they spent two months preparing
for the three motions and did a fantastic job on the day, well done to them
all!

In the Autumn term, whilst they were
learning how to describe their homes
Year 8s were set a project to recreate
their home in a creative way
In March several pupils entered the Oxford University Flash Fiction
Competition where they had to write 100 words or fewer in French on a
topic of their choosing. Here is one of the entries by Maria Privalova in 8G:
Maintenant, c’est le moment le plus important de ma vie.
C’est la finale de Wimbledon, une seule balle me sépare de la victoire.
Tout ce que j’avais fait, tout mon travail, mes efforts vers la perfection,
tout repose sur un seul jeu de balle, il me sépare de la victoire tant espérée.
Je me suis concentrée sur le match, mon adversaire a servi, j’ai pris un
risque : j’ai dirigé la balle d’un coup droit, puis il y eu un moment de silence
et de suspense… j’avais gagné. J’ai regardé ma mère, elle était très heureuse.
Ce moment fut inoubliable.
Now, is the most important moment of my life.
It’s the Wimbledon final, one single ball separates me from victory.
All I had done, all my work, my efforts towards perfection, everything
rests on this single ball game, it separates me from the much desired victory.
I focused on the match, my opponent served, I took a risk: I directed the ball
with a straight hit, then there was a moment of silence and suspense… I had
won. I saw my mother, she was very happy. It was an unforgettable moment.
In the Easter holidays Mme Romero, Mme Rozières and Mme Kyle took 23
Year 10 and Year 12 pupils to Montpellier. They had lessons in the mornings,
activities in the afternoon and stayed with host families. This was a fantastic
way to immerse themselves in the French language and its culture.
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Montpellier trip
Over the Spring term holidays, Year 10 and 12 French students visited
Montpellier, the beautiful city in southern France. It being a homestay trip,
we were put out of our English-speaking comfort zone and encouraged
to speak in French. I found the homestay very enjoyable as I was able to
practise my French and felt great accomplishment when I was understood!
Upon arrival we were introduced to our host family, who showed us
their home and later on were taken to the beach at Palavas-Les-Flots. We
had the chance to walk around the vast selection of markets as well as dip
our toes in the warm sea.
We started our mornings with a French lesson at LSF (Language School
France). We then took a guided walking tour of Montpellier where we
learnt about the deep history of the city. Did you know that the Medical
University of Montpellier is the oldest standing university in Europe? In the
evening we explored the city and were able to buy souvenirs and try many,
many stalls of snacks and of course, ice cream!
The next day, after our French lesson, students took part in a treasure
hunt around town, discovering the treasures of Montpellier. What
fascinated me most was the trompe l’œil art which covered the walls of
Montpellier. Trompe l’œil art is the technique of using realistic imagery
to create an optical illusion. Translated it means ‘deceives the eye’. My
favourite trompe l’œil is one of Saint Roc, a famous hero of Montpellier.
On the last day we had a cookery lesson at L’Ecole de Cuisine d’Armand.
There we made chicken tagine - délicieux! We all took part in chopping
onions and frying the chicken before we left the rest to the chef; some
students were used to cooking their own food, others couldn’t quite get
the hang of it!
Finding out we had French lessons in the morning did not sit well with
us. Little did we know how fun and interesting these lessons would be! We
would spend the lesson creating mini presentations in groups and took part
in loads of interactive games. By the end of the trip I felt more confident in
my speaking and understanding of the language.
Sharing a home, exploring the beauty of the city not only showed me
how life was like in Montpellier, but also allowed me to make new friends
(both in my year and in the sixth form). I feel more connected to the
culture of France and more encouraged to continue working hard during
my French lessons at school. I think everyone would agree that the trip to
Montpellier will be a memory that will last forever.
Alia Khalouf, Year 10
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FRENCH
French debating
competition
On 5 February, myself and three other Channing Year 12 French
students, accompanied by Mme Romero, Mme Rozières and Mme
Vaure, got on the tube and headed to St Paul’s Girls’ School for
the annual regional French debating competition. Luckily we were
allowed to prepare the three motions a few months in advance as
the topics were rather challenging:
1. Il faudrait créer une véritable armée européenne.
A real European army should be created
2. Il faudrait interdire la circulation automobile dans les centres-villes.
Vehicles should be banned in town centres
3 La France a bien fait d’interdire l’utilisation des portables dans les
écoles et collèges.
France did well to ban the use of mobile phones in primary and
secondary schools
As we went through the doors of the daunting building, flashcards in
hands, we were greeted by many students mumbling in French, making
the experience even more frightening. Whilst we waited to be told where
to go, we checked to see who each team was up against. Myself and
Juliette had to debate against Westminster, Greycoats and Wycombe
Abbey, whilst Emily and Talia were up against Eton, Forest School
and St Paul’s Girls. These are all schools known for their outstanding
achievement in debating and the majority of their debaters were in Year
13, so I can safely say no one was excited.
Once we had been sent to the different rooms and our teams were
separated the nerves really started to kick in as we were told which
motion we would debate and whether we were the proposition or
opposition.
The actual debating was enjoyable in the end and the time passed so
quickly as the debates got rather heated. It was challenging to debate in
French on the spot but the Debating Club had helped us improve our
fluency greatly and the judges loved Channing’s enthusiasm and passion
during the debates. Overall, out of the six debates, three by each team,
Channing won half which meant that we unfortunately didn’t advance
to the next round but instead got to eat cake in peace with the other
contestants without having to worry about the next round. All in all it
was a great experience for all of us and one I’m sure we’ll never forget.
Abigail Summerfield, Year 12

Year 12’s Emily Rea during the French debate
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Year 12’s Tallia Midgen (left) and Emily Rea celebrate their debating success
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GERMAN
We started this academic year in
September by celebrating the European
Day of Languages with a poetry
competition. The whole school enjoyed
listening to some beautiful recitals of
German poems.
October saw the joint History and German
study tour to Berlin and Dresden, with visits
to various sites including the Berlin Wall
Memorial and the Jewish Museum. We enjoyed
an extraordinary walking tour of the old town
of Dresden around the Frauenkirche and an
exciting journey through time.
The Christmas Market trip was one of the
highlights in December. Approximately 50
Channing students took part in this overnight
coach journey to Aachen, where they absorbed

the special atmosphere of the market and a
new cultural experience.
Year 9 German students had been in email
contact with their partners from St. Leonhard
Gymnasium in Aachen before they embarked
on the Aachen Tour in February. This trip
included a visit to the German History Museum
in Bonn and a 100% chocolate deluxe tasting
tour in the chocolate museum in Cologne. The
students studied the history of Charlemagne in
a guided tour through the cathedral and enjoyed
swimming in the natural thermal waters of the
Carolus Therme. St. Leonhard and Channing
students met up for an afternoon of activities
such as designing a material shopping bag, all in
the context of sustainability and exploring the
city of Aachen.

AACHEN TOUR – FEBRUAR 2019
Im Februar dieses Jahres ging unsere
Deutschklasse nach Aachen. Während der
Reise konnten wir die Stadt erkunden und
benachbarte Städte besuchen. Eine meiner
Lieblingsstationen war der Kölner Dom wegen
seiner enormen Größe und Schönheit. Danach
ging es sogar in die Schokoladenfabrik Lindt,
um zu sehen, wie die Schokolade hergestellt
wird und sogar etwas von der Schokolade zu
probieren, die sie zu bieten hatten. Ein weiterer
meiner Lieblingsteile der Reise war, als wir
unsere Brieffreunde treffen konnten, denen
wir das ganze Jahr über E-Mails geschrieben
hatten. Sie konnten uns durch die Stadt führen
und einige von uns haben sogar gesehen, wie
ihr Schultag war. Wir haben alle die Reise sehr
genossen und fanden es eine gute Möglichkeit,
die deutsche Kultur zu erkunden.
Renee Shields, Year 9
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Irina Nigam's (Year 10) entry to this year's
Oxford Olympiad for German has been
awarded a prize. Irina painted an animal in the
style of the artist Franz Marc and wrote in
German about the work of art that inspired it.
Irina was invited to the Olympiad Prizegiving
Ceremony which was held on 25th June in
the Bodleian Library in Oxford. This is an
outstanding achievement (see page opposite for
Irina’s report).
Some Year 11 and 12 students started their
summer holidays with a work experience in
the Judith Kerr Primary School, London, where
they helped with the teaching of German.
Their enthusiasm and commitment is highly
appreciated.
Frau Stockmann
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GERMAN
Irina Nigam’s report on the Oxford German Olympiad
I attended the Oxford German Olympiad Prizegiving ceremony in the
Bodleian Library as a winner in my category. My category was to paint or
draw an animal in the style of the artist Franz Marc and write about a piece
of work that inspired it. When I entered the Bodleian Library, drinks and
snacks were being served. The room was divided into a prize winner section
at the front and a section for guests behind. The ceremony began with a
welcome speech by Professor Katrin Kohl. She spoke about the importance of
learning German and how it can be useful in everyday life. This was followed
by an informative talk by Professor Ritchie Robertson on the German Classic
Prize. Afterwards, the prizes were given out. I was called up to the podium
and received my certificate. Then a professional photographer took a photo
of me with the speakers. I collected my prize, which consisted of a book, a
gift card to Blackwell’s, a postcard and a bookmark. I found the experience
of participating in the German Olympiad enriching to my education and
knowledge of German culture.

Inspiration from Franz Marc
Franz Marc ist ein deutscher Künstler, der 1880 in München geboren wurde und 1916 starb. Sein früheres Werk war naturalistisch gemalt, aber
nachdem er den französischen impressionistischen Stil entdeckt hatte, war er moderner. Er begann mit einfacheren Strichen und Linien sowie einer
helleren Farbgebung. Diese einfache, aber effektive Malweise inspirierte meine Arbeit.
Viele verschiedene Gemälde von Marc haben mich inspiriert, zum Beispiel diese vier. Der einfache Umriss des ersten Gemäldes gibt ein mutiges
Aussehen und ermöglicht es Ihnen, sich auf die Farbe und den Farbton zu konzentrieren. Die unterschiedlichen Farbnuancen der Komplementärfarben,
Blau und Orange, ergeben ein kontrastreiches Bild. Dadurch fällt das Gemälde mehr auf.
Im zweiten Bild hebt sich der dunkle Baumstamm vor dem hellen Hintergrund ab. Je dunkler die Mitte geteilt wird, teilt das Bild auf jeder Seite in
zwei Hälften. Dies ist effektiv, da Menschen das Gemälde als zwei separate Hälften betrachten können, obwohl es Teil derselben Szene ist.
Das dritte Gemälde verwendet wieder die Komplementärfarben Blau und Orange. Dies ist eine effektive Methode, da jede Struktur hervorsticht.
Eine andere Technik, die Marc verwendet, sind kleine Farbfelder in einem Verlauf, die nicht mit dem Hintergrund gemischt werden. Dies verleiht dem
Gemälde ein Gefühl des Kubismus. Es scheint, als sei das Gemälde in Stücke gebrochen und in unregelmäßiger Reihenfolge wieder zusammengefügt.
Dies ist ein effektiver Malstil, da es für den Betrachter interessanter wird.
Im vierten Gemälde verwendet Marc helle Farben, aber auch mit harten dunklen Strichen. Dadurch wird der Schwerpunkt des Gemäldes durch
einen Kontrast betont. Er malt kleine unregelmäßige Dreiecke mit dunklem Schatten, die wiederum mit dem Kubismus verbunden sind. Dies hat einen
ähnlichen Effekt wie das vorige Gemälde; in Fragmente gebrochen und wieder zusammengesetzt werden. Dadurch wirkt das Gemälde mutiger, schärfer
und steht mehr auf.
Abschließend haben mich diese vier Bilder dazu inspiriert, mein eigenes Gemälde im Stil von Franz Marc zu machen. Die einfachen Linien, dunkel
gespalten in der Mitte, Komplementärfarben, Farbflecken und brüchige Fragmente tragen zu einem interessanten, zum Nachdenken anregenden Stück
bei, weshalb es mich inspiriert hat und mich dazu veranlasst hat, diese Techniken in meine eigene Malerei aufzunehmen.
Wie habe ich diese Techniken implementiert?
Ich habe die Komplementärfarben Grün und Rot mit unterschiedlichen Farbnuancen verwendet. Ich habe nur eine einfache Kontur gezeichnet,
um mich auf die Farben und Töne zu konzentrieren. Ich entschied mich für eine dunkle Spalte in der Mitte, auch wenn die gesamte Seite für den
Schmetterling nicht aufgeteilt wurde, da mir der Effekt gefallen hat. das Gemälde in zwei Hälften teilen. Ich habe Farbfelder in verschiedenen
Farbverläufen und Fragmente von fast schwarzer Farbe verwendet. Ich fand es gut, wie Marc es benutzte, um seine Bilder hervorzuheben und mutig
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Im Oktober sind wir mit Frau Stöckmann
und Frau Devine für eine Woche nach Berlin
geflogen. In Berlin sind wir zuerst an die Berliner
Mauer gefahren und dann weiter zum Reichstag.
Es war sehr interessant, die Mauer zu sehen,
weil viele schöne Kunstwerke darauf zu sehen
waren. Am nächsten Tag sind wir nach Dresden
gefahren und wurden von einer Frau in einem
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historischen Kostüm zu den verschiedenen
Sehenswürdigkeiten geführt. Dresden ist eine
sehr schöne Stadt, und ich würde gerne mal
wieder zurück gehen. Am dritten Tag waren
wir im Jüdischen Museum, was sehr interessant
und manchmal auch traurig war. Danach haben
wir den Checkpoint Charlie besucht und waren
dort im Museum. Es war eine spannende

Ausstellung. Der letzte Tag war mein
Lieblingstag, weil wir wieder bei der Berliner
Mauer/ Bernauer Strasse waren. Wir durften
Teile der originalen Mauer ansehen und auch
anfassen, was ich sehr mochte. Wir waren auch
beim Brandenburger Tor und dem Holocaust
Memorial.
Hannah Schlenker, Year 11

Kate Pennington, Year 13
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SPANISH
European Day of Languages
This officially took place on Wednesday 26 September; however, at Channing we had a week of
languages, kicking off with the Poetry Competition where girls in all years read poems in French,
German and Spanish.
One of the highlights was the Year 8 Spanish hula hooping competition, which you may have
seen on the Channing Twitter account. Girls were asked questions in Spanish linked to topics
studied in lessons and had to answer as many of these as possible while hula hooping! It was great
fun and Charlotte Mirchandani Whiteside in 8SH proved herself to be a fierce competitor.

Spanish Assistants
This year, we were fortunate enough to have not one, but TWO Spanish assistants at Channing. Mara had conversation classes with our GCSE and A
Level students, while Alba worked with our Key Stage 3 pupils in lessons and at lunchtimes. Year 7 girls enjoyed some sessions exploring Picasso’s work
and cubism all through the medium of Spanish. Alba is from Andalucía and introduced Year 8 to her region and, more specifically, Cádiz. Cádiz carnival
is one of the best-known in Spain and has a strong focus on sarcasm, mockery and irony. The Year 8 students watched some videos of chirigotas (a
genre of Spanish choral folk music originating in the Province) and they found them very funny. This certainly sparked excitement before their trip in
November!

Spanish debating club
A Level Hispanists, keen linguists at GCSE and native speakers throughout the school are encouraged to attend The Spanish debating club which takes
place on a Tuesday lunchtime. This is a fantastic opportunity for the students to discuss interesting and current topics in Spanish and it is wonderful to
see the girls’ confidence grow while speaking the language.
En el club de debate hablamos sobre diferentes temas importantes del mundo. Primero miramos cómo estructurar nuestras
respuestas y después recibimos una foto polémica. En parejas discutimos en contra o a favor del tema. Al final compartimos nuestras
ideas con todo el grupo, siempre es muy interesante escuchar las opiniones de las otras estudiantes.
Spanish debating club is all about discussing whether you agree or disagree on a point or subject. We improve our Spanish skills and learn how to
use descriptive and useful points when debating. We talk about events that have recently happened or that have impacted the way the world is now
and we do this all in Spanish. As well as this, we look at pictures and talk about how we feel about them, what they represent, how people could agree
and disagree with the pictures, how they can be compared but mainly learn to do this all in a persuasive way in Spanish, hence the name.
Miranda Gomez Velasco, Year 9

Spanish film club
The study of a film is an interesting part of the A Level Spanish course and in Year 12 we currently study ‘El Laberinto del Fauno’ by director Guillermo
del Toro, which links well with the topic of the Spanish Civil War, studied in Year 13. To allow the girls to have a greater appreciation of Spanish
cinema, we hold a Spanish film club. A lot of girls who don’t even study Spanish at A Level attend the club and now have an insight into Hispanic
cinema.

Visit of Irina Muñoz
En mayo Irina Muñoz visitó nuestro colegio para hablar del trabajo de ABColombia que es una organización que trabaja en Colombia con el fin de
combatir los problemas de derechos humanos a los que los colombianos se enfrentan en la actualidad. Irina se centró en el departamento de Chocó
en el norte del país donde hay una situación grave. Es una zona muy aislada y no hay muchas conexiones con otros barrios. Un problema muy serio es
la minería del mercurio porque es muy peligrosa para los locales y también para el entorno. El trabajo de ABColombia es de verdad importante y está
tratando de concienciar a la gente de los problemas que existen en Colombia. Irina también organizó un encuentro en Skype con un grupo de chicas
en Colombia para hablar de sus vidas como mujeres en Colombia y sus opiniones. Gracias a la Señora Kyle por organizar estas experiencias. Ha sido
muy interesante y útil practicar español con unas nativas.
Clementine Butler Brown y Miriam Hammell, Year 12
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Reflections on being a woman
Our Year 12 Hispanists
reflected on what it means to
be a woman for them.
Ser mujer es ser luchadora,
resiliente y fuerte; es ser unida
pero al mismo tiempo única y
multifacética. Es la habilidad de
sentirse humano cuando te dicen
que eres menos que eso.
Agnes Delaney and Silvia Allan
MENSTRUACIÓN – El símbolo
de ser mujer
UNIDAD – Somos juntas
JABATA – Luchamos por
nuestras creencias
EMPODERAR – A TODAS
RESPETADA – Respetamos a
toda la gente
EQUIDAD – Queremos la

igualdad entre hombres
SUPER – ¡Somos las mejores!
Clementine Butler Brown and
Sofia Inzani
Ser mujer significa:
Apoyar a las otras mujeres,
sus logros, y seguir luchando por
los derechos iguales en los que
nuestras antepasadas creían tanto.
Ser orgullosa del cuerpo
femenino.
Tomar iniciativa para hacer un
cambio en la sociedad.
El poder de una comunidad
feminista aumenta la oportunidad
de vencer las fuerzas. machistas
negativas que, a su vez, mejora
nuestros estilos de vidas.
Esta unidad asegura un mundo
más progresivo con menos

prejuicios y estereotipos.
Annie Loizides and Rebecca
Hjelt
En comparación con las
generaciones anteriores, tenemos
más libertad y liderazgo. La
sociedad actualmente tiene una
mente más abierta, y por eso en
los últimos años hemos tenido
movimientos para empoderar
los géneros. Gradualmente lleva
a la erradicación de estereotipos
negativos. El incremento de luchas
nos une a ser un grupo más fuerte
y poderoso. Hoy en día ser mujer
también significa ser orgullosa de
poder crear vida. Es imprescindible
que continuemos luchando por
nuestros derechos.
Anna Wickens, Inka Blaubach
and Rabiyah Daulatzai

Para nosotras, ser mujer es
muy subjetivo. No hay ninguna
respuesta de lo significa ser mujer.
Es imprescindible que la gente sepa
que no hay sólo un tipo de mujer
pero parece que ser mujer hoy en
día es diferente que antiguamente
porque ahora, tenemos más
libertades además de derechos y
una voz más fuerte. Hoy en día,
ser mujer es tener independencia,
confianza y, por lo tanto, ser
respetada por otros. A pesar de
esto, hay todavía mucho trabajo
que hacer para tener igualdad
completa. Ojalá el mundo fuera un
lugar más igualitario.
Hannah Conyerd and Miriam
Hammell

Junior School PE lessons in Spanish
As part of our Adelante Strategy, our
Spanish Assistant, Mara, has been
supporting PE lessons at the Junior
School, reinforcing instructions and
explanations in Spanish to increase
pupils’ exposure to the language. Pupils
have loved their lessons with Mara and
we are very grateful to her for all that
she has done.

Tate Modern visit
In May, Year 6 pupils had the opportunity
to visit Vicente Cañada Blanch Spanish
School in Portobello Road. We had
a fantastic day. Pupils loved meeting
the school mascot, 'Blanquito', trying
'chocolate con churros', making 'claveles'
and 'abanicos' and were delighted to have
the opportunity to meet new friends
and learn a little more about Spanish
language and culture alike.
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Year 8 trip to Cádiz
Oh to be a Year 8 at Channing School
November lumbers in all grey and cool
Windscreen wipers and London traffic
What better escape than a trip to Cádiz?
A week of palaces and beaches and tapas and
towers
A week of castles and bullrings and 6am showers
Learning flamenco provides roof terrace fun
Cooking paella for 30.... a job well done
Singing on the coach, singing in the street
The 'Despacito' chorus on never-ending repeat
Oh to be a Year 8 at Channing School
Where Adelante makes Spanish the golden rule
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Spanish professor lectures on Franco’s Spain
In February our Year 13 A Level class had the
privilege of meeting Dr Michael Thompson from
the University of Durham, a renowned expert
on the censorship of theatre in Franco's Spain.
Dr Thompson’s evocative presentation gave
us the opportunity to enhance our knowledge
of how the social unrest in Spain preceding
the Civil War affected the world of literature,
specifically writers such as Federico García
Lorca whose freedom of expression was
hindered. This furnished us with contextual
knowledge that we were able to draw upon for

our written responses to works in the A level
exams.
The visit was particularly relevant in light
of the performances of ‘La casa de Bernarda
Alba’ which took place in the Arundel Centre.
This was a fantastic opportunity to extend our
insight into and understanding of life under
Franco which has had a lasting impact on
Spanish culture to date. Thank you to Ms Kyle
for organising.
Audrey Assouly, Year 13

Menchú nursery children visit Junior School
Over the past two academic years, Channing
has been working with the Menchú nursery at
the charity Latin American House as part of the
Adelante Strategy.
In December we invited children from the
Latin American families living in London for a
morning of Spanish-themed activities, including
the opportunity to sing and dance with Bilingual
Beats, to play games and to receive Christmas
gifts from their Channing friends.
It was lovely to open up Channing’s doors to
our visitors and we hope to make this an annual
event.

Year 10 visit to Foreign and Commonwealth Office
In June, Year 10 students visited the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO) to learn about
diplomacy and the importance of languages. We
were given a tour by the former Ambassador to
Angola, Pat Phillips, who told us the history of
the building itself. It was fascinating to discover
that the building’s beautiful architecture was
discovered just before it was to be demolished!
Afterwards we visited the Foreign Secretary’s
office and also met Sir Simon MacDonald, the
UK’s most senior diplomat. Students had the
opportunity to ask questions about his career
path as well as his role in today’s world. It was
interesting to hear about how far he has come,
from studying at a state school in Salford to
becoming Permanent Under-Secretary! Walking
around, we discovered an original Enigma
machine as well as vast murals painted by
Sigismund Goetze, who offered to create these
works for free!
We ended the tour with talks from four
inspiring female diplomats as well as John
Benjamin, Director of the Diplomatic Academy.
We were told about life in the FCO, how

learning a language can impact positively on
a career and about challenges diplomats face
when posted overseas, such as integrating
personal life and business.
This was a truly amazing opportunity
and Year 10 students now have a deeper
understanding of careers in diplomacy, as well
the value of learning foreign languages.
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Department news – Modern Foreign Languages
SPANISH
Year 13 in Oviedo
During the holiday, students from our Year 13
Spanish class visited Laude Palacio de Granda
– our partner school in Oviedo, Asturias. The
trip was part of an immersion course, aimed at
improving our fluency and confidence. Our first
days consisted of attending and participating
in History, Geography, Spanish Literature and
Economics classes. We were even able to
attend some of their English language lessons
and were shocked at their similarity to our
Spanish classes! Taking part in full Spanish
school days was of great value, as we were able
to learn about Spanish history, culture and life
while improving our listening and speaking skills.
We also had a lot of fun teaching English to
one of the school’s classes by playing games and
singing songs whilst of course practising our
Spanish – our grasp of the Imperative has never
been better! Towards the end of the week we
experienced local culture, visiting the mountains
by bicycle, seeing Oviedo’s markets, trying
Asturian tapas and exploring ‘España verde’
or ‘Green Spain’. The trip was certainly an
unforgettable one and we would like to thank
Ms Kyle, our Spanish teacher, for organising
such a beneficial and enjoyable trip, and Mr
Williamson for accompanying us.
Durante las vacaciones, algunas alumnas de
nuestra clase de español del año 13 visitamos

Laude Palacio de Granda – nuestra escuela
hermana en Oviedo, Asturias. El viaje fue
parte de un curso de inmersión, para mejorar
nuestra fluidez y confianza. Los primeros días
consistieron de asistir y participar en clases
de historia, geografía, literatura española y
economía. ¡Incluso pudimos asistir a algunas de
sus clases de inglés y nos quedamos impactadas
por su similitud con nuestras clases de español!
Participar en jornadas escolares completas
fue de gran valor, ya que pudimos aprender
sobre la historia española, cultura y vida
mientras que mejoramos nuestras habilidades
al escuchar y hablar. También, nos divertimos
mucho enseñando inglés a una de las clases
de la escuela primaria por jugar a juegos
y cantar canciones mientras practicamos
nuestro español- nuestra comprensión del
imperativo nunca ha sido mejor! Hacia el
fin de semana, experimentamos la cultura

local, visitando las montañas en bici, viendo
los mercados de Oviedo, probando tapas
asturianas y explorando ‘España verde’. El viaje
fue verdaderamente inolvidable y nos gustaría
agradecer a Señora Kyle, nuestra profesora
de español, por haber organizado un viaje tan
beneficioso y agradable, y Señor Williamson
por nos haber acompañado
Naomi Rosenfeld, Year 13

Tate Modern visit
In February, Sixth Form Art and Spanish
A Level students visited Tate Modern to
see the Hyundai Commission by Cuban
installation and performance artist,
Tania Bruguera.
Bruguera’s exhibition centres
around the ever-increasing figure of
global migration. This is a theme that
we are studying in Spanish.We also
met another performance artist and
educator from Goldsmiths University,
who is interested in art as research.
We were taken around Bruguera’s
exhibition, which included a series of
subtle interventions in and around
Tate Modern, such as a large heat
sensitive floor that used people’s
body warmth to create a portrait of
a man called Yousef who fled Syria
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forLondon. In a small room nearby, an
organic compound in the air induced
tears in those who entered, provoking
what Bruguera describes as “forced
empathy”. We spoke in Spanish
to Joselyne Contreras, a curator
and researcher, who specialises in
Contemporary Art in Latin America.
Joselyne and her colleague spoke to
us in Spanish about the links that she

found between Bruguera’s work and
Latin American immigration, as well
as the current situation for the Latin
American immigrants in Elephant and
Castle, many of whom combat issues
such as gentrification and discrimination
due to their first generation immigrant
status. The trip gave us a wider
perspective on Latin-American groups
in London to us before the trip.

Visit to the Peruvian Embassy
A group of Channing girls visited the Peruvian
Embassy to gain an understanding of Peruvian
culture and the role of an embassy.
We were greeted by Ambassador Juan Carlos
Gamarra, First Secretary Ricardo Malca and
Minister Oswaldo del Aguila. We were shown
a film summarising key aspects of Peruvian
culture including its native dishes, its incredible
biodiversity, Machu Picchu and its colourful
clothing.
We discussed the benefits of learning
languages both for health and employability,

pathways into diplomacy such as law or
business administration, and the effects of
Brexit on the relations between Peru and the
United Kingdom, among other topics.
The majority of the event was held in
Spanish, therefore it was a fantastic opportunity
for Channing girls to practise our linguistic skills
whilst learning more about one of the many
Spanish-speaking countries in the world. Many
thanks to the Embassy staff for making us feel
so welcome.
Sophia Sutcliffe, Year 8

Cervantes Theatre entertains Year 7 Spanish students
As part of Channing’s Adelante Strategy, we welcomed our friends at
the Cervantes Theatre back to Channing. Year 7s were treated to a
performance of Paco Gámez’s ‘Nana en el tejado’, a children’s story
focusing on the theme and consequences of global warming, followed by
a Q&A session. Later, pupils were able to practise their own Spanish in
interactive drama workshops.
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Department news – Modern Foreign Languages
SPANISH
Desfile de moda
Year 8 studied the topic of clothes this year and showcased their
passion for fashion and their Spanish in a fashion show. The girls came
with some of their favourite garments, strutted with attitude and in
pairs described their partner’s look.
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Ella Marsden, Year 13
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Department news – Classics
Trips to the British Museum
It’s such a treat having the British Museum on our doorstep and
we took two trips there this year. First up was Year 11 (below),
who visited the Greek galleries as a revision visit for their
Classical Civilisation GCSE. We saw the Parthenon marbles, the
Amazon frieze from Bassae and the Theseus kylix. Having worked
enthusiastically through Year 10 and 11, the students impressed
passers-by with their knowledge of classical art and mythology. In
June, Year 8 (right) spent a creative day in the Greek, Roman and
Romano-British galleries, looking at a wide variety of artefacts to
give them material for a 'shopping channel advert', a murder mystery
film and a PicCollage photo bingo. In the afternoon, they had the
opportunity of handling some real objects from the ancient world
including a flint blade from a sickle more than 5000 years old!

Year 7 in Verulamium
Year 7 (right) enjoyed a fun and informative trip to Verulamium (St
Albans), where they performed Latin plays in a real Roman theatre
(and some staged gladiatorial battles, having purchased wooden
swords from the museum shop!).
The handling session is always a favourite: students who assume
the strigil is a dangerous weapon were amused to find it was
actually used by slaves to scrape oil from their master’s body in the
baths. Many of the artefacts found their way on to the illustrated
journals that the students completed to show a day in the life of a
Verulamium inhabitant.

Classicists’ clash
Over the past few years, we've enjoyed getting to know Classicists
at other schools including Henrietta Barnett, LaSWAP, Fortismere
and Alexandra Park. Two events brought us together this year.
The first was our Classics Symposium in October, at which we
heard Dr Rosie Harman from UCL speak on ‘landscape and travel’
in Xenophon and our own Ms Melvin speak about women and
writing in the Roman world. In November, we hosted the third
annual Classics Schools Challenge competition, with Emma Johnson,
Channing alumna and a contestant for the Corpus Christi, Oxford
team, posing the questions. Henrietta Barnett took away the
winners’ Greek vase on this occasion but we will return fiercer and
more knowledgable next year! It was great to see Classicists from
lots of different schools dealing so ably with some tricky questions.
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Mythologers Club
This year Miss Melvin, the newest
member of our department, took
over the running of ‘Mythologers’,
open to girls in Years 7 to 9.
Everyone has enjoyed another
year of lively activity. In the
autumn term the girls entered a
competition to compose a story
or cartoon strip on the goddess
Artemis. The spring term began

Classics Society
Classics Society runs
almost entirely on the
voluntary contributions
(intellectual, not financial)
of our students, which
is impressive given that
we are not the largest of
departments.
This year we had
literary talks on Euripides’
‘Medea’ (Hannah
Whiterow,Year 12 Class.
Civ.), Aristophanic comedy
(Year 13 Greek class),
Sappho (Year 13 Class. Civ.
class) and Catullus (Year
12 Latin class).
Archaeology featured
regularly: Aybala Rose in
Year 12 started us off by
reporting on an exciting
summer internship at the
archaeological museum
of Istanbul Museum of

with ‘Classics at the Movies’, an
exploration of various myths
or historical episodes that have
inspired modern films or TV series.
The highlights were ‘Troy’ (about
which most girls knew very little),
and ‘Percy Jackson’ and ‘The Eagle
of the Ninth’. In response to pupil
demand, two sessions were then
held on Norse gods and Ragnarok,

Archaeology, and Emily
Sinclair and Charlotte
Marshall (both Year 12)
followed up with talks on
the Roman archaeology
in Israel and the sack of
Jerusalem.
Rebecca Hjelt (Year 12
Latin) shared her interest
in the study of the mind
in the ancient world and
Emily Poncia (Year 12
Class. Civ.) gave a talk on
the Titans and older Greek
deities, which gave us a
glimpse of the classical
tradition, in the form of
some glorious paintings.
Our youngest
contributor impressed us
all mightily with a lecture
on Plato’s ‘Apology’,
supported by volumes
of learned notes (Coco
Ellenbogen,Year 10 Latin,
Greek and Class. Civ.).

one of the apocalyptic myths.
Having enjoyed the ‘Thor’
movies, the girls responded
enthusiastically to this. To remind
them it’s not all bad in the world
of myth, there was a session
on ‘The Top Five Nicest Myths’,
which highlighted the most heartwarming myths, or those with a
happy ending.

We were also treated
to a very well prepared
presentation on Hercules
by the Year10 Class. Civ.
class; we hope that this
might be the beginning
of something big and that
Years 10 and 11 will be
tempted to frequent BH5
on Tuesday lunch times
more often. We had one
outside speaker: it was
lovely to welcome Chloe
Tye, who came back to
speak on ‘Ovid and Gender
Studies in the Classics’
even though she was in the
throes of her final year.
Chloe has completed
her degree at University
College London and has
a place as an MA student
at Oxford to pursue
her interest in Gender
Studies. Among the staff
we owe particular thanks

In the summer term, they
created their own mythologybased board-games, inspired by
Hades and the Underworld or
by mythological monsters or
beasts. Some girls took the RPG
approach (for example, Dungeons
& Dragons), whereas other girls
produced actual boards with
Chance cards.

to Miss Melvin, who has
hit the ground running
in her first year in the
department and spoke
with unobtrusive erudition
on the Roman poet Lucan
and the excavations at
Hadrian’s villa.
Mrs Elliot, clearly
feeling that proceedings
were getting out of hand
and required a leavening
touch of frivolity, delivered
a symposium on ancient
perfumes (with free
samples) and laid on a
riotous Saturnalia party,
with quiz. Some weeks
our audience has been
in healthy double figures,
on others a select two
or three; curiously, the
volume of chocolate
biscuits consumed from
week to week remains
constant.

Classics trip to Italy
Despite the dangers of a Brexit
deadline and slumbering Mount
Vesuvius, 33 Classicists with Mrs
Elliot, Ms Taylor, Ms Melvin and
Ms Evernden, journeyed around
the Bay of Naples to take in the
classical and not-so-classical sites.
Up first was Pompeii with
a visit that began with some
gladiatorial combat in the famous
amphitheatre and a saunter
through the idyllic gardens of Julia
Felix. Darya Davidovic entertained
us with a stunning recital in the
Pompeian theatre before we
made it to the forum to walk
in the steps of Caecilius. Sadly
Caecilius’ house was closed and

Mrs Elliot would not allow us to
clamber over the high fences to
break in, but we gazed longingly at
it from a distance before leaving
Pompeii for a pizza lunch. We
had an ice-cream making master
class in the Gelateria David before
encountering another David –
Mr Coram! – who had come on
holiday to Sorrento just to see us.
Day two was spent on a rather
rainy trip around the Amalfi Coast,
superbly driven by Giuseppe, but
the thunder and rain abated so
that we could enjoy the Paestum
temples and museum in style. A
particular highlight was the metope
of Hercules with the mischievous

A group of classicists had an incredible time in the Bay of Naples

Cercopes hanging down from a
pole and laughing at the hero’s
hairy buttocks!
Day three saw us take in the site
of Herculaneum, another town
destroyed by Vesuvius in AD 79,
and even better preserved, with

upper floors of houses, mosaics
and wall paintings intact. In the
afternoon we visited the Naples
archaeological museum where we
saw the amazing Alexander mosaic
from the House of the Faun in
Pompeii. An amazing trip!
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Department news – Computing
Henney Competition 2019
The Henney Prize for computer graphics is an
award open to all girls in Year 7, who produce a
piece of computer art using the Adobe Fireworks
drawing application. There were some impressive
entries demonstrating creativity and the ability

to use the graphics tools effectively, with
Elsie Isaac 7G, Eve Johnstone 7W and Galya
Hynes 7SH all highly commended. The
overall winner was Emily Ang 7SP and her
winning entry is shown right.

Robotics Club
At Robotics Club, Sylvie and I
began by building our robot,
which took a little more than
one term. The robot was
hard to build as one mistake
could result in it not working
properly. The instructions
were clear but sometimes it
was hard to decide whether
to use a large or small piece.
Just after the second term, the
robot was finally finished with
only a few adjustments. When
we finished, the nearest event
we could showcase our robot
was in Spears charity week.
Sylvie and I set up our robot,
plus another robot, for a race
to clear the platform of the
bricks we set up.
We then started to
program the robots to go
through an obstacle course
by downloading and coding in

the ModKit iPad application.
This was more challenging
than using the remote control
as factors such as speed and
rotation had to be taken into
account.
Rose Tettenborn
I built a robot with Olivia
Price. It was challenging
because we got confused with
things like what piece goes
where and how the different
pieces fit together. It was also
hard to find the exact piece
but we always did in the end!
During Spears charity week,
we set up a robot obstacle
course in the playground. The
robots were controlled by
controllers, that looked a bit
like the Xbox/PS4 controllers,
and had to get their robot
to pick up/push bricks back

to the starting line. It was
really fun, and quite a few
people had a go, including Mrs
Elliott! It was quite hard – not
everyone managed to get both
bricks back to the starting
point.
Aimee Rosenthal
Watching the robot form
week by week was mind
blowing and was like watching
a new species make into
its form of life. There were
challenges we had to face,
and some, more difficult than
others but, we (Maya Matsu,
Catrin Cox and I) managed
to overcome them and finish
our robot. We really enjoyed
making the robot move and
grab and lift bricks and moving
them around.
Zoe Quartey

GCHQ CyberFirst Girls Competition
Year 8 students participated in the CyberFirst
Girls Competition, a national competition
organised by the National Cyber Security
Centre at GCHQ. It is an exciting competition
to inspire and encourage young girls to consider
a career in cyber.
The CyberFirst Girls Competition is made
up of two parts: the first is a set of online
challenges covering four main cyber security
topics: Logic and coding; cryptography;
networking; cybersecurity.
Katherine Sarfaty in Year 8 was selected to
enter the second stage of the competition,
which involves a four-day residential CyberFirst
Defenders’ course at an undisclosed location!
Here, Katherine has summarised what
participation in the competition has entailed:
“There were four question types in the
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competition. Each one was focused around
a different type of problem-solving skill
including logic and coding, security, ciphers, and
mathematics. The answer was called a “flag”.
To decode and encode, we used a tool called
CyberChef, which is a web app for encryption,
encoding, compression and data analysis.
In the security section (my favourite) there
were a number of questions with links to
websites. One of these websites was seemingly
blank at first, but then when I went into the
Javascript code of the website and edited it a
sentence showed up: “Encrypt the year that
GCHQ was founded using an SHA-1 hash”. I
looked it up on the internet and the date was 1
November 1919. I used CyberChef to find the
SHA-1 hash of 1919 and put the result into the
flag box.’

The course included lectures on computing,
talks from guest speakers on their careers
in cyber security, and practical 'hacking'
sessions looking at how to attack and protect
computers. At the end of the course, 100
participants competed in a Kahoot Quiz to
test their knowledge and understanding of
everything they had been taught - and Katherine
(code name: KitKat) came first!
We are incredibly proud of all the Year 8 but
Katherine in particular for her enthusiasm and
determination, and look forward to more of
our girls following in her successful footsteps in
next year's CyberFirst Girls' Competition.
A more detailed report of Katherine's time
on the course can be found on the school
website: https://www.channing.co.uk/news/
cyberfirst-defenders-course/

Department news – Computing
GCSE Computer Science – students’ views
This first year of our iGCSE Computer Science
course has been very enjoyable, in my opinion
as this year we have learned new information
about computers that I would have never
thought of. For example, the Von Neumann
architecture of the detailed crafted computer
system. I particularly enjoyed the flowcharts,
creating them and following them through to
get answers, as it is interesting to see everyone’s
flowchart and pseudocode is the same but
then also different because no two people
are the same so will put certain processes in
different places or have differing names for the
arrays. I also like the logic gates although they
are difficult to grasp at the start, once you
understand how they work, it is like a nonwordy maths problem, and very satisfying once
you get the right answer. It is interesting to
see how much of computing and programming
is used in our every day to day, for example
sensors, to have the automatic doors of Tesco
open for you, uses a light sensor and traffic
lights use infrared sensors. At the start I was
worried I would find it all really confusing and
be so lost the entire year, but in reality it is
quite simple, with easy to understand concepts.
This subject is going to be very useful for the
future, especially in this new age of possible
robots.
Caroline Cornish, Year 10
I have really enjoyed studying Computer Science
for GCSE this year. We have learnt about
both the theory and programming aspects of
the subject. For the theory aspect, we study
the internet, security, ethics, input and output
devices, logic gates etc and also the theory
of programming: flowcharts, pseudocode
and writing programs in Python. For the
programming aspect of the course, we are
often set tasks in which we have to program
algorithms in Python but also learn how to
correct incorrect code or adapt code to make
it work better.
Although it is useful to be quite good at
maths (as the papers are non-calculator), it is
not a necessity. There are some topics that
are linked to maths such as binary, denary and
hexadecimal conversions however topics like
the theory behind the programs do not require
a lot of high-level maths knowledge.

I am very pleased that I chose Computer
Science GCSE, as I have learnt many new
skills (especially programming) that I will find
useful in the future. Although it can be tricky
at times, once you grasp the concept, it is very
interesting and I look forward to learning more
next year.
This year, I chose to study Computer Science
as one of my GCSE options. I have found that
it has been a really exciting course so far and
I have learnt things that I’m sure will be useful
later in life. We have been looking at two topics
within our course, theory and problem solving.
So far, within the theory aspect of this course,
we have learnt about data transmission, input/
output devices, Von Neumann architecture,
logic gates and other topics which have led to
a developed understanding of how computer
systems and other technological devices work.
I have really enjoyed this part of the course
as the majority of what we learn relates to
everyday life and the technology around us.
In the problem solving part of this course we
have learnt how to write pseudocode and how
to code in the Python programming system.
We have used Python to create codes that
carry out various tasks such as mathematical
problems, organisation of data and even playing
games such as rock, paper, scissors. I particularly
like this part of Computer Science as we get to
create our own programs and experiment with
various pieces of code that each do different
things.
Although Computer Science can be tricky,
it is not as hard as I had expected and I have
found that overall it is a very relevant and useful
subject and I’m excited to explore it further
next year.
Charlotte Woolley, Year 10
I’ve really enjoyed studying Computer
Science for GCSE this year. We learn about
different aspects that are useful not just for
programming but also for everyday life. Before
I studied Computer Science this year, I had
limited knowledge of programming and how
computers work but my knowledge of these
areas and other areas of Computer Science
have strengthened throughout the year. Part
of what we study is theory; knowledge about
computers, the internet, security, ethics etc

and the other part is programming; flowcharts,
pseudocode and writing programs in Python.
For the programming aspect of the course,
we are often set tasks in which we have to
program algorithms in Python and although it
can be frustrating as it doesn’t always work,
it makes our lessons more interesting. Much
of this part of the course also involves using
logic to solve problems and code efficiently.
The other part of the course is more practical
for general knowledge, such as understanding
viruses and cookies or learning about memory
and storage. All aspects of the course are useful
in their own way and what I learn from studying
Computer Science GCSE I’m sure will remain
useful for me. As technology is a growing
industry, it’s important to me that more people
are educated in this field as it’s interesting and
will continue to be more and more important.
I’ve learnt so much over this year and I look
forward to all of the new challenges I’ll face
next year.
Computer science is an increasingly important
subject, especially nowadays where we rely
on technology every day and many jobs use
computers daily. In Computer science, we learn
theory and knowledge behind computers. For
example, we learned about computer ethics
and the risks and dangers of using the internet.
We also learn about how a computer system
works and the Von Neumann architecture
which includes buses in a computer system,
registers and input and output devices. During
our lessons we also do python programming.
Programming is not only an important and
useful skill for the world of work, but it is fun
and requires logic solving, patience and an
open mind. When your program is correct,
it is extremely rewarding and pleasing. At the
beginning of the year, many of us didn’t know
what a high level language was! Now we can
code Rock Paper Scissors, code a program that
works out the area of shapes, code a program
that converts binary numbers to denary
numbers and so much more. I have really
enjoyed my computing lessons this year and
all you need is a passion for computers and an
interest in the subject. As long as you are willing
to learn, no other skills are necessary.
Jasmine Patra, Year 10
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Department news – Computing
Year 9 visit to Bletchley Park
National Museum of Computing
We visited the National Museum of Computing
at Bletchley Park. The tour began with a
demonstration of how the Enigma machine
was used to decipher German messages during
World War Two.
We saw the enormous machines like
Colossus, mechanical computers that sped
up the process of code cracking and helped
to win the war. We moved on to see how
computers (still enormous) were used as
huge, accurate calculators. Then we saw the
development of personal computers from the
1980s to the present day. There was a room full
of old computers running retro games which
we enjoyed playing. We then experienced a
classroom of the 1980s where they used BBC
Micros to program computer games such as
Snake. Later we used Artificial Intelligence to
try out the Turing test. The visit gave us an
insight into and appreciation of the astonishing
development of computing power.
Miranda Gomez Valesco
Our Year split into a few groups and group B
went into the National Museum of Computing
along with Group A. We were taken through
a series of rooms until we came to stand
outside The Bombe, and the Colossus. First
we were told about how hard it was to find
combinations. There are millions and millions
of possibilities! Then we were given examples
of how the machines worked, including the
Enigma; they were loud and had a lot of flashing
lights. They also had little storage, some didn’t
even have a kilobyte, although they were kept in
huge containers, as big as coffins sometimes.
We were taken through the last century,
looking at different computers, and what
classified as a computer. We saw technology we
had never seen before; some was extendible
and some contracted in weird ways to make
easy-to-carry objects.
After a quick lunch we were split up again
and got to do the Turing test. It was fun and we
discussed whether or not we thought a machine
would ever be able to pass the test and
convince us that it was human. We were moved
into another room where there were old BBC
Micro computers – apparently it looked like our
Computer Room used to look. We were given
the chance to copy out a code and make our
own snake game. We could change the colours
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and speed; unfortunately no one beat the high
score.

Tunny and Colossus Gallery
This gallery showed the code-breaking process
used to read the Lorenz encrypted messages.
The Lorenz machine had 12 rotors, which
meant there were even more combinations
than the enigma machine. The original Tunny
machine was a re-engineering of the German’s
Lorenz machine. The machine was designed
by Bill Tutte and his team. No one at Bletchley
had seen the Lorenz machine until after the
war, so Tutte had to work out the structure
of the machine from encrypted messages. The
machine was recycled after the war.
Colossus was used to decipher the Lorenz
encrypted messages. It was made by Tommy
Flowers, who called it a computer, although
nowadays that isn’t exactly true. It was a newer
and quicker version of the ‘Heath Robinson’
machine. By the end of the war, there were 63
million characters of German communications.

WITCH
The WITCH computer is the world’s oldest
computer. It was made in 1951. Originally
called the Harwell computer, it was used for
calculations before it went to Wolverhampton
University. It was then donated to a museum in
Birmingham and placed into storage in 1997. In
2009 the machine was loaned to the National
Museum of Computing, where it remains today.

BBC Masters

Year 9 had an amazing time at Bletchley
Park, seeing some venerable computers

In the 1980s, the BBC Micro was the winning
design for the BBC’s Computer Literacy
Project and was used by all schools in Britain;
including Channing. Using this computer and
the programming language we coded the snake
game.

Artificial Intelligence
Finally, we ended the day questioning the
humanity of AI by asking it a series of questions
with answers written by other students.
It allowed us to see what is preventing AI
for being mistaken as human and it left us
wondering when AI would be given the ability
to think allowing it fully to be mistaken as a
logical human.
Annika Argawal, Year 9

Department news – Computing
Nottingham University smallpiece Engineering Course
As a result of completing the GCHQ Cyberfirst
Girls competition we were invited to attend an
engineering course at Nottingham University.
The course was open to Year 8 and 9 pupils.
On the first day we were welcomed to the
university and taken to our accommodation
and given a brief introduction to Engineering
and the career opportunities it can take you
into. As girls we were really encouraged to go
into this field of work as only one in every 12
engineers are girls. We were set two groups out
of the four companies there: Rail delivery group,
Rolls-Royce, TFL and Jaguar Land Rover. Each of
the companies gave a brief introduction to the
career opportunities they would give us, and
paid apprenticeship and internship schemes.
Here are our reports:

Rail Delivery Group (RDG)
During the RDG project we designed, wired
and created a model of a working train. We had
two options use the head rail or the tracks, we
used the tracks. Our passengers were eggs we
had to try not to break. The train we created
was simple and allowed many passengers, to
transport them successfully we had to create
a train with a working boogie and design a
suspension which would allow the train to
move. We used a saw, a soldering iron, wire
strippers and cutters to create our train.

Rolls-Royce

During the Rolls-Royce project we tried
and tested new innovative equipment. the
*headset*thing which whilst seeing the outside
world projected a hologram through the
headset. It pictured a working plane engine
which we had to dismantle and put back
together as well as test out various ways of
powering it whilst seeing the air flow through.
On day one we designed and created a balloon
powered craft. Our aim was to make it to the
other end of the string. On day two of the
design and make project we designed a wooden
glider with money regulations and equipment
regulations, we had to manage how much we
spent. We had to think of the friction and air
flow throughout the design and the speed at
which it would travel. Once we had made our
craft we tested it and took in adjustments that
needed to be made. Like stopping it from diving,
instead we wanted it to glide.

TfL (Transport for London)
In the Tfl (Transport for London) group we first
made a sustainable and strong tunnel mould
out of material; we had to take lots of things
into consideration (the weight on it, that it is
safe, the building costs, how much we needed
for a budget and the knowledge about how
to construct a 3D tunnel). Next we made a
cable car, like the one TFL made across the
River Thames, and saw how many people
(chickpeas) it could hold and how fast it would

go. We looked at the project and saw how this
engineering changed people’s lives. Our final
project was to see how hard train companies
work. We were given a starting budget of
£25 million and had to create a sustainable
functioning company and team that would make
the most money after 5 decades would win.
We had to take in the track costs, the routes,
the maintenance,and overall the profits for the
upcoming decade. My team came first, making
an overall profit of £316 million.

Jaguar Land Rover (JLR)
In JLR our brief was to design a working/
functioning car. We had to make a sales pitch
in order to receive an estimated budget for
our car, plan the design, work out the electrical
system and maintenance and lastly an advert
that intrigues customers to buy into your
project. There were five roles in our team:
a design engineer, an electrical engineer, a
maintenance engineer, a finance manager and
an overall project manager. I was the design
engineer so I had to plan the design of the car,
we chose an affordable yet luxurious family car
sushi table for long travels with high suspension.
I used a heat wire cutter, craft knife, foam and
spray paint to create the car. Then we had to
fit in all the electrical work. Overall this was my
favourite project!
Lexi Jary and Gilda Grimes, Year 8

Miriam Simler, Year 1373

Department news – Economics
This year I have had the enormous
responsibility of taking over and leading
our very successful Economics Department
from Ms Newman; as she took up her
role of Director of Studies. Certainly big
shoes to fill but our teaching of the A Level
Economics course was unwavering.
Ms Newman continued to teach the
microeconomics component and I, the
macroeconomics module. The Economics
Department likes to create a stable
environment as this leads to steady progress.
Unfortunately, this cannot be said for the
UK Economy with revised predictions of
slower growth by the Bank of England and
the unknown certainty of Brexit. One thing
is for sure, if there is a second referendum or
people’s vote then our Year 13 economists
would be able to make an informed decision.
They will certainly know the difference between
a ‘No-deal Brexit’ and trading under WTO
rules, a ‘soft Brexit’ and what a customs union
actually means (including correct diagrams). It
is a shame that this highly anticipated question
was not asked as an essay question in the
Macroeconomics paper. Instead, the focus
was on whether economic growth increases
happiness and the role of private sector
investment. This year’s Themes paper, however,
did touch on some of the implications of the
UK leaving the European Single Market. It was
also pleasing to see discussion questions on
the impact of subsidising electric cars as well as
dealing with environmental market failure.
A brand new area of the current specification
is the Financial Sector which is a significant
component of the Macroeconomics course. I
would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr
Richard Boardman who came in to give a series
of lectures both to Year 12 and Year 13 on a
number of occasions. He passed on his in depth
industry knowledge to our economists about
the roles of key financial institutions, financial
regulation and the 2008/09 Global Financial
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Crisis. In fact, the Role of the Financial Sector
in the real economy was tested for the first
time so we are extremely grateful for his time
and expertise. The Year 12 economists stated
they found Richard Boardman’s talk on financial
institutions particularly valuable as he explained
the role of businesses such as insurance and
wealth management in the city. This allowed
them to gain a real understanding of how the
different financial sectors operated together
to lay the foundations for an essential part of
a functioning economy. His detailed lecture on
the 2008/09 Global Financial Crisis explained
how the financial crisis took its toll on banks
like Northern Rock and what the main causes
of the crisis where such as the significant rise
in sub-prime mortgage lending and trading of
CDOs (collateralised debt obligations). One
of the most fascinating parts of the lecture
were the graphs which they were shown,
which indicated that the UK’s economy only
had recently recovered after the country was
thrown into a double-dip recession. It is hard
to believe that it has been 10 years now since
this major historical economic event that was
compared to the Great Depression.
I am also delighted to report that this year
The Economics Society was resurrected by
two Year 12 economists, Anna Cornish and
Holly Williams. The society is completely
student led and their initiative and enthusiasm
are to be commended. They have run sessions
on all aspects of economics ranging from,
experimental economics, Game Theory, which
is seen in popular television shows such as
‘Love Island’, to scarcity. Their aim was to make
EconSoc accessible to all students studying
a variety of subjects, so they started with
a series of sessions covering why the basic
economic problem was relevant to everyone,
all over the world. The society has been
particularly favourite with students wanting to
read medicine, who have enjoyed increasing
their knowledge of finance. With the changing

political climate, they have delivered sessions
closely linking politics to economics. A popular
session focused on the implications of Brexit on
the UK economy, in particular, on how Brexit
would affect growth and unemployment rates.
For students considering careers in Finance,
they introduced the virtual reality trading game:
Best Brokers. The game taught the members
how the stock market operated and how
to buy and sell shares. This has been a real
favourite as members have enjoyed competing
against each other to see who can obtain the
highest dividends.
At the start of the academic year, I
encouraged a group of Year 12 economists
to attend a debate at the Highgate Society
about the housing crisis. This was a lively and
robust debate that examined the key areas of
housing market failure and what can be done
to resolve the crisis. I am pleased to say that
many Year 12 have continued to explore their
passion for the subject outside of lessons and
have attended public lectures at a number of
universities. Equally, I would like to thank our
Careers Department for arranging valuable
work experience in the heart of the City of
London at reputable global organisations. This
has inspired a number of them to consider
applying for economics-related degree courses
next academic year.
Finally, congratulations to Sarah Woodburn,
this year’s winner of the Fraser & Russell Prize
for Economics. She has been a real asset to
our subject along with our other departing
economists. Ms Newman and I wish our Year
13 the very best for the future. They have been
a joy to teach and we are certain that they will
make a real positive change in the world.
Thank you to Ms Newman for her continued
dedication, support and hard work. A big thank
you to Anna Cornish and Holly Williams for
their input to this article. Who can say that
Economics is ever boring!
Mrs Bhamra-Burgess

Kate Leventhal, Year 13

Olivia Dugdale, Year 13
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Department news – English
Sometimes I look at Twitter and despair.
Hasty, irritable views are tossed out
thoughtlessly all over the place, most
worryingly sometimes from those in
positions of power. Of course, feeling
passionate about something and being
willing to communicate that is valuable,
but so many poorly informed, unreasoned
views surround us on a daily basis.
I have, therefore, taken particular heart from
hearing Channing students express much more
rational, eloquent views this year. Of course,
discussion forms the basis of many English
lessons and the texts that we read are often
a starting point for debate. Indeed, at A Level,
one of the criteria for exam essays is to be able
to explore different interpretations of a text,
evaluating how convincing others’ opinions are.
Is Tennessee Williams’s Blanche Dubois ‘a boozy
man-eater’ as one critic put it? Does Milton
really want us to sympathise with Satan?
One of this year’s treats has been the
re-vamped ‘Skipping Out’ magazine. If you
haven’t read a copy, I highly recommend that
you avail yourself of one. In it students write
substantial opinion pieces on issues that they

care about. This year they have explored a
diverse range of subjects from loneliness to
the MeToo movement to sustainability. These
students model the quality of discussion that
should be more evident in much of public life:
their thoughtful, carefully researched articles
are a joy to read. We have also just been
treated to Year 10 expressing their views for
their GCSE Spoken Language assessments. For
some students, talking in front of their peers
in a formal setting is a daunting task, but what
an important skill it is for their futures and
the girls have certainly taken it in their stride,
arguing their cases on social, moral, cultural and
philosophical issues such as universal healthcare,
Disney princesses and Zeno’s paradox.
It has been lovely to see Channing Debating
Society take off this year with some committed
members, who competed in an inter-schools
competition that we hosted. Next year Junior
Debating is beginning, so we look forward to
our younger rhetoricians coming to the fore.
The Christmas Debate was as lively as ever –
festive oratory is a much underrated skill in the
wider world I find, but not at Channing, where
the teams battled over Christmas songs.

The Literary Society has again showcased
students presenting on their own reading
of texts such as ‘Wolf Hall’ and ‘The
Power’. We have also had book club style
meetings throughout, with Year 12 students
concentrating on novels from 1918-39 by
Woolf, Forster, Hemingway, Huxley, Wharton
and Steinbeck. It is always fascinating to see
which are the most popular - ‘The Grapes of
Wrath’ and ‘The Sun Also Rises’ have split this
crowd the most perhaps, but each novel has
yielded intelligent discussion. Year 13 decided
that they wanted to read more contemporary
fiction. All of the novels we studied were by
women, because they are underrepresented
on current exam specifications and we can’t let
the men do all the literary talking. If you haven’t
read any Jhumpa Lahiri, Meg Wolitzer, Curtis
Sittenfeld, Jennifer Egen or Sally Rooney, we
would heartily recommend them.
Channing students have therefore proved
to me once again that when we make room
for meaningful material, serious thought and
reasoned argument, we gain so much – perhaps
I don’t need to despair after all.
Ms Evernden

Book Club inspires younger readers
If you’re in Year 7 or 8 and you
think there’s nothing on at Monday
lunchtime, you’re so wrong. Come
along to Book Club at 1pm in the
Library. Book Club is a riveting,
intellectual pursuit in which you can
share in the excitement of a good
novel and allow your artistic and
literary sides to flourish.This year,
under the sage guidance of Miss
Ramsden and Miss Beenstock, we
have read ‘Breadwinner’ by Deborah
Ellis, ‘Becoming’ by Michelle Obama,
and followed the Alexandra Palace
Children’s Book Awards, which
included interactive workshops with
the authors, book-signings, and a
Q&A with host Michael Rosen, who
performed his most beloved poems
live (see photograph, right). Book
Club also offers creative tasks, fun
competitions and biscuits.
Imani Mokal-Russell, Year 8
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Maya Morse, Year 13
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Creative Writing
The City that Never Sleeps
The city is a vast, intricate labyrinth of noisy
streets and alleys. You can hear the incessant
honking of the vehicles even before the sun
rises. There is no earthy loam to the air, no
fragrance of spring growth. The fumes from
belching vehicles underpins everything, but
cutting right through it all are the spicy offerings
of the street stalls, coming sharply into focus
like a camera zoom and then ebbing away.
The pigeons outnumber the grey paving slabs
as the wind whistles through the concrete
jungle and everything seems to halt. The bustle
and whirring and purring, the constant low

murmur of chatter, the insistent slamming of
doors and the screech of car horns all join
together to create one thing: the rhythm of the
city.
It is in these overwhelming moments that I
find myself lost within the city’s song. The city
sees, hears and feels every moment of every day
of my life. It listens to my footsteps, the clicking
of polished heels against the bleak pavements,
and sees me smile when its skyscrapers reflect
the orange glow of the afternoon sun. It may be
congested, polluted and hectic, yet mirrored in
the maze of buildings it is alive and thriving.

The pavements seem to move as a great river
of humanity, the roads a sea of cars. Lampposts
glow in the living darkness, coating the streets
with a faint golden light that pierces through the
veil of fog that hangs across the cityscape. The
crowd has a life of its own. The vibrant colours
shine in the hazy light and the people move like
enchanted schools of fish. Workers, strangers,
old friends catching up, new friends made. It is
busy for sure, but the hustle and bustle bring a
life to this city I wouldn’t want to be without.
Eliza Rayment, Year 10

Poems by Imogen Moody, Year 10
The Young Girl Believes in Ghosts

The yellow poem

I’ve been going through your things.
I found a letter and a receipt and a school report
And a birthday card from your mum.
The tottering paper towers
Said something of an old way in a dead world
With a voice fizzing like flatly recorded quiet.
Each turned page disturbed a different spectre:
The cat
The opening night
The day at the beach
The darkroom and your dad unrolling strips of film
And hanging the washing line there,
Dripping redly
Down
Into sloshing trays of chemical.

You find it in the winter things too.

The ghosts swam up, made noise, were still.
I go through your things and don’t know what I’m looking for.
I’ve been ruining hairpins trying to unlock the desk,
Closed and shut and guarded by twin cherubs in speckled brass,
Poised as dancers and leering like deathless gods
At a silly little girl only just learning that she’s mortal.
I’ve been having dreams.
The writhing mechanism snaps open, the ghosts are free
Swim up.
Make noise.
Are still.
And. And. And.
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The strange root-creature soup,
Mouths burning,
Wax on fingers and halos on the crypt ceiling
like Midnight mass.
The kitchen door open a
Crack
of the spine, finger marked
Pages
Livery trim.
Like street lamps at five in the evening.
Like turmeric under my nails.
Like rosaries, like pie crust, like pale wine
coats for rain, glowing on fisherman’s backs
Like bread broken.

Olivia Dugdale, Year 13
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Department news – Geography
It has been another full year
in the Channing Geography
department. Once again, we have
had a multitude of field trips,
from Kings Cross to Morocco
and geographical lectures, both
at Channing and the Royal

Geographical Society. This year’s
magazine entry is written by
the students reviewing their
geographical experiences.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank my Geography colleagues, Andrew
Boardman, Jessica Bramhall and Emily Moor for

all their hard work and support this year. As
you will see from reading this account, it has
been a wonderful, action-packed year for the
Geography Department at Channing. Finally
Congratulations to Ms Bramhall on the birth of
her son Ezra and Ms Moor on completing her
first year at Channing.
Mrs Blake

Flatford Mill fieldwork
The year started off with the annual
Year 11 rivers field trip to Flatford
Mill. Here the students undertook
physical Geography fieldwork as part
of their GCSE fieldwork. The students
studied Bradshaw’s model and looked
to examine the changes downstream
on the River Brett of width, depth
and velocity. We visited four sites on
the river. Once back in the classroom
the students used GIS to present
their data and then they analysed,
concluded and evaluated their results.

‘Factfulness’ lecture

We were delighted to welcome Channing parent
Deboarah Crewe to speak to Senior Geography
Society in September on Hans Rosling’s
‘Factfulness’, which she ghostwrote. Ms Crewe
went through the quiz, “Are you smarter than a
chimpanzee?” Most of us (particularly teachers)
realised we were not and I would urge you to
have a go at this quiz if you have not already!
I got two out of 10 in Ms Crewe’s quiz
before her presentation. The quiz included
questions such as “What percentage of the
world’s population live in poverty; How many
girls finish primary school?” Whilst I achieved a
low score I was happy to find that the reason
for this was because my view of the world was
too pessimistic. News outlets and social media
keep telling us about climate change, poverty
and inequality. Admittedly, these problems do
exist and we need to take action immediately
(in fact, we are). However, ‘Factfulness’ claims
that the world is not as bad as we thought. If we
look back 10 years, we can see much progress in
development, particularly in terms of quality of
life. A more positive view is needed for everyone
– particularly for geographers!
Yuanyuan Sheng, Year 12
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‘The UK in 100 Seconds’ premiere
In September a group of Channing Sixth Form
students went to the premiere of ‘The UK in
100 seconds’, made by Friends of the Earth and
narrated by Benjamin Zephaniah. Here is Rose
Marshall’s review:
In ‘The UK in 100 seconds’, each second
represented 1% of how land is used in the
UK. In this way, it provided a really visual way
of seeing what our country actually looks like.
What the film showed was surprising and I
thought it was an important film to watch, as
our perception of the UK can be so heavily
influenced by our individual circumstances,
mainly what the area around us looks like and
where we have been on our travels.
For example, we might imagine that outside
the cities and towns we are largely surrounded
by wild landscapes and woodland where
nature can thrive. The reality is that the human
population has had a staggering impact on the
majority of land whether or not it is actually in
a populated area.
The most shocking figure is that 28% of land
is used as pasture for cows and sheep meaning
45% of land in total is being used to feed our

population leaving very little space for nature.
This makes me question how we can keep on
going like this when one in seven species in the
UK are at risk from extinction.
Contrastingly, a recent poll also found that
on average people believed that almost half of
all land is urban when in reality it is 6%, which
shows how many people do not really know
what our country looks like. I found the film
and following discussion really absorbing and
would recommend you to watch the short clip
online at https://vimeo.com/291108273.
Rose Marshall, Year 12

Department news – Geography
Olympic Park regeneration has mixed success
As part of our GCSE fieldwork,
Year 10 went to the Olympic Park
to investigate the impact of urban
regeneration on quality of life.
Those unfamiliar with the area
gained new insights into different
places in London that have varying
levels of wealth. During the day, we
travelled to four different locations
to explore and investigate our field
work inquiry which was “What
impact has an urban regeneration
project had on quality of life?”.
We visited Stratford New Town,
East Village, The Copper Box and
Hackney Wick.
We decided that two sites in the
Olympic Park had been positively
affected by the project, whereas
in Stratford New Town, there is

no evident improvement. Finally,
regeneration in Hackney Wick is
evident but possibly coming at the
cost of urban culture. Throughout
the day, we all became familiar with
the process of collecting data first
hand. There were many struggles,
like the number of people we
could gather information from
and how much time we had in
each place. Using our varied data
presentation techniques, we
managed to display all our data
in an organised, readable fashion.
By the end of the day, we had
explored a new part of London
and learned a lot about data
collection methods.
Lisa Scheerlinck, Year 10

Year 10 geographers spent a day in four regeneration sites in
London, collecting data for their GCSE fieldwork

Year 12 trip to Brick Lane sees gentrification at first hand
In October, Year 12 went to Brick
Lane to undertake some human
Geography fieldwork. As part of
our A level syllabus we have to
complete four days of fieldwork.
Our aim was to consolidate
content covered over the first
part of the Autumn half term in
our topic of ‘Changing Spaces,
Making Places’. The first part of
the morning was spent carrying
out a qualitative study of the
area between Liverpool Street

Station and Brick Lane focusing
on psychogeography. This involved
establishing the sense of place of
the area through photographs,
soundscapes, noting down the
smells of the area and participant
observation. After this we walked
down Brick Lane to the Cereal
Killer Café, which we had studied
in class prior to the trip. We
looked at the impact of the café on
the local area and the protests that
had arisen, with many claiming that

Hazard management at the Royal Geographical Society
In October, a group of A Level
geographers attended a talk
by King’s College academic Dr
Amy Donovan at the Royal
Geographical Society. Dr Donovan
enriched our knowledge of how to
reduce disasters; the most effective
way is by reducing vulnerability
politically, culturally, socially and
physically.
We gained a greater knowledge
of how understanding the physical
geography of the area, modelling
the hazards and creating an early
warning system will greatly reduce

the risks of hazards along with
having a community centred
approach with education of what
to do during a disaster being vital
to reducing risk.
Dr Donovan also discussed the
difference between forecasting and
prediction, before giving us an array
of examples of how countries have
managed their different hazards.
The talk greatly helped
our understanding of hazard
management and gave us a
widened view for our A Level topic
of hazards.

it was a symbol of gentrification.
After enjoying a delicious
lunch in Spitalfields Market (no
overpriced cereal for us!) we
carried out individual fieldwork in
groups. In the lessons leading up
to the trip we had all devised titles
we wanted to investigate in Brick
Lane. Many of us used interviews
and questionnaires to carry out
the research we needed. We also
completed an urban quality of
life assessment in two different

places along Brick Lane. After
the trip we produced a group
write-up evaluating the methods
we used to gather research and
any changes we would make if we
had the opportunity to do the
trip again. This field trip brought
the geography syllabus to life –
Brick Lane has a rich geographical
history – and will be valuable
in helping us plan for our own
coursework this summer.
Clementine Butler Brown, Y12

Year 8 in Cádiz

from and why had they come. The
most popular results were they
travelled by foot and were there
for food or business. We had to
fill an environment quality survey
recording sheet based on the
safety, looks, popularity, sound,
condition of buildings and graffiti
of the street. This task was done
by judgment and did not have
a correct answer but I gave the
street an overall total out of 28/35.
The last task was to draw a field
sketch of the street. We got to use
our Adelante knowledge to its full
capabilities!
Alexandra Jary, Year 8

Cádiz is located in Spain, in the
south-eastern end of Europe,
surrounded by sea. It is a great
place to observe different types
of coastal erosion, longshore
drift and the different impacts of
constructive and destructive waves
in real life. We also carried out
fieldwork near the town centre.
We had to combine our Spanish
skills and geographical knowledge
to achieve the most understanding
of our results. We created a
questionnaire to ask the people
in Cádiz where they have come
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Department news – Geography
Half-term trip to Morocco delights and thrills in equal measure
In October half-term the
Geography department and
more than 30 students between
Years 11 to 13 embarked on our
international field trip to Morocco.
On Saturday 14 October we
set off to Morocco from Gatwick
in the early hours of the morning.
We arrived a few hours later in
sunny, humid Marrakech. The
traditional hotel gave us all an
insight into the unique Moroccan
architecture and furnishings,
allowing us to immerse ourselves
in the fascinating Moroccan culture.
We then embarked on a guided
walking tour of the city, including
the beautiful Koutoubia Mosque,
Jemaa El Fna, the busy and lively
town square, and an Apothecary
in the Marrakech Souks where we
were treated to a demonstration
of all Moroccan handmade
beauty and skincare products and
traditional spices.
The next day we arrived at
Canal du Rocade, where we
discussed how Morocco meets
the high demand for water. This
was very insightful and allowed us
as A Level and GCSE geographers
to apply this experience to our
specification. The next stop on our
educational and thought provoking
tour was the Atlas Mountains.
This was one of the most beautiful
places we visited on the trip
and we all appreciated the fold
mountains that have geographically
been folded and faulted over time
due to tectonic and erosional

forces, and it was a great photo
opportunity!
Afterwards, we were treated
to a trip to an Argan Oil factory
in the mountains in which we saw
how products were handmade
by locals. This also gave us the
opportunity to see a small scale
factory supported by local women,
giving them opportunities to earn
an income and support themselves,
as traditionally only the men
provide income for families in the
Atlas Mountains. To conclude our
excursion of the day, we travelled
to Ait Benhaddou Kasbah, a World
Heritage Site and popular set for
film and TV including ‘Game of
Thrones’, ‘The Gladiator’ and ‘The
Mummy’. We hiked up the tallest
hill in the Kasbah, showing us the
beautiful view of the Moroccan
desert.
The next day, we arrived in
Ouarzazate and got ready for a
beautiful sunset camel riding trip in
the Moroccan Desert and a night
under the stars in the Bivouac
Tents in Zagora. We were treated
to an amazing traditional Moroccan
dinner and ceremonial dance
under the stars around a warm
fire. This was one of the most
amazing experiences on the trip
and everyone was sad to leave the
next morning after watching the
sunrise from the top of the sand
dune, taking a camel ride back to
the coach. We visited Tamegroute,
a subterranean village famous for
its pottery where nearly all of us

bought beautiful, handmade, ornate
pottery for friends and family.
On our last day we went on a
walk to the Majorelle Gardens,
a two and a half acre botanical
garden and artists landscape
garden created by the French
architect Paul Sinoir in the 1930s.
In the 1980s, the property was
purchased by the fashion designers,
Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre

Bergé, who worked to restore it.
The garden was very beautiful with
varying plants and flowers with a
beautiful water fountain
Overall, the trip to Morocco
was an unforgettable experience
with the Channing Geography
Department, encompassing nearly
a range of aspects from both
GCSE and A Level specifications.
Chloe Phillips, Year 12

Royal Geographical Society talk on the carbon cycle
In February, A Level geographers
attended an insightful lecture at
the Royal Geographical Society
by Dr Jeremy Pritchard, who
explained the carbon cycle and the
importance of plants in our world
and on a smaller scale in the cycle.
This was a brilliant supplement
to our topic in Geography A level
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on the earth’s life support systems.
Dr Pritchard looked at the
effects of the very current issue of
elevated levels of carbon dioxide
in our atmosphere and how they
ranged from a subcellular to global
level. He offered a very accessible
look at a complex and scientific
topic through his research of

stomata and the impact of climate
change on transpiration and
evapotranspiration.
Dr Pritchard further presented
data from his own research
collaborations with industry
including Syngenta in the area
of plant insect interaction and
Humber VHB in projects aiming

to optimise nutrient transport in
greenhouse grown crops. We left
this talk with a broader and more
detailed understanding of the
importance of a plant’s adaptation
to our changing climate and how
the carbon cycle as a whole is an
integral part of our ecosystem.
Riana Chandaria, Year 12

Department news – Geography
Year 9 trip to King’s Cross
For the second year running the
Geography department took Year
9 to King’s Cross to understand
about the regeneration that has
taken place. To collect data, we
used Survey 123 on our iPads,
familiarising ourselves with
Geographic Information Systems
(GIS).
Many of us had not been to
Kings Cross before, so this trip
gave us an understanding of
the importance of King’s Cross’
regeneration and how it has helped
the area become more sustainable.
Before the regeneration King’s
Cross had a reputation for crime
and the unemployment rate was
very high, meaning there were
many poverty issues.
However, since regeneration,
King’s Cross is now one of the
most sustainable areas in London,
with fantastic international

transport links and excellent
facilities. On our trip we went to
various places in King’s Cross, such
as Coal Drops Yard and King’s
Cross St Pancras Underground,
where we collected primary data
and examined secondary data
of King’s Cross to evaluate how
successful the regeneration was.
We also took individual surveys
using Survey 123, a form of GIS,
to show our thoughts on each
place, looking at the economic,
environmental and social factors.
We also did public surveys
where we asked people what they
thought of the area and why they
were there. The most popular
reason was for work. Throughout
the day as we collected our
data, we also had to consider
all the different factors, such as,
the time of collection, date and
weather, which may have affected

Regeneration theme hots up
In March the Geography
Department were delighted to
welcome Professor Loretta Lees
from the University of Leicester
to talk about her research on
regeneration in London. Channing
hosted a number of London
schools to hear this lecture.
Professor Lees spoke about

gentrification, focusing on
Barnsbury, Islington and how
gentrification impacts negatively
on a community, forcing out the
most vulnerable members. During
her informative and engaging talk
Professor Lees introduced us to
the concept of super-gentrification,
a term which describes the further

Year 9 decided that King’s Cross’s regeneration has worked

our results. In conclusion from
looking at all our results and using
the ‘Egan Wheel’ to judge how
sustainable King’s Cross is, we
came to the judgement that the

regeneration was very successful in
all factors and also in comparison
to other places that have been
regenerated.
Olivia Bendell, Year 9

process of gentrification, which
includes a significant step change
in social class composition and
evidence of social displacement.
Other global urban gentrification
examples were also discussed
and examined by Professor Lees,
giving us further insight into how
the process of gentrification
occurs and how regeneration is a
more sustainable and fair way of

improving quality of life for all in an
area. We were all very fortunate
to hear from Professor Lees, who
is the only woman in the top 20
most referenced authors in urban
Geography worldwide (Urban
Studies, 2017), about gentrification,
a topic about which she has
written numerous books and has
extensively researched.
Anna Tefoglou, Year 12

ABColombia speaker raises highlights of dangers to Colombian river
In May, Irina Muñoz from advocacy
project ABColombia spoke to
Geography and Spanish students
about the human rights work the
charity does in Choco, a region of
Colombia.
Choco is an isolated region
in northern Colombia. The
community is incredibly diverse,
which leads to a lot of racism
within the area. Alongside this,
almost 60% of inhabitants live
below the poverty line and 34% in
extreme poverty.

The major problem in the
region is the mining of mercury in
the river Atrato. Not only does
this have harmful environmental
impacts but it also has significant
effects on the residents. To the
locals the ‘river is life’ and as many
of them do not have access to
clean water, they rely on it to carry
out daily tasks such as washing and
drinking. The mercury from mining
leaks into the river, poisoning the
people there and causing major
health problems. As the mining is

illegal, it is very difficult to control
and many volunteers who go to
the area to help are often put
in serious danger. In Colombia a
human rights defender is killed
every 48 hours.
However, a group of Colombians
have got together to form an
organisation known as ‘Guardians
of Atrato’ who are aiming to
raise awareness of the issues in
Choco and prevent any more
damage to the river. This is why
organisations such as ABColombia

are so important. These people
need help in raising the awareness
of the issues they currently face
and having people such as Irina
come into Channing helps them
to do this. So far the Guardians of
Atrato have passed the Colombian
Constitutional Court Ruling T-622,
which recognises the river Atrato
as a bearer of rights. This will help
the community prevent additional
damage to both the river and
themselves.
Clementine Butler Brown, Y12
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Department news – Geography
Year 12 find inspiration in beauty of the Lake District
In June, the Year 12 geographers
visited Blencathra in the Lake
District. We were greeted at
Penrith Station by Sam, our trip
leader, who drove us through
the picturesque, post-glaciated
landscape to the field studies
centre, just outside the village
of Threlkeld. On day 1 in the
classroom, we planned an inquiry
to investigate whether the Lake
District is perceived as the
‘Adventure Capital UK’.
We then drove 15 minutes to
the town of Keswick, where we
carried out a land use survey and
explored the rebranding strategies
used in the area (and, unbeknown
to Mr Boardman, we popped into
the local chippy!)
The next day, we prepared
for a long day of walking in the
beautiful Lake District scenery.
Our aim was ‘to investigate the

glacial landforms in Easedale Valley
in order to reconstruct ice flow
direction’. To do this we used a
coordinate finder app to work
out longitude and latitude and put
our Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
skills to the test when we used a
compass and an OS map to work
out orientation. After a productive
morning, halfway up the mountain
we had a delicious lunch with a
beautiful, scenic view by the side of
a waterfall.
Having filled our stomachs, we
carried on to Easedale Tarn, which
we met with great excitement,
having mentioned it many times
in our essays. Once we all made it
back to the field centre we looked
at some GIS data presentation
methods.
Our third and final day in
the Lake District was spent
back in Keswick carrying out

Dorling stresses the
power of education

Much work left to do reach sustainable goals

Globetrotters report

The Sustainable Development
Goals: ambition or fantasy? The
Royal Geographical Society –
Linden Edgell
Seventeen goals. 169 targets.
The UN Sustainable Development
Goals came into force in January
2016 to build on the progress of
the Millennium Development Goals
and offer a “blueprint for peace
and prosperity for people and the
planet, now and into the future”.
But will they ever be achieved? And
who is contributing the most?
Governments and individuals
get a C for their progress so far,
according to Linden Edgell, Global
Sustainability Director for ERM,
a consultancy that advises large
corporations on how they can
contribute to the Sustainable
Development Goals, at a powerful
talk at the Royal Geographical
Society.
Businesses, perhaps surprisingly,
get a slightly better rating from

Globetrotters began the year
with a delicious treat! Students
designed their own geographicalthemed cakes, which ranged from
exploding volcanoes to peaceful
river scenes.
Autumn term then continued
with the first long-term project on
sustainable fashion. The students
were tasked with creating then
making a sustainable piece of
fashion from recycled materials.
Imaginative end products were a
sustainable convertible backpack/
suitcase, recycled flip-flops and
a recycled geographical themed
bag. Spring term’s project was
designing, resourcing and making
geographical board games.
Successful games included a
tropical rainforest Cluedo, Japanese
Monopoly and animal adaptations
Top Trumps. In the Summer
term, students created maps and
treasure hunts to complete around
the school. Well done to all the
Globetrotters involved.

Professor Danny Dorling from
the University of Oxford visited
Channing. He spoke under the
title: ‘Is everything still rising but
slowing down, apart from the
temperature?’ He talked about
the rising population and how its
demographic is gradually changing.
He said: “The longer a woman
spends in education, the fewer
children she’ll have. University is
the best form of contraception!”
Even with this comedic tone, he
was stressing to us the importance
of education. Professor Dorling’s
views are that the population of
the world will never grow to 10
billion and that as fertility rates are
dropping, the population of the
world is ageing.
I thoroughly enjoyed the talk
and I was able to understand a
lot more about the demographic
issues the globe may have.
Anouska Reeback, Year 12
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The hills were alive with the sound of Year 12 geographers
questionnaires and other sampling
strategies to look at social and
economic inequality in the area.
These three days in the Lake
District were really beneficial for
our non-examined assessment

her at B minus, while she gives civil
society organisations a B. At the
moment, says Ms Edgell, things
are not moving fast enough and
she points to the Good Life goals
which aim to tie the 17 Goals into
people’s everyday lives, from the
toilet paper you use to growing
your own food to eating less meat,
as a way of helping individuals
to contribute. That way actions
can filter up through society and
have an impact on businesses
to demand they use less plastic,
for example, or adopt more
sustainable practices.
Ms Edgell finished her talk
addressing us as the next
generation: “If you say ‘It’s not my
problem’, then achieving the Goals
will be a fantasy. But we have a
plan that can make it happen if
everyone strives to help our planet
the best they possibly can.”
Tabitha Cartmell, Year 12

and brought the glacier topic to
life. Thank you to Miss Moor and
Mr Boardman for being such great
company and putting up with us
for three days.
Clementine Butler Brown and
Anna Western, Year 12

Sadie Gayer, Year 13
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Department news – History
One of the many terrible jokes
(there are hundreds) I make
to my students is that, in the
muggle world, History is the
equivalent of ‘Defence against
the dark arts’. I say this because
we hope to train Channing girls
to protect themselves from
the dark arts of a seeming
onslaught of fake news,
exaggeration and outright lies
that seem to have proliferated
in the modern world.
The History department seek
to give Channing girls the tools to
understand how the world around
them was created and to provide
them with knowledge about how
to critique information, to see

Gresa Madjuni, Year 13
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through the writer’s perspective
and to judge for themselves the
facts.
The high-quality History learning
Channing girls benefit from is due
to the excellent teachers I have
the privilege of working with.
This year the History department
has happily welcomed two new
colleagues, Miss Lindsay and Ms
Kung. Both have made superb
contributions in their first year.
Miss Lindsay’s introduction and
leadership of the Year 9 Women
in History project gave the girls
a chance to develop and hone
their research and presentation
skills whilst learning and teaching
about women from History who

have been overlooked previously
in mainstream History. Projects
focused on women such as
Hermila Galindo, Isabel Allende,
Katherine Johnson and Annie
Kenney and their contributions to
our world.
Ms. Kung has (amongst many
things) led the creation of the
impressive History Journal, where
some of our Year 12 Historians
carried out independent research
on themes relating to Asian
History with essays on diverse
topics such as the causes of the
Iranian Revolution, Genghis Khan’s
regime and the importance of
Ancient Sumer.
The intellectual rigour and

stimulation it provided some of
our most able girls is testament
to Ms Kung’s hard work. The
final articles are a source of great
pride for the History department
and thanks too should go to Mrs
Devine for her excellent editing
and production of the journal.
It has been a great year for the
History department, starting with
superb GCSE and A Level results
in August 2018 and culminating in
a hugely enjoyable trip to Budapest
with Year 10 in July 2019. I want to
thank all the History teachers for
their hard work and congratulate
our talented students for all their
achievements.
Mr Martini-Phillips

Year 9 visit to the World War One battlefields

From Sunday 5th to Tuesday 7th May ,Year 9
students spent a fantastic few days exploring
the WW1 battlefields of Belgium and
Northern France. After an early start, a trip
through the Eurotunnel and much singing
the girls arrived on Sunday afternoon at Vimy
Ridge, a site of great strategic importance
in the 1917 Battle of Arras. We were able to
appreciate the views across the surrounding
countryside from the heights of the ridge,
as well as exploring a system of preserved
trench lines in the surrounding area.
After a (slightly soggy!) picnic lunch
the girls were back on their travels and
headed down into the town of Arras to visit
Wellington Quarry. Once equipped with
hard hats they were able to walk through
the underground network of tunnels that
the Allied troops used to spring their
surprise offensive against the German
positions in the Spring of 1917. Led by an
excellent team of guides the sombre gloom
of the underground caverns provided an
atmospheric end to our site visits for the
day. After a short journey to our hotel in
Dixmuide we were able to enjoy a relaxed
dinner in the town before heading to bed.
After an early start on Monday morning
the girls boarded the coaches ready for a
jam-packed day exploring the Ypres Salient.
Essex Farm and Langemarck cemeteries
provided us with a striking contrast of how
both the Allied and Central Power forces

chose to commemorate their dead and as a
part of their in-class project many of the girls
were able to locate the graves of individual
soldiers that they had been researching at
these sites. We were also able to pay our
respects to the grave of Private Valentine
Joe Strudwick who, aged 15, was one of the
youngest casualties of the war.
Following this we entered Ypres town
centre where we were able to spend
some time in the newly-renovated and
interactive In Flanders Field Museum as
well as (of course!) scheduling some time
to thoroughly explore Ypres’ excellent
range of chocolate shops and cafés. Feeling
rested and recharged we headed back out
to Passchendaele Memorial Park and Tyne
Cot Cemetery, the largest Commonwealth
military cemetery in the world. After an
evening meal back in Ypres town centre,
Romily Blitz and Anika Agarwal did a
fantastic job of representing Channing
School by laying a wreath as a part of the
nightly memorial service hosted beneath the
Menin Gate. The ceremony was a touching
and thought-provoking end to the day and
Channing students were a credit to the
school.
Before our return back to London on
Tuesday we visited several key sites around
the Somme region of Northern France.
Our visit to the Thiepval Centre provided
a touching tribute to the missing of WW1

and at Newfoundland Park we were able
to walk in the footsteps of those who were
forced “over the top” on July 1st 1916 –
the infamous first day of the Battle of the
Somme. The girls looked out across No
Man’s Land and considered the sacrifice
made by the Newfoundland Division at the
Caribou Memorial on that day. Many thanks
to all my colleagues who accompanied us.
Ms Hunter
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Department news – Mathematics
Over the many years that I have been teaching
Maths, I have attended quite a few courses,
most aimed at telling me how I should really be
doing the job. If I am honest, the vast majority
have had little effect. One, however, had a major
impact on my views about teaching Mathematics
and that was led by Dr Tony Gardner.
In his time, Dr Gardner has had a huge
influence on Mathematics in schools (look him
up) and has been involved with many positive
changes over the years. I’ve been fortunate
enough to host many wonderful Maths Week
speakers over the past nine years. Thanks
to Rosemary Emanuel (ex-head of Maths at
Channing, author of one of the best A level
textbooks around and a great friend and
supporter of Maths at Channing), Dr Gardner
was persuaded to run some sessions for pupils
in Years 10 and the Sixth Form that were
inspirational. His talk on spherical geometry,
an area with which his audience would have
been completely unfamiliar, was magnificent
and intellectually draining and entirely deserving
of the spontaneous applause that it drew on
completion. Dr Gardner was equally impressed
with his audience, attributing the success of
his sessions to the appetite and intellectual
curiosity of the students. “Can’t start a fire
without a spark!”
Although the talk was for Year 12 pupils, Year
13 Further Mathematicians Daria Hall and Daisy
Grostern also attended. Their commitment and
contribution to Mathematics at Channing has
been extraordinary. In a year when the level
of challenge and difficulty of Mathematics A
level has increased beyond recognition, these
two have embraced this and are an example
to everyone. Channing is privileged to have
had such outstanding mathematicians and I’m
delighted that Daria will be reading Mathematics
at university. (It’s not too late to change, Daisy!)
(Late addendum: after finishing STEP 3, the
last in as gruelling a set of Maths examinations
as any Channing pupil in my time has ever taken,
Daria’s chosen way to unwind was, yes, to work
her way through some past STEP Mechanics
problems. One of a kind.)
On a personal note, I cannot make reference
to Year 13 without mentioning the wonderful
class who have just finished their A levels.
Collectively, they have racked up more than 40
years’ membership in my classes with (poor)
Rosie Ziff suffering six out of seven years with
me! I am not sure how I will adjust to life
without you all.
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Dr Tony Gardner yet again led an inspirational talk during Maths Week

A similar source of joy for me has been
trialling an extra IGCSE in Further Pure
Mathematics with members of the top set
in Year 10. I was surprised to find that more
than half of the class expressed an interest in
attending lunchtime sessions twice a week but
I was fairly certain that numbers would drop
off once lessons were under way. I was wrong.
First, girls who had initially wanted to attend but
felt that their other commitments were already
demanding decided to join. Then, the group
collectively decided that two lunchtimes were
insufficient. Consequently, we have added two
after-school sessions to the existing lunchtimes.
Finally, I want to pay tribute to two members
of the Maths Department. Katie Thonemann’s
contribution to almost every area of Channing
life should not be allowed to obscure what
she has done for Maths at Channing, both
as a teacher and, in a previous life, as head
of department. It has been a joy to have her
devoting her energies fully to doing what she
enjoys most with Year 10 and the Sixth Form
the lucky beneficiaries.
And while (apparently) no one is
indispensable, Ms MacCarthy may prove the
exception to that adage. Tressan has been an
extraordinary colleague and will continue to be
a wonderful friend. No one that she has taught
will be in any doubt as to how lucky they have
been nor anyone in the Maths Department
unaware of how indebted we are to her
(particularly the Head of Department!).
We look forward to welcoming Helen
Wootton and Thea Cooper in September
as Head and Deputy Head of Mathematics,
respectively.
Mr Williamson

Tribute to Mr Williamson
FAREWELL CAPTAIN MATHS (AKA CHARLIE,
AKA PUKKA PAD MAN, AKA PHILEAS FOGG)
In response to the oft-asked question, “Where is Captain
Maths?” Many would offer – Berlin? The Battlefields? Barbados?
Salamanca? Slapton Ley? Skiing? As Captain Maths is not just
Head of Mathematics at Channing but he is also Head of Trips
& Excursions. And the inner circle may proffer, “A Springsteen
concert?” or “Stanford Bridge?” But in reality, it is highly
likely that he is in the library with a pupil. Captain Maths leads
by example, giving his time freely and generously. He has
boundless time and patience when it comes to helping pupils
with maths. He does not know the word “no” when the knock
comes on the maths office door and a pupil requests help.
Under his leadership, the weekly maths drop-in sessions have
grown like topsy and have extended like billyo. They now fill up
to three classrooms and can run as late as 6pm. They have even
been exported to foreign climes with drop-in Barbados being
the most exotic so far. He has also run twilight STEP classes,
Easter revision courses and is currently devoting up to four extra
sessions a week to the Further Maths GCSE trial. All as part of
“normal service” when so many would seek extra remuneration
or time off in lieu. Similarly, Captain Maths has overseen the
inexorable rise of maths in the sixth form with maths now
regularly taking the top slot in terms of popularity and quite
often for grades too. There is definitely nothing jobs worth
about Captain Maths or his department.
So how does Captain Maths fit in all this maths, let alone
the administrative load that accompanies such high office,
with such hectic travel commitments, the odd trip to the pub,
innumerable rock concerts and even more Chelsea games? The
answer is the team he has built around him. He is known as
Charlie for a reason. It’s because Captain Maths has his Angels
and Bosley too. However, it takes a cool head, charm, years of
wisdom and selective deafness to manage Charlie’s Angels.
Thankfully, twenty three years at JFS, including a long stint as
Head of Maths, has made Captain Maths equal to the task. You
may have heard of alpha males, the Angels are their female
counterparts, A* women. Ms Yun extends Tiger Mothering to
all she does; failure whether on the Brecon Beacons or in C17 is
not an option. Mrs Williams brims with good ideas, enthusiasm
and opinions. It is with charm, humour and guile that Captain
Maths is able to ensure that departmental meetings don’t run
through the night. Mrs Bhamra-Burgess’ glamour, efficiency and
humorous lessons need little management so the Captain gets
off lightly here. Though should he miss her exacting standards
(especially when it comes to lining up displays on a notice
board), Mrs BB is not shy about telling him so. Mrs Thonemann
is a class act; unflappable, fiercely intelligent and with years of
experience, including being Head of Maths at Channing.
For the majority of the Captain’s tenure Mrs T has been his
line manager whilst simultaneously being a member of his
department. The resulting entente cordiale has run smoothly
for years, with each letting the other get on with their job
unhindered, confident in the knowledge that it will be done well.
And Ms MacCarthy, well as the author of this piece, it is best
to leave me out of it. Happily, Bosley (aka the Boy Wonder, Mr
Riggs-Long) is more biddable and like a good deshi now doesn’t
know the meaning of the word “no”.
In addition, as a top-notch mathematician with a penchant for
floral shirts, he is well on the way to emulating the Captain. He
has already mastered the key phrases, “not as such” and “it’s

During his tenure as Head of Maths, Mr Williamson was notorious
for adopting a laidback but inspiriational approach to teaching

Mr Williamson has always been a dedicated follower of fashion; he
is best known for his colourful range of shirts (not pictured)
work in progress” to answer tricky questions as to whether a
task as been completed or not! Mr Daurat and Mr Holmes must
not be forgotten and apologies for switching TV shows but the
allegory of Captain Maths as Captain Scarlett is better from here
on. Happily, the Angels remain in place, defending Cloudbase
(the maths office) from the Mysterons (the senior leadership
team with yet another target). Captain Maths is ably assisted by
Captains Blue and Green. One couples an exacting mind and
creative brilliance with music and film references that only he and
the Captain understand. The riff from one reference to another
can go on for an entire day with the Angels being as clueless
to their antecedents as the Mysterons are of algebra. The other
brings tech skills, efficiency and professionalism and is always
good for a lament about last weekend’s football results and the
failings of the special one. However, whilst valued members of
the Spectrum team, they lack the glamour and indestructability
of Captain Maths, maybe it is their lack of international travel
or paucity of Pukka Pads? One thing is certain Captain Maths
is Captain Maths for a reason – he loves maths and he wants
every Channing girl to love it too. So it is with heavy but grateful
hearts that we bid him farewell as Captain Maths. Happily, for
Channing, he remains as a teacher to continue spreading the
good news that is maths.
Tressan MacCarthy
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Farewell, Ms MacCarthy
Whilst it is big news that Mr Williamson is
stepping down from his role as Head of
Department, there is also another, some
would say even more momentous, tidal wave
of change in the Mathematics department:
Ms MacCarthy is sadly leaving.
It would be pitiful if someone of her calibre
were not given her very own tribute. Her
sheer class as a teacher shines through in
her meticulously planned lessons that are
inundated with an array of resources. In fact,
she is the guru of all resources and our Maths
team drive has her initials painted liberally
over anything worth using in a classroom.
Walking into the Maths office 10 minutes
before double Year 9 in the afternoon and no
words are ever more joyful to hear than “I’ve
just left a sheet on your desk for your Year 9
class”. How will I ever cope next year? She
is indeed a fabulous teacher. Actually, a little
too fabulous.
One major problem with having someone
so amazing in the department is trying to
teach the same class a year after being in her
care, knowing that, despite your best efforts,
you will never come close to beating the
experience they had with her. How do you
follow Ms MacCarthy? I have never found a
solution to that question and for that reason
I am grateful she is leaving. Her dedication
to the department is obvious if you have
seen any of the literature for Maths Week.
Ms MacCarthy is the mastermind behind
the posters, jokes, quotes and organisation
of the daily problems. An immense effort
that is conducted in an unassuming fashion
behind closed doors. Her title as second in
command was in some way disrespectful of
her relentless work ethic and anyone in the
department would never hesitate to own up
to the fact that Ms MacCarthy was truly in
charge of the department.
Ms MacCarthy’s prowess was not limited
to Mathematics; she also excelled as Head
of Year 11 too, allbeit for only a brief time;
definitely their loss. So the burning question
to pose is this: are there any chinks in the
shiny armour? Well there are. For one –
scents. Ms MacCarthy possess a highly
trained sense of smell and any trace of a
fragrant ester, or perhaps my deodorant,
sets off the never-ending sneezing and
complaining. Although, this is actually
somewhat of a paradox. Ms MacCarthy
adores painting her nails a lavish red colour,
invariably it is the first thing she does in the
morning at her desk, and this process fills the
Maths office with a potent smell that only Ms
MacCarthy is immune to. There is yet another
chink in the armour and whist Ms MaCarthy
is most probably the most conscientious
teacher I have had the pleasure of working
with, she is prone to the occasional lapse
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Year 13 Maths students Daria Hall (left) and Daisy Grostern (right) with their favourite Maths
teachers, Ms MacCarthy, Mr Williamson and Mrs Williams
in concentration in when she should be
teaching, Year 12 Further Maths seemed to
have profited the most this year.
It is always a delicate operation to nudge
the giant of professionalism from her
sleep and point out that she should be in
a class teaching. Good job that one of her
other excelling qualities is her sense of
humour, almost has highly trained as her
sense of smell. So how do we sum up Ms

MacCarthy’s legacy at Channing? I owe
much of my development as a classroom
teacher to the model set by Ms MacCarthy
and I will always be indebted to her for
that. With much regret we say, goodbye
and we wish you all the best in your new
job at Brampton College.
Mr Riggs-Long

Miriam Simler, Year 13
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Department news – Library
This year the Library has hosted a number of
exciting speakers, including the poet Claire
Potter and the authors Lauren James and
Anne-Marie Conway. We have taken part in the
shadowing of two book awards - the Alexandra
Palace Children’s Book Award and the Carnegie
Medal. And pupils learning Spanish have taken
part in the annual Adelante Reading Challenge,
which aims to encourage reading in Spanish. On
World Book Day we embraced all things manga
and comics, with a workshop and pop-up shop
run by Forbidden Planet.
The pupil librarians have been a fantastic
support throughout the year. Noli in Year
10 has been a pupil librarian for two terms

and has written about her experience here:
I decided to work in the school library as a
young librarian, because I wanted to inspire
young people to read more, as it’s becoming
less and less popular for young teens to read.
I really enjoy my work as a pupil librarian in
my school’s library. I’ve been a pupil librarian
for just over five months! Our pupil librarian
team have to go through a proper application
process.... preparation for working life! We
stock a multitude of books, a growing selection
of DVDs & audiobooks and we also subscribe
to a number of magazines. We encourage pupil
recommendations for stock in the library. As
time has gone on, I’ve got more confident with

using the online resources. I now borrow books
from the online library (ePlatform) regularly.
I also write book reviews, library news,
updates on library closures, how students
can get involved with the library, e-resources
and how to get more out of our resources.
The library also hosts a book club, run by our
librarian, which attracts a good number of
pupils. All these activities aim to boost pupil
awareness of the library!
Displays are also important in our library. The
whole library team contribute to the displays,
and pupils like to get involved as well - it’s good
fun! The Library is looking very colourful!
Ms Ramsden

Lauren James spoke to Years 8 and 9 about her new novel
The Quiet at the End of the World, which explores what
it’d be like to be the last humans on earth

Year 8 pupils Imani, Katherine and
Sophia with author Steve Tasane at
the Alexandra Palace Children’s Book
Awards
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Year 7 took part in workshops with
the author of Unicorn Girl, AnneMarie Conway. Proceeds from
the sale of Unicorn Girl are going
towards funding a new library for
the Archer Academy

Comics pop-up shop on
World Book Day

Poet Claire Potter led creative
writing workshops with junior and
senior creative writing clubs
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Department news – Music
Music at Lunchtime – a tribute to Queen

Musical Theatre
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Chamber Music

Carol Concert
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Department news – Music
Spring Concert

Jazz Evening
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Music at Lunchtime: May 2019

Summer Concert
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Department news – Politics
Reading back through last year’s Politics
report for the magazine, I mentioned
that we were living in uncertain times.
Fast forward one year and, if anything,
everything is even more uncertain.
This report was written in July, on the day
that Boris Johnson made his first appearance
in the House of Commons as Prime Minister.
Those of you reading the magazine in October
will have had the ‘benefit’ of three months

of drama, both political and otherwise. Who
knows what will have happened? Will Johnson
still be PM? Will Jeremy Corbyn commit to
Remain? Will England have regained the Ashes?
Maybe Newcastle United will be top of the
Premier League (dream on, Devine). What is
certain is that teaching Politics is a challenge but
I am happy to say that myself and my colleagues,
Mr Martini-Phillips and Mrs Garrill, have risen
to the occasion, with the help of some very

switched-on Sixth Form students who have
kept us on our toes even when we had little
idea of what was going to happen next.
Below is a snapshot of a very busy year. We
are delighted that the number of students
choosing Politics is so healthy and we hope that
their study of the turbulent events in the UK
will stand them in good stead for whatever the
next chapter throws at us.
Mrs Devine

Leading politicians fiercely debate the future of Brexit
One of the highlights of the year was a
Politics conference in central London on
the implications of Brexit. I have been taking
students to this conference for several years but
never has the excitement been so palpable; a bit
like seeing Take That in the 1990s!
Channing students were delighted and
appalled in equal measure to hear Nigel Farage,
Jacob Rees-Mogg, Jess Phillips (right) and John
Bercow among others talk about their views on
the Brexit and the political fall-out in Parliament.
Legions of Sixth Form students jostled
with each other for the opportunity to ask

the politicians
questions and
I am proud to
report that
Channing
students have
sharp elbows
and were able
to quiz several
of the speakers,
including Mr
Rees-Mogg (right).
Mrs Devine

Visit of Margot James MP

As part of Future Technologies
Week, Margot James MP, Minister
for Culture, Communications and
Creative Industries, visited Channing
to talk to the Sixth Form about her
work as a minister with a portfolio
that encompasses technology.
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We were fortunate to be able to
have some of Ms James’ time in
our Year 13 Politics lesson. She
talked with passion and vigour
about the importance not only of
technology but also of the current
impasse in Parliament over Brexit

and the implications for the UK. Ms
James fielded a range of perceptive
questions from the students, which
included her views on Brexit (remain)
and how the trajectory of her own
career had been influenced by her
political views.

Houses of Parliament and Supreme Court visit

Lord Haskell talk
We were very fortunate to welcome Lord
Haskell (below) – grandfather of Sarah Haskell
in Year 11 – who talked to the Politics A level
students and several Year 11 girls about his
illustrious career as a peer.
Lord Haskell explained how the House
of Lords works and its key functions as a
scrutinising body. He stressed how important
the Lords’ work is particularly during these
uncertain political times. The range of
questions from the floor was most impressive
and we are very grateful to Lord Haskell for
giving up his time to visit us.

In the summer term, Year 12 Politics students visited the Supreme Court
and the Houses of Parliament.
They were given a tour of Parliament and took part in a workshop that
asked them to consider the importance of select committees.
The tour of Parliament culminated in the students meeting Labour
peer Lord Kennedy of Southwark, who gave an impassioned defence of
the independence of the Lords in the face of government dominance.

Congratulations to Kate Anderson in Year 12, who won the @
TheWorld Today student article competition with an essay entitled:
‘If you were UN Secretary-General for the day, what would be your
first action?’ Well done, Kate, we’re very proud of you!

When some Year 13 Politics students
popped out for some last-minute
revision before their first A level exam,
look who they bumped into...

Channing welcomed two special visitors to
Founders’ Day this year, when Conservative
Party leadership contenders (aka Year 12’s
Emily Gray and Millicent Angel) took part in
a heated debate in front of a slightly alarmed
audience to argue who should succeed
Theresa May. The debate was ably compered
by Emily Maitlis (aka Ella Shindler in Year
12). Mr Johnson gave a spirited and typically
amusing rebuttal of accusations that he was
only taking part due to naked ambition. At
one point appealing to his parents in the
audience (who at this point disowned him),
Mr Johnson had to concede that he could be
‘rather economical with the truth’. Visitors
to the Sixth Form Centre voted in a secret
ballot presided over by Mrs Garrill (inset).
The winner was Mr Hunt ...
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Sixth Form news
My first year as Director of Sixth
Form was a busy one! I found the
first weeks flew by with welcome
evenings, open mornings and Ucas
one-to-one meetings.
The students were very quick to guide me
through key Channing events such as Channing
Christmas and the act of ‘skipping out’. As ever,
the Sixth Form years at Channing were fast
paced, with a number of long-lasting traditions
as well as some new additions to the calendar.
The Year 13 led the way with their exuberance
and leadership.
The Officers, led admirably by Head Girls
Lucy Faber and Izzy Mills, worked tirelessly
on charitable events, House competitions as
well as an amazing International Women’s
day assembly. Of course, both Year groups
championed a number of societies – such as the
Rainbow society; fem soc; history girls – just
to name a few. The Sixth Form assemblies saw
the Year groups work together to produce
some excellent presentations on antibiotics;
healthy foods; Channing and Chinese education
systems, as well as origami. These assemblies
could not have happened without the Sixth
Formers taking the lead. Sixth Form Officers
Izobel Clarke and Feeza Patel were also
instrumental in ensuring the smooth running
of the Sixth Form Centre as well as organising
events such as the Charity Week and particular,
Sixth Form Channing Christmas, which saw

Christmas stockings adorn the Studio and
Christmas cooking decorations with festive
music and cheer.
The musical delights from the Sixth Form
were on show in luncthime concerts, as well
as the major concerts throughout the year
and I am sure that the Music department will
miss the talented Year 13 students; the Sixth
Form concert was incredibly memorable. The
Art exhibition showcased the talents of this
Year group with several of them opting for Art
foundation courses next year. Drama was also
a highlight of the year, with performances that
were nuanced and acted with flair and emotion.
We also focused on life beyond Channing;
over the course of the year, both Year groups
were involved in leadership training, CV writing
and were treated to a number of special guest
speakers. Natasha Devon spoke about selfesteem; the RAP project about staying safe
at university; and Harry Baker performed
his slam poetry and held a workshop with
the Year12 English students. The first ever
Springboard to the Future Fair and presentation
was held in March, when 30 higher education
institutions alongside organisations offering
degree opportunities filled the New Sports Hall.
Specialist presentation on Oxbridge, studying in
the USA, Medicine and Liberal Arts were also
on offer for Year 12.
Careers events provided an abundance of
opportunities for the Sixth Form – from the

careers symposium that saw the return of a
number of alumnae outlining how their journey
from A level to dream job. BBC Radio 4
presenter Mishal Husain spoke about her new
book – ‘The Skills: From First Job to Dream Job
– What Every Woman Needs to Know’ – to an
enthusiastic audience of parents and students.
This year also saw the introduction of the
Channing Project in Year 12. This provided
an opportunity for the students to engage in
research and presentations in a field of interest
outside the curriculum. Topics ranged from the
the impact of political systems on development
in North and South Korea to Stoic philosophy.
The higher-order thinking skills of synthesis,
analysis and evaluation were used to good effect
and presentational as well as questioning skills
were fully developed.
For the Year 13, the Leavers’ ceremony
highlighted the favourite moments for the
students and the cutting of the cake to say
farewell saw my first Year 13 group leave
Channing. As the year came to a close, Team
Novus thrilled the Channing community by
winning not only the London final for YE but
also scooping the coveted Access Award at the
Finals held in London. The Gold of Duke of
Edinburgh expedition also took place and these
students will continue a long standing tradition
of achieving their Gold Awards before leaving
Channing.
Ms Kung
One of the highlights of the Careers year
was when BBC Radio Four presenter and
journalist Mishal Husain visited Channing to
talk about her career and her new book, ‘The
Skills: From First Job to Dream Job – What
Every Woman Needs to Know’
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Year 12 students Bridie Milson (left) and Matilda Summers (right) were
among a lucky group of students who visited Australia House

We are always delighted to welcome back former Channing pupils as they joing current A level students to receive their GCSE and A level
certificates. Well done, everyone!

Towards the end of the summer
term, the Sixth Form Fair took
place for all Year groups. Stalls
included face painting, cookie
decorating and the ever-popular
throw the sponge at the teacher!
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Junior School Head’s report for 2018-2019
First impressions
It has been a very exciting and rewarding year
for me. I have enjoyed getting to know the
girls, the parents, the staff, the governors and
the wider community. Within a short time,
probably only a few weeks, I felt very settled.
The support I received from everyone in the
Channing community was and continues to be
invaluable. It felt very natural to immerse myself
into life at Channing and to lead the Junior
School. I enjoyed my first assembly, my first
feeder nursery visit, my first whole school sing
along to The 12 Days of Christmas, my first SLT
meeting, my first Father Christmas visit, my first
dancing Easter Bonnet Parade and of course, my
first experience of Skipping Out.

Girls
I set myself the challenge that by October Half
Term I would know all of the girls’ names. My
mistake, or perhaps a motivating factor was
telling the girls this at assembly. Every time one
of them saw me, they would stop to test me.
This helped me to connect with them all when I
welcomed them in the mornings on the gate, as
I walked around the school, when I popped into
lessons and when I carried out duties.
The Reception girls’ first day was as special
to them as it was to me. As I watched them
walking in, I thought, these girls are going to
grow in front of my eyes, not only in size but
also socially and academically, as we embark
on our Channing journey together. The only
challenge was, how were we going to get
them to their new temporary classrooms past
the building site with smiles on their faces?
Easy enough; we set up a sparkly fairy trail
and asked the Y6 girls to help them along
the way. I proudly watched as the older girls
enthusiastically helped the new girls find their
way to their classrooms where fairy-themed
activities waited. If only I was four again…

Our Vision: Girls Enjoying Success
Award
I introduced a reward to encompass our vision;
we now have the Girls Enjoying Success Award.
Any teacher can nominate a girl who they
think has been successful and found joy in this.
The girl’s name is written in a dedicated book,
she can choose a prize and she is awarded a
certificate in assembly.
I was delighted to give out the first
certificates. The vast array of impressive reasons
why the girls received their award reinforced

the fact that success means something
different to all of us. The girls’ successes
ranged from being adventurous during Forest
School, designing a book with levers in Design
Technology, participating in class discussions to
being caring towards one of the younger girls at
playtime.
To inspire the girls, we also put up a Staff
Enjoying Success display. The staff have put up
photos and blurbs in a wide array of areas that
they have succeeded in.

The educational experience
I have been very impressed with the broad
range of learning adventures the girls have
experienced. This year these have included:
Victorian Day, Dine with your Daughter,
sporting fixtures, Art competitions, Shape
Week, numerous trips to museums and
galleries, Music concerts and performances,
including Christmas with the Aliens and The
Lion King.
On World Book Day, the girls’ book
character costumes were fantastic and we
hosted the Book Oscars. The girls were eager
to learn which book had been voted as the
favourite in their year group, who had won the
competitions and of course ... what the teachers
costumes were like! It was a fabulous way to
celebrate books and promote a love of reading.
On hearing the theme, one of our parents, a
film producer, kindly offered to talk about the
Oscars. He was very inspirational and even
brought in one of his Oscars, encouraging all of

the girls and staff to hold it. To kick off Healthy
Schools Week, the pupils and staff alike enjoyed
wearing their trainers for the day. We all walked
briskly around Waterlow Park. Although a little
chilly to start, the sun was shining and it was a
great way to start the day.
Observing the girls to see what they gain
from our Charity Weeks and our Outreach
Programme is wonderful to see. The Charity
Champions visited the Rhythms of Life centre
to help prepare food for some of the many
homeless people in London. On their return,
the girls popped in to see me and they were
clearly humbled by their visit and thankful for
having food and shelter.
We have also supported Crohn’s and Colitis
UK. I was so proud of a Year 6 girl who
confidently stood up in assembly to tell the
school about her health issues and how these
affect her.

Summary
I could write many more pages full of highlights
from this year. These would include leading
the most amazing teachers and support staff
and the fantastic Channing Association events.
Every day is different with many opportunities
and challenges. My aim is to continue to turn
as many of those challenges as possible into
opportunities. Being the Head of the Junior
School is a privilege and I am looking forward to
next year and what it brings.
Ms Hamalis, Head of the Junior School
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FAIRSEAT REPORT
Drama
It’s been another thrilling year for Drama
at the Junior School. Every girl has had the
opportunity to perform in one of three
stunning productions. We kicked off the year
with our Christmas show, Christmas with ‘The
Aliens’ – a hilarious nativity involving a group of
Aliens who land in the school playground and
learn all about Christmas from the Key Stage 1
girls. The girls in Years 1 and 2 portrayed this
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alternative Christmas tale with huge confidence
and a great sense of fun.
In the Spring term it was the turn of Years 3
and 4. ‘Be Our Guest’ was an extravaganza of
songs and sketches including scenes from ‘Peter
Pan’, ‘Annie’, ‘Mary Poppins’ and ‘The Jungle
Book’ – and with an opening number worthy of
Broadway! We capped the year with our Upper
Junior School production of ‘The Lion King’. The

girls in Years 5 and 6 transported us to Africa
as they retold the story of Simba, a young,
carefree lion prince living in the African Pride
Lands, until, following a tragedy orchestrated by
his wicked uncle, Scar, Simba is forced to flee
his home and everything he knows and loves.
The amazing set and fabulous costumes added
to this production, raising the level of musical
theatre at Channing to new and exciting heights.

FAIRSEAT REPORT
Music
With more girls than ever having individual instrumental lessons in
school on the 15 different instruments and eight extra-curricular
musical activities on offer, it is no surprise that the musical talents of
the Junior school girls have continued to florish!
In performances ranging from Music Assemblies, Year Group
Performance Platforms, Christmas Celebrations, the Spring Concert
and Musical productions, they have sung, strummed, bowed and blown
their way to delight and enthrall their audiences. Their stunning ABRSM
achievements have seriously impressed, avidly embodying the ‘Girls
enjoying Success.’ Additionally the Brass Ensemble warmed everyones
hearts on a cold frosty morning playing Carols in the Courtyard with
the Senior girls. KS1 were invited to the Mulberry House Music Festival
and the Spears String Ensemble once again joined forces with Cremona
Strings in the Senior School for the Summer Concert in St Joseph’s.
And all this alongside a rigourous curriculum of class ukulele lessons,
recorder, percussion groups listening, appraising and composition.
At school, we have really enjoyed being part of singing at the
Christmas Choral Concert. Participating in Brass ensemble and
Wind Band has also been a great opportunity for us. In our
music lessons, we have loved composing our very own songs and
learning musical numbers from The Lion King. At Channing we
are so lucky because we are able to have our own private music
lessons and can take grade exams. As we love singing, there are
many musical clubs such as Spears Vocals. In the Spring Concert
we enjoyed and learned lots about how the travel industry began
with Thomas Cook in Cook’s Travels. Overall, we think that
music is a big part of Channing and we are delighted to be a part
of it.
Amelie Cedar and Amelie Rosen, 6M

Music is a huge part of the Channing curriculum. There is a variety of
clubs and opportunites for us all to choose from, including Spears Vocal
Ensemble, Orchestra and Wind Band where we get to explore different
music and styles and spend time with our friends. We love singing in
Assembly because it brightens up everyone’s faces and encourages us
to work hard.
Opal Harper, Zainab Alam and Hana Dean
When Anouska and I started playing the trumpet we were very
nervous but excited. I remember our first Music Assembly when
we played ‘Twinkle Twinkle Little Star’ together. It was a very scary
experiEnce for US but it improved our confidence. From then on muisc
has been a part of our lives. We attend Brass Ensemble and Wind
Band, which are very enjoyable and give us the opportunity to play in
school concerts. We are looking forwrad to new opportunities and
experiences that the Senior School brings.
Anouska O’Neill and Eva Jones
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English
We are extremely proud of our English provision at the Junior
School. Most of our pupils are passionate about reading and we
have many wonderfully creative writers in our midst! The girls
are lucky to have a truly inspiring reading champion in Ms Jupp,
our librarian, who has gone to great lengths to make our school
library inviting and filled to the brim with books to tempt even the
most reluctant reader. In class, our English lessons link with other
exciting curriculum areas, enabling the pupils to read and write
about topics that enthuse them, as well as focusing on our class
novels, chosen especially for each Year group to enjoy.
This March, we had another marvellous World Book Day event.
The girls’ and staff’s book character costumes were delightful, and
we all got a chance to see what everyone was wearing when Ms
Jupp (or should I say, Fantastic Mr Fox), hosted the ‘Book Oscars’
during assembly time. The pupils were all very excited to see which
books had been voted as the favourite in their Year group, who
had won our special creative writing competitions and, of course,
what the teachers were wearing!
In June, we promoted a love of spelling by hosting our very
first Spelling Bee competitions for Key Stage Two pupils. Twelve
nervous competitors – from Years 3 & 4 and Years 5 & 6 – battled
it out to be crowned our Queen Bees. The competition was fierce
and the support from the crowd was truly uplifting to our finalists.
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FAIRSEAT REPORT
Mathematics
This year has been another
fantastic year for Mathematics in
the Junior school, with all Year
groups now using Inspire Maths.
Maths Week
This year, we had a ‘Festival of Shape’ themed
Maths week. The girls took part in both
whole-school and individual class activities all
about shapes. They had an exciting visit from
Professor Brainwave, who tasked the girls to
use rods to build various shapes. These ranged
from cubes in Key Stage 1, to octahedrons and
tetrahedrons in Key Stage 2.
The Year 6 girls organised a fantastic maths

trail, where the girls were following clues to
different parts of the playground, where they
were then given a maths questions to solve as
a group.
The end of the week ended with a fabulous
shape dress-up day!

Competitions
The girls have taken part in a range of
competitions. In November, all of Year 5
and Year 6 took part in the Primary Maths
Challenge. Daisy Apfel in 5F scored extremely
highly, winning herself a place in the Bonus
round!

St Christina's maths competitions
“On 11 June we went to a Maths competition
at St Christina’s School. We did many different
challenges including tangrams, word problems
and spot mistakes in problems. Although we
didn’t win, we found the experience very
educational and fun. We are happy that we got
chosen to take part in this fun experience!”
Francesca Poulton and Julia Pellerani
Concha (6E) Also taking part were Zainab
Alam and Ariella Bentata (6M).
The following week, the Year 5 attended the
same competition. The girls who were selected
to take part were: Saro Rao, Annie Manknel,
Kaya Edwards and Yutao Wang.
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History
At Channing Junior School, we aim
to instil a lifelong love of history and
encourage ongoing enquiry about the
past. This year, our pupils have enjoyed
trips to a variety of museums both in
and out of London, as well as immersive
experience days. Through these trips and
workshops, all pupils have enjoyed a rich
historical experience this year, whether it
was meeting Florence Nightingale at the
Florence Nightingale Museum; attending
Spy School during WWII; observing a
Roman archeological site at Verulamium;
becoming palaeontologists for the day to
examine fossils; enduring the severe regime
of the Victorian classroom; or discussing
how castles became obsolete due to
improved weaponry.
The girls are taught History utilising
collaborative and independent research tasks,
role-play, hot seating as eminent historical
figures, Kahoot quizzes, artefact observation
and analysis and games to bring the past to life.
There really is never a dull History lesson at the
Junior School!
In December, Year 5 stepped further back
in time, when a Victorian teacher visited each
class for a day. The pupils were a little nervous
when they entered Master Grey’s classroom –
especially those who had unclean hands! The
girls learned about the severe regime of the
Victorian classroom, including using dip pens
(which proved rather messy for some), the
development of Christmas decorations and
traditions and participated in a full Music Hall
experience!
In the Spring term, pupils in Year 1 focused
their historical learning around Toys. They were
excited by a trip to the Toy Museum where
they were able to see toys from the past and
think about how and why they have changed.
The final workshop of the year saw
facilitators from The Holocaust Trust as well as
Hedi Argent, a Holocaust survivor, visit Year 6
pupils to enhance their understanding of World
War Two. Pupils learned about the increasingly
stringent laws imposed upon Jewish people
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living under Nazi-controlled Germany and heard
oral history accounts of Hedi’s childhood, in
Austria, during the Nazi occupation and her
eventual escape to England.
Aside from trips and workshops, our other
highlight and challenge this year has been
introducing a new scheme of work about the
Shang Dynasty for the Year 4 curriculum. We
share as a school a fundamental love for History
at Channing Junior School and we have worked
hard as a staff team to devise a stimulating,
challenging and engaging curriculum for all of
the girls.
Pupils now study an eclectic mix of historical
topics including: Florence Nightingale, The Great
Fire of London, Toys, The Seaside, Dinosaurs,
Castles, The Titanic, Ancient Egypt, Celts and
Romans, Vikings, Aztecs, Tudors, The Shang
Dynasty, Victorians, Local History (Highgate),
Ancient Greeks, World War Two and Changes
Over the Past Century.
History has also made an appearance as an
extracurricular club throughout the Summer
term. Miss McGinnety and Miss Frost’s ‘Junior
Time Travellers club’ aimed at Key Stage Two
is a creative, resourceful and energetic club for
girls who relish discussing historical events and
people and bringing the past to life. The group
have created some wonderful gingerbread
depictions of famous historical figures, discussed
D Day and created their own 50p designs
(which the Royal Mint would be extremely
pleased with) and have ended the term with
a dynamic ‘Who am I?’ quiz challenge for all
attendees, having first independently researched
facts about a person, using topic books and the
internet.
Staff at the Junior School are constantly
striving to amend their curriculum themes to
provide further stretch and challenge for the
girls in History lessons. Thank you all for the
hard work, commitment and good humour to
join in wearing costumes on workshop days!
Also, through our continued study of History,
Channing Junior School girls continue to reflect
on how lucky they really are to be attending
school in the 21st century.

Rachel McGinnety. History Coordinator

In March, pupils in Year 6 explored the
Imperial War Museum to supplement
their learning about World War Two.
The girls viewed propaganda posters and
artwork created during World War II and
responded to historical enquiry questions
about viewed artefacts.

In the Autumn term, the pupils in Year 6 visited The British Museum to learn about life in Ancient Greece (with special focus on the 5th century
BC). The girls viewed, sketched and interpreted historical artefacts on display, then they observed The Parthenon frieze in a digital session. Using
a tablet, paired groups used a special app to explore different types of sculpture on the Parthenon and learn how the pediments show important
moments in the life of the goddess, Athena

As part of their WWII topic of study in the Spring Term, the pupils in Year 6 were transported back in time to May 1944 to attend Spy School. The
Year 6 girls imagined themselves in London, ten days before D-Day, where they were tasked to confidently handle a variety of primary evidence
and artefacts. The overriding theme was ‘Careless Talk Costs Lives' and the Year 6 girls inhabited a world where every stranger was to be treated
with suspicion. Security during May 1944 was paramount and any breach could spell disaster in the days ahead. The challenge revealed evidence
belonging to spies, who were intent on jeopardising the war effort! Year 6 girls worked to understand, interpret and utilise a variety of codes and
ciphers. Working in communication pairs, girls sent and received messages, enciphering and deciphering statements using substitution ciphers
(such as the 'Pig Pen' and 'Shift' cipher)
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Spanish
At the Junior School, the girls start their language learning journey in
Reception, where they experience Spanish language on a daily basis and in
a range of contexts. Regular Spanish lessons set a strong basis for them to
explore the language and the culture. The curriculum has been carefully
thought through to establish continual progress in the four skills: Listening,
Reading, Writing and Speaking, throughout the Key Stages. The girls enjoy
age-appropriate activities which provide them with solid tools to put
their Spanish into practice in their daily life, in school and at home. Form
teachers share Spanish ‘Words of the Week’ and birthdays are celebrated
in Spanish, singing ‘Cumpleaños Feliz’.
Our girls are encouraged and enthused by passionate specialist teachers
that put a great emphasis on speaking skills and cross-curricular links. At
KS1, PE is taught in English and in Spanish, as our language assistant is on
hand each lesson. In Year 4, the girls explore Spanish through the Art of
Joan Miró and Pablo Picasso. The Key Stage 3 coursework for Spanish is
initiated in Year 5 and, in Year 6, the girls are invited to visit Vicente Cañada
Blanch in Portobello to spend a day in a typical Spanish school setting, here
in the heart of London.
Our popular weekly Spanish clubs run for Key Stages 1 and 2. In addition
to songs and crafts, our linguists have started corresponding with a couple
of schools in Spain. These video exchanges give our girls the opportunity to
put their linguistic skills into practice in a fun and modern way!
Every year the Junior school hosts a Spanish week where the whole
school buzzes with fascinating workshops and plays delivered by nativespeakers.
This year, EYFS and KS1 enjoyed a Spanish musical workshop. Years 3
and 4 danced Flamenco to the sound of live Spanish guitar. Years 5 and 6
took part in an interactive play of Don Quijote de la Mancha. Some of our
parents also volunteered to help us celebrate Spanish Week and delivered
impressive presentations to the girls about Spain, Mexico and Gibraltar:
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Charities
The girls at Fairseat have excelled at their
charity work over the past year. They have
supported three incredible charities, each
voted for by the girls. This year our Charity
Champions were: Amelie Cedar, Scarlett
Santi, Paloma Lewis, Francesca Poulton, Libby
Mirchandani Whiteside and Lucy Johnson from
Year 6. Throughout the year they have been
wonderful ambassadors of Channing Junior
School. Not only have they showed passion and
enthusiasm for each charity but they have also
volunteered hours of their free time to make
posters, create resources and share fundraising
ideas.

Autumn term
To kick start the year, we supported Rhythms
of Life. Their main aim is to provide healthy and
nutritious meals, as well as toiletries, clothing
and sleeping bags to London’s homeless. The
charity was founded in 2008 by Andrew Faris,
who we welcomed in to lead an interesting
assembly. A former rough-sleeper himself,
he strongly felt not only that his fellow
friends needed some help, but also, and most
importantly, that this help could have been
much more effective if provided by someone
who deeply understood their daily struggles and
needs. Andrew was utterly amazed when he
visited us on our Charity Day. He was almost
in tears when he saw the girls walking into
assembly wearing chef outfits; ready to start
cooking a Channing Casserole. Key Stage 2
classes peeled and chopped vegetables, which
were used to prepare a delicious Channing
Casserole. This dish was later distributed to
the homeless on a cold December night in
Charing Cross. Meanwhile, Key Stage 1 classes
enjoyed sorting toiletries and made hygiene
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bags for the homeless. Over the first term,
we raised £1,231.86. This included money
from the Charity Day, a ‘bits and bobs’ sale
at the Christmas Bazaar, Year 4/ 5 fundraising
initiatives, as well as sales of Christmas cards.
To support Rhythms of Life further, the
Charity Champions worked extremely hard
to make a difference by volunteering at their
centre in Hoxton. They sorted through bags
of donated toiletries and made an impressive
amount of hygiene bags. The girls worked hard
to fill 10 crates, full of hygiene bags! Andrew
was touched by their eagerness and interest
towards his charity.
The Charity Champions also wore aprons
at the centre to make delicious onion bhajis,
potato and cauliflower pakoras. We took some
back to school and the teachers thought they
were delicious! In addition to the Indian snacks,
the girls made another ‘Channing Casserole’,
which was delivered to the homeless across
London that evening.

Spring term
In the Spring term we worked closely with
Noah’s Ark Children’s Hospice. This charity
brightens the lives of children and their
families who are living with life-limiting or
life-threatening conditions by providing clinical,
practical and emotional support.
Bright colours filled the whole school on our
Spring Charity Day. The girls wore wonderful
multicoloured outfits and had lots of fun
creating a fabulous rainbow mural by adding
their house colour handprint on the hoarding in
the playground. The rainbow has been admired
by many people and is a reminder of the great
fundraising we did for this charity. Classes also

enjoyed watching a movie whilst eating freshly
made popcorn.
Final fundraising activities in the Spring term
included a Swimathon and the ‘designing a cake’
competition. The girls entered their favourite
cake designs and Samara Salaman from 3M
was the lucky winner whose cake will be made
this Summer by Mrs Luxford. We raised an
impressive £7,571.65 over the term.

Summer term
The last charity we supported was Crohn’s
and Colitis UK. At the start of the summer
term, we welcomed Elliot from the charity; he
led an informative assembly with the help of
Amelie Cedar from Year 6. They both talked
about their experiences of the disease and what
we can do to help. We found out that more
than 300,000 people in the UK are living with
a lifelong disease that many people have never
heard of.
Our Summer Charity day was a day to
remember as the Charity Champions planned
fantastic activities for classes to take part in.
The colour of Crohn’s and Colitis is purple so
we fully embraced this by wearing our favourite
purple clothes. Throughout the day classes
made delicious purple smoothies and many
classes enjoyed lip-syncing competitions.
Year 3 kindly made wonderful purple cakes
and hosted a bake sale. The girls enjoyed
handling money and giving change to their
customers.
To end our fundraising for the year, Sophie
Midda, Sofia Lakhany and Daisy Lucas from
4F sold beautiful homemade bracelets, which
they named ‘Bracelets of Beauty’ (B.O.B); a
wonderful fundraising initiative led by the girls.
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Computing
This year has been another exciting one in the world of computing, with our students using a range of technology to support their learning across
the curriculum. With this comes the ever present need to stay safe online so, alongside our eSafety lessons, we also celebrated ‘Safer Internet Day’
in February. The children were encouraged to focus on how consent works in an online context. By completing lots of different activities including:
making pledges, tweeting, vlogging and completing quizzes, the students were able to gain an opportunity to explore how the internet works, who
owns the information that is stored on it and how they can take ownership of digital spaces.
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School Council
The Junior School School Council meets every
Wednesday morning to discuss how to make
positive changes around the school. There is
a representative from every form and they
share ideas on behalf of their form. Being a
member of our School Council enables the
girls to develop their leadership skills right from
when they start their Channing journey. Their
ideas often have an impact on their school day
which gives them ownership over their school
experience.
This year the School Council introduced a
new reward system called The Happy Hamper

to help improve how the classes line up at
break times. Every day, the class that lines up
the most quickly in a straight and quiet line are
given a point by members of staff on duty. At
the end of the week, the class with the most
points are awarded the Happy Hamper. Inside
the hamper, there is a cornucopia of creative
resources selected by the School Council.
There are also Golden Tickets that have
different rewards or activities to choose from.
The winning class choose something from
the hamper to celebrate their win. This is to
encourage everyone to line up well ready for

Junior School School Council members held
a working lunch in the Senior School with
their Head Girls Lucy Faber and Izzy Mills.
The discussed changes to the Channing
Promise

School Houses
We have had yet another busy year with Houses at the Junior
School. From inter-house competitions and House Buddy Form
Times, to House Captains leading assemblies and the very popular
‘Fairseat’s Got Talent’ in the summer term! We have seen girls
competing in art competitions, dance competitions, charity events
and making Christmas decorations and cards for residents of the
local care homes. The Junior School House Captains have worked
with the Senior School Heads of Houses to run a competition to
design House mascots. Next year, we look forward to continuing
links with the Senior School and other subject areas across the
curriculum.
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lessons. The School Council has also worked
alongside the Senior School Head Girls to
review the Channing Promise.
The School Council representatives had
a working lunch to discuss changes to the
Channing Promise so that it is up to date
and relevant for both the Junior and Senior
School. They discussed how to modernise the
promise, how to make it more memorable and
meaningful for children from Reception all the
way up to Sixth Form. We look forward to
seeing the new Channing Promise in the near
future.

FAIRSEAT REPORT
Science
In the autumn term, two teams of Year 5 and
6 students entered the North London Science
Quiz at Avon House School. The two teams did
very well and were a credit to Channing.
In early March, Hands on Science came in
to school to deliver workshops to each Year
group. Key Stage 1 chose to learn about air
pressure and rockets and had a fabulous time
making their rockets fly. Years 3 and 4 chose
Firework workshops where they looked at
substances in the periodic table and predicted
what would happen when they were ignited!
They absolutely loved it and learnt a great deal.

Years 5 and 6 chose CSI fingerprints and
Mars Rover Explorer activities and were very
successful.
Years 3 and 4 had a bumper month in March;
they were also visited by STEM ambassador Liz
Tinlin. She delivered a fantastic presentation
on rocks and rockets. The girls were so full of
questions that she could not leave the room! A
quote from someone lucky enough to attend
said: “She was absolutely amazing! And what a
fabulous role model for our girls to go into the
sciences when they’re older.”
March also saw Year Two students visit the

Natural History Museum in Tring to find out
about adaptation and variation.
Year 1 went to the Museum of Childhood.
They had a lovely time looking at all the toys
and they had a science workshop about toys
and forces. They looked at different toys and
the forces that make them move.
The summer term was busy too. June saw
Year Two visit Thames Explorer Trust, where
they conducted experiments to test how clean
the river was and then dipped with nets to
catch and identify a variety of living things. It’s
been an exciting and very full year!

Religious Education
There have been many interesting talks in
our RE lessons. We have had visits from the
local Rabbi and Year 5 went for a tour around
Highgate Synagogue. Our Junior School parents
have shared their expertise and have come in
to talk to different classes. Reception CL had a
very informative talk about Chanukkah and Year
3 were treated to a discussion from a set of
parents about Christianity and their traditions.
Finally Year 4 were taught about Hindu worship
at home from a parent as well as how Passover
is celebrated.
This year the Junior School chose to

celebrate Cultural Diversity Day. We travelled
far and wide on Tuesday 21 May. Each Year
group looked at a different culture ranging from
Mexico to Borneo. A vast array of activities
took place from making Guacamole to learning
new dances and creating watercolour Chinese
dragons.
Year 6M used Kahoot to test their knowledge
on India and it got very competitive, whilst 2M
came out of school wearing Day of the Dead
masks. We finished our day by giving each girl
the opportunity to share something from her
own culture.
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FAIRSEAT REPORT
Forest School
This year the girls in Years 1 and 2 have
enjoyed weekly sessions of Forest School. These
sessions help them develop emotional and social
skills, resilience and the ability to problem solve.
In September the Year 1s were introduced to
the outdoor area, where they have since learnt
skills, such as using ropes and tools, while also
being creative in their play and exploration- they
can often be found painting each others’ faces
using mud, setting up shops or even funfairs!
The joy of being outside is that the mud, sticks,
logs and leaves really can be anything their
imagination allows. They have also developed
their willingness to take risks, as they take
themselves out of their comfort zones, for
example, in climbing trees and negotiating
potential hazards.
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Year 2 have continued to build on the
experiences they gained in Year 1 and are the
first year group to have completed two years
of Forest School. We celebrated this milestone
in June, with Forest School Graduation day. 2M
and 2P spent a full day outside together, taking
part in a range of Forest School experiences,
such as sawing logs, making mud faces, den
building, floating and sinking and toasting
marshmallows over a campfire. At the end of
the day, the girls gathered around the campfire
for hot chocolate and campfire songs. A
fantastic end to their Forest School journey!

In the words of the girls…
‘I love Forest School because there is always
something new to try! I also love Forest School

because there is no maths and science and you
can do what you like.’
Greta Payne Year 2
‘I love Forest School very much because I
can be very creative and it is so much fun!
We have learned so many new things about
nature. We always did new things during
the lessons. It is great fun, interesting and I
will miss it very much.’
Amy Sirghi Year 2
‘We like it when we have hot chocolate. We
love climbing trees and making swings using
ropes and tying knots. Climbing trees makes us
feel happy.’
Thalia Roberts, Helena Speedy and Phoebe
Johnson Year 1
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Results, Prizes & Awards
Prize

Name

The Mrs Sydney Martineau & Alice Lucas Prize for Service to
the School

Lucy Faber and Isobel Mills, Year 13

The Emma Ann Harwood Prize for Charity

Amelia Little and Isobel Horton, Year 13

The Channing Prize for Contribution to the School

Georgia Fernando, Year 13

The Atkinson Prize for Classics/Latin

Izobel Clarke, Year 13

The Bailey Prize for Physics

Daisy Grostern, Year 13

The Bell Prize for Mathematics

Daisy Grostern and Daria Hall, Year 13

The Bennett Cup for German

Anne Moorhouse, Year 13

The Mary Boyle Prize for Chemistry

Rosie Ziff, Year 13

The Channing Prize for French

Zoë Mackinnon, Year 13

The Channing Prize for Geography

Meg Demeritt and Hannah Schuller, Year 13

The Channing Prize for History

Gabrielle Dowsey and Molly Roylance, Year 13

The Channing Prize for Politics

Naomi Rosenfeld and Symran Saggar, Year 13

The Draper Prize for Art

Sadie Gayer, Year 13

The Fraser & Russell Prize for Economics

Sarah Woodburn, Year 13

The Hayball Prize for Biology

Maya Katz, Year 13

The Hurst Cup for Drama

Athena Anastassopoulos, Year 13

The Linguists’ Cup

Audrey Assouly, Year 13

The Channing Prize for Spanish

Gabrielle Dowsey, Year 13

The Frances Macrae Prize for English

Sarah Woodburn, Year 13

The Hines Trophy for Physical Education

Ella Blendis, Year 13

The Anne Mendoza Prize for Music

Georgia Fernando, Year 13

Strong Prize for Music Performance

Kate Pennington

The McNulty Prize for Music Composition

Kate Pennington

The Spears Travel Award

Zoë Mackinnon and Justine Gilbert

The CBM Sixth Form Award

Alexandra Dell Niella and Vera Kamysheva

The Alexandra Wylie Cup for all-round Amazingness

Amelia Little, Year 13

The Brunner House English Cup

Sophie Winch, Year 9

The Channing Prize for Sport

Alice Metcalf, Year 9

The Gemma Hannan Prize for Research

Eryn Gold, Year 12

The Giles Prize for improvement in Maths

Frankie Wire Davies, Year 8

The Greedy Goblet Middle School History Prize

Anika Agarwal, Year 8

The Harvard Club Prize for Scholarship and High Character

Charlotte Marshall, Year 12

The Harper Prize for Star of the Year (Y7 Award)

Tabitha Jackson, Year 7

The Henney Prize for Computer Graphics

Emily Ang, Year 7

The JP Howe Prize for Singing

Isabel Lesser, Year 9

The Madame Miller Prize for Languages

Lilia Foster, Year 10

The Mellor Prize for Art (Upper School)

Charlotte Woolley & Chiara Knorr, Year 10

The Merritt Cup for all-round contribution to the School

Amelia Marriott, Year 10

The Shurman Prize for Creative Writing

Imogen Moody, Year 10

The Sonneborn Prize for Singing

Sophia Sutliff, Year 8

The Stanley Prize (KS3)

Madelaine Napier, Year xx

The Sutherland Smith Prize for Middle School Science

Catrin Papanastassiou Jenkins, Year 9

The Chris Thomas Memorial Cup for Swimming

Lily Waite, Year 7
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Leavers’ Destinations
SUBJECT

UNIVERSITY

SUBJECT

UNIVERSITY

Medicine

Brighton and Sussex Medical
School

Economics

University of Manchester

Politics and Criminology

University of Manchester

Carleton College Minnoseta

Psychology and Philosophy

University of Nottingham

Art Foundation

Central Saint Martins

Biomedical Science

University of Sheffield

Anthropology

Durham University

Medicine

University of Sheffield

English Literature

Durham University

Education and Psychology

University of Southampton

Art Foundation

Kingston University London

Art History

University of St Andrews

Geography and Planning

Newcastle University

Geography

University of Sussex

Architecture

Oxford Brookes University

History and Politics

University of Sussex

Geography

Oxford Brookes University

Politics and Sociology

University of Sussex

Interior Architecture

Oxford Brookes University

History

University of Warwick

History

Queen Mary University of
London

International Business with
Spanish

University of Warwick

Geography

UCL

Mathematics

University of Warwick

History

UCL

Psychology

University of Warwick

History with a European
Language (4 years)

UCL

Medicine (6 years)

UCL

Aerospace Engineering

University of Bath

Business Administration (with
professional placements)

University of Bath

Civil and Architectural
Engineering

University of Bath

Economics

University of Bath

Natural Sciences

University of Bath

Politics and International
Relations

University of Bath

Medicine (5 years)

University of Birmingham

Music

University of Birmingham

Classics

University of Bristol

Italian and Spanish (4 years)

University of Bristol

Neuroscience

University of Bristol

Religion and Theology

University of Bristol

Biomedical Sciences

University of Edinburgh

Classics

University of Edinburgh

Geography

University of Edinburgh

History

University of Edinburgh

Classics

University of Exeter

Law

University of Exeter

Medicine

University of Leeds

Music

University of Leeds

Vassar College
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GCSE Results
Public Examination Results 2019: GCSE – Year 11 (as of 25 September 2019)
GRADE 9 = 35.14%

GRADES 9/8 = 63.75%

GRADES 9/8/7 = 84.81%

GRADE 9 35.14%
GRADE 4 1.11%

GRADE 8 28.6%
GRADE 3 0.22%

GRADE 7 21.06%
GRADE 2 0.11%

SUBJECT

ENTERED

GRADE 5 3.88%
GRADE U 0%

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

U

Art & Design

31

17

10

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

Biology*

90

37

37

10

5

1

0

0

0

0

0

Chemistry*

90

31

19

22

12

3

3

0

0

0

0

Classical Civilisation

15

7

3

3

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

Computer Science*

17

9

4

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

Drama

23

10

5

4

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

English Language

92

16

22

28

20

6

0

0

0

0

0

English Literature

92

33

24

19

12

4

0

0

0

0

0

French*

46

18

8

13

4

3

0

0

0

0

0

Geography

38

14

9

10

4

0

1

0

0

0

0

German*

14

3

4

4

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

Greek

6

1

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

History

71

28

22

13

5

2

1

0

0

0

0

Latin

20

9

6

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mathematics*

92

33

40

15

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

Music

16

7

7

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Physics*

89

23

18

24

13

5

4

1

1

0

0

Religious Studies

16

11

3

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

Spanish *

44

12

16

10

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

Total

902

317

258

190

89

35

10

2

1

0

0

35.37%

28.71%

20.95%

9.76%

3.77%

1.11%

0.22%

0.11%

0.00%

0.00%

%
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NUMBER

GRADE 6 9.87%
GRADE 1 0%

A Level Results
Public Examination Results 2019: GCE A Level – Year 13 (2018 in Brackets)
A* – A % GRADES = 69.11% (63.4%)

A* – B % GRADES = 90.6% (88.6%)

A* – E % GRADES = 100% (100%)

A* GRADES 25.7% (24.8%)		
C GRADES 7.3% (8.4%)			

A GRADES 43.5% (38.6%)		
D GRADES 1.6% (1.0%)			

B GRADES 22.0% (25.2%)
E GRADES 0.5 % (2.0%)

SUBJECT

NUMBER ENTERED

A*

A

B

C

D

E

Art & Design

12 (17)

8 (11)

3 (4)

1 (2)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Biology

24 (17)

7 (7)

9 (6)

5 (3)

3 (1)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Chemistry

20 (16)

2 (4)

11 (8)

4 (3)

3 (1)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Classical Civilisation

4 (5)

0 (1)

2 (2)

2 (0)

0 (2)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Drama & Theatre Studies

3 (6)

0 (1)

1 (1)

2 (4)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Economics

12 (19)

3 (2)

7 (8)

2 (5)

0 (2)

0 (1)

0 (1)

English Literature

21 (12)

9 (7)

7 (3)

5 (2)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

French

2 (8)

2 (1)

0 (3)

0 (3)

0 (1)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Further Mathematics

2 (2)

0 (1)

2 (0)

0 (0)

0 (1)

0 (0)

0 (0)

14 (22)

5 (4)

5 (7)

3 (8)

1 (3)

0 (0)

0 (0)

German

1 (1)

0 (0)

0 (1)

1 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Government & Politics

7 (17)

2 (2)

2 (3)

2 (7)

0 (3)

1 (1)

0 (1)

Greek (Ancient)

3 (2)

0 (0)

1 (2)

1 (0)

1 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

18 (14)

3 (1)

9 (5)

5 (5)

2 (3)

0 (0)

0 (0)

7 (5)

1 (2)

6 (2)

0 (1)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

27 (21)

6 (3)

12 (14)

3 (2)

4 (0)

1 (0)

1 (2)

Music

2 (4)

0 (0)

1 (3)

1 (1)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Physics

4 (4)

1 (2)

2 (1)

0 (1)

1 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Spanish

8 (10)

4 (1)

1 (5)

3 (4)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

191 (202)

49 (50)

81 (78)

43 (51)

14 (17)

3 (2)

1 (4)

27.7%

42.4%

20.9%

7.3%

1.06%

0.5%

Geography

History
Latin
Mathematics

Total
% 2019
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ABRSM examination
NAME

YEAR

INSTRUMENT

GRADE

RESULT

Isabella Craven

4

Piano

Prep

Pass

Oriya Tietjen

9

Piano

Prep

Pass

Alicia Bramon-Rao

5

Clarinet

1

Distinction

Emily Brown

8

Piano

1

Distinction

Alexandra Butler

7

Singing

1

Distinction

Charmari Feeney

5

Clarinet

1

Distinction

Rose Ledlin

7

Music Theory

1

Distinction

Freya Longhurst

4

Piano

1

Distinction

Charlotte Marchand

9

Piano

1

Distinction

Alice Mountain

5

Bassoon

1

Distinction

Eliana Papadopoulos

3

B flat Cornet

1

Distinction

Gabriella Pawley

4

Clarinet

1

Distinction

Adele Ryan

7

Guitar

1

Distinction

Gabrielle Segal

8

Flute

1

Distinction

Sophia Sutliff

8

Piano

1

Distinction

Ariella Bentata

6

Piano

1

Merit

Alma Berton Flores

7

Singing

1

Merit

Echo Braden

7

Clarinet

1

Merit

Charlotte Claypoole

9

Violin

1

Merit

Scarlett Davis

7

Piano

1

Merit

Gilda Grimes

8

Alto Saxophone

1

Merit

Tallis Guy

6

Piano

1

Merit

Zara Jefferies

4

Violin

1

Merit

Elsa Keaveny

7

Singing

1

Merit

Bella Kormind

5

Clarinet

1

Merit

Shahar Lekach

3

Cello

1

Merit

Leila Levinson

5

Oboe

1

Merit

Emma Lien

3

Violin

1

Merit

Allegra Loiselle

5

Guitar

1

Merit

Freya Longhurst

4

Flute

1

Merit

Lara Pekarun

7

Guitar

1

Merit

Amelie Rosen

6

Flute

1

Merit

Aimee Rosenthal

7

Alto Saxophone

1

Merit

Simran Sabharwal

3

Violin

1

Merit

Catherine Stobart

6

Guitar

1

Merit

Gabriella Summerfield

4

Clarinet

1

Merit

Nadia Zavahir

5

Guitar

1

Merit

Cayetana Butcher-Fabrega

4

Clarinet

1

Pass

Ella Cheung

4

French Horn

1

Pass

Neve Conway

4

Clarinet

1

Pass

Coco Cormack

4

Violin

1

Pass

Isabella Craven

4

Clarinet

1

Pass

Lucy Davies

3

Cello

1

Pass

Liviana Feher

7

Singing

1

Pass

Sophie Midda

4

French Horn

1

Pass

Ava Taylor

4

Trombone

1

Pass

Sophia Yan

3

Cello

1

Pass

Isha Clarke
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4

Violin

2

Distinction

ABRSM examination
Emma Francis

4

Piano

2

Distinction

Alice Rogers

6

Clarinet

2

Distinction

Eleanor Ruffhead

5

Trombone

2

Distinction

Katherine Ruffhead

8

Singing

2

Distinction

Sophia Sutliff

8

Music Theory

2

Distinction

Sophia Sutliff

8

Piano

2

Distinction

Elizaveta Weston

8

Flute

2

Distinction

Frankie Wire Davies

9

Piano

2

Distinction

Romilly Blitz

9

Guitar

2

Merit

Molly Bloom

10

Flute

2

Merit

Shruti Borundia

9

Guitar

2

Merit

Annabel Brod

7

Singing

2

Merit

Elizabeth Cook

8

Flute

2

Merit

Alexandra Elder

4

Piano

2

Merit

Ella Goodman

9

Alto Saxophone

2

Merit

Antonina Hagopian

10

Alto Saxophone

2

Merit

Nia Haji

4

Violin

2

Merit

Anya Jain

5

Violin

2

Merit

Isabel Koch

7

Flute

2

Merit

Daisy Lucas

4

Violin

2

Merit

Imani Mokal-Russell

8

Clarinet

2

Merit

Adele Ryan

7

Guitar

2

Merit

Olivia Smart

8

Singing

2

Merit

Sofia Bhakta-Jones

5

Trombone

2

Pass

Stephanie Briggs

5

Flute

2

Pass

Esmé Çela

4

Violin

2

Pass

Edith Clement

4

Violin

2

Pass

Gilda Grimes

8

Singing

2

Pass

Maya Grosman

7

Singing

2

Pass

Kira Khomenko

4

Piano

2

Pass

Daisy Leon

5

Oboe

2

Pass

Chloe Nicolaides

4

Cello

2

Pass

Lucy Oppenheim

5

B flat Cornet

2

Pass

Anisha Perera

10

Guitar

2

Pass

Maria Privalova

8

Singing

2

Pass

Erin Rosenthal

4

Cello

2

Pass

Sophia Bremen

8

Singing

3

Distinction

Amelie Cedar

6

B flat Cornet

3

Distinction

Rose Ledlin

7

Piano

3

Distinction

Paloma Lewis

6

Flute

3

Distinction

Chloe Marriott

8

Singing

3

Distinction

Hannah Percival

10

Alto Saxophone

3

Distinction

Katherine Ruffhead

8

Singing

3

Distinction

Maya Chitre

7

Piano

3

Merit

Maya Coetzee

5

Violin

3

Merit

Eve Cronkshaw

6

Piano

3

Merit

Ruby Davis

8

Singing

3

Merit

Anna George

6

Clarinet

3

Merit

Eva Jones

6

B flat Cornet

3

Merit
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Alice Metcalf

9

Flute

3

Merit

Matilda Okhomina

9

Flute

3

Merit

Anisha Perera

10

Guitar

3

Merit

Amelia Cable

6

Violin

3

Pass

Freya Calder

9

Singing

3

Pass

Matilda Edwards

8

Trumpet

3

Pass

Emily Gillis

4

Cello

3

Pass

Catherine Golding

8

Singing

3

Pass

Anouska O'Neill

6

Piano

3

Pass

Yidi Wang

10

Clarinet

3

Pass

Darcy Duffield

4

Cello

4

Distinction

Georgina Grossman

7

Clarinet

4

Distinction

Eloise Neil

9

Singing

4

Distinction

Yutao Wang

5

Cello

4

Distinction

Emily Ang

7

Piano

4

Merit

Maja Chowrimootoo

8

Singing

4

Merit

Alethea Foster

6

Viola

4

Merit

Flora Froment

10

Singing

4

Merit

Alma Miller

10

Singing

4

Merit

Katherine Ruffhead

8

Bassoon

4

Merit

Lucy Selfe

9

Singing

4

Merit

Ella Rose Skordis-Worrall

8

Singing

4

Merit

Imani Ahmad

9

Clarinet

4

Pass

Salma Ansari

8

Flute

4

Pass

Esme Braganza

10

Violin

4

Pass

Saniya Jain

10

Guitar

4

Pass

Eliza Mistry

6

Cello

4

Pass

Anouska O'Neill

6

B flat Cornet

4

Pass

Arissa Raja-Hussain

8

Piano

4

Pass

Renee Shields

9

Singing

4

Pass

Nina Sydee

4

Piano

4

Pass

Anna Vershkova

11

Guitar

4

Pass

Zainab Alam

6

Violin

5

Distinction

Georgia Fernando

13

Alto Saxophone

5

Distinction

Natasha Freedman

5

Alto Saxophone

5

Distinction

Maeve Gallagher

11

Singing

5

Distinction

Sui-Lin Le-Carson

11

Singing

5

Distinction

Isabel Lesser

9

Singing

5

Distinction

Hana Shimizu-French

10

Flute

5

Distinction

Caroline Cornish

10

Flute

5

Merit

Eve Cronkshaw

6

Double Bass

5

Merit

Lara Dailey

11

Singing

5

Merit

Emily Gosden

9

Singing

5

Merit

Darcey Hastings

8

Oboe

5

Merit

Anna Milsom

10

Singing

5

Merit

Celine Obadiah

9

Music Theory

5

Merit

Lisa Scheerlinck

10

Alto Saxophone

5

Merit

Olivia Seddon Deane

9

Flute

5

Merit
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ABRSM examination
Tanvee Sharma

6

Piano

5

Merit

Elizaveta Weston

8

Piano

5

Merit

Ottilie Whiteman

8

Music Theory

5

Merit

Imani Ahmad

9

Clarinet

5

Pass

Katherine Bettis

10

Music Theory

5

Pass

Sasha Blendis

9

French Horn

5

Pass

Tia Crown

9

Flute

5

Pass

Hannah Davis

11

Singing

5

Pass

Lucia Groves

10

Piano

5

Pass

Yelena Hill

11

Guitar

5

Pass

Alia Khalouf

10

Music Theory

5

Pass

Charlotte Marshall

12

Flute

5

Pass

Catrin Papanastassiou Jenkins

9

Violin

5

Pass

Olivia Seddon Deane

9

Music Theory

5

Pass

Yasmin Byng

10

Singing

6

Distinction

Madelaine Napier

9

Piano

6

Distinction

Hermione Lobb

10

Flute

6

Merit

Saskia Lonergan

12

Singing

6

Merit

Jasmine Patra

10

Trombone

6

Merit

Anastasia Pendlebury

10

Singing

6

Merit

Harriet Sumners

10

Trumpet

6

Merit

Yelena Hill

11

Piano

6

Pass

Alia Khalouf

10

Clarinet

6

Pass

Irene Salvati

9

Singing

6

Pass

Irene Salvati

9

Piano

6

Pass

Eshanika Sharma

12

Violin

6

Pass

Rose Marshall

12

Alto Saxophone

7

Distinction

Ellen McDonald

12

Singing

7

Distinction

Constantina Papadopoulos

10

Bassoon

7

Distinction

Emily Poncia

12

Singing

7

Distinction

Anna Whelan

9

Oboe

7

Distinction

Yasmin Byng

10

Violin

7

Merit

Riana Chandaria

12

Singing

7

Merit

Megan Dearden-Hellawell

11

Piano

7

Merit

Natasha Gough

12

Violin

7

Merit

Bridie Milsom

12

Singing

7

Merit

Hana Shimizu-French

10

Piano

7

Merit

Eloise Cartwright

13

Singing

8

Distinction

Megan Dearden-Hellawell

11

Clarinet

8

Distinction

Constance Froment

12

Flute

8

Distinction

Martha Sayer

12

Clarinet

8

Distinction

Charlotte Woolley

10

Violin

8

Distinction

Natasha Gough

12

Piano

8

Merit

Madeleine Hjelt

10

Flute

8

Merit

Emily Poncia

12

Singing

8

Merit

Abigail Ornadel

10

Trombone

ARSM
Diploma

Distinction

Kate Pennington

13

Cello

ARSM
Diploma

Distinction
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Lamda examination
GRADE 4 – YEAR 8
Florence Angel

Pass with Merit

Cressida Anness-Lorenz

Pass with Distinction

Salma Ansari

Pass with Merit

Lola Campbell-Farquharson

Pass with Merit

Eva Charlton

Pass with Distinction

Maja Chowrimootoo

Pass with Merit

Kimi Coetzee

Pass with Distinction

Esther Davis

Pass with Distinction

Anushka Dimitrov

Pass with Merit

Ariella Garth

Pass with Merit

Summer Ginvert

Pass with Distinction

Ellena Gray

Pass with Merit

Jenna Haji

Pass with Distinction

Darcey Hastings

Pass with Merit

Alexandra Jary

Pass with Distinction

Megan Kanter

Pass with Merit

Ariel Lask

Pass with Merit

Erin Levinson

Pass with Distinction

Ava Lonnqvist

Pass with Distinction

Ana Lucas

Pass with Merit

Claudia Matanovic

Pass with Merit

Charlotte Mirchandani Whiteside

Pass with Distinction

Imani Mokal-Russell

Pass with Distinction

Lily Murray

Pass with Distinction

Siya Narayan

Pass with Merit

Grace Nash

Pass with Distinction

Flora Oppenheimer

Pass with Merit

Ines Oulevay

Pass with Distinction

Alexandra Parker

Pass with Merit

Keira Patel

Pass with Merit

Ruby Iyssa Rezvani

Pass with Distinction

Ella Rose Skordis-Worrall

Pass with Distinction

Frances Taylor

Pass with Merit

Ines Wigglesworth

Pass with Merit

Ella Zik

Pass with Merit

Grade 5 – Year 9
Imani Ahmad

Pass

Branwen Bainbridge

Pass with Distinction

Camilla Bassi

Pass with Distinction

Rachel Bezalel

Pass with Merit

Romilly Blitz

Pass with Merit

Charis Bone

Pass with Merit

Shruti Borundia

Pass with Distinction

Edith Cartmell

Pass with Distinction

Florence Coleman

Pass with Merit

Beatrice De Leval

Pass with Distinction
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Lamda examination
Imogen Frost

Pass with Merit

Lorna Goldman

Pass with Distinction

Miranda Gomez Velasco

Pass with Distinction

Ciara Hicks

Pass with Merit

Aliya Jami

Pass with Distinction

Samara Jumah

Pass with Merit

Manon Kanter

Pass with Distinction

Charlotte Marchand

Pass with Distinction

Matilda Mistry

Pass with Merit

Madelaine Napier

Pass with Distinction

Arielle Narkis

Pass with Merit

Celine Obadiah

Pass with Merit

Anouska Ornstein

Pass with Distinction

Barbara Parente

Pass with Merit

Charlotte Pearce

Pass with Distinction

Flora Pickford

Pass with Distinction

Sienna Ransford

Pass with Distinction

Gayatri Sabharwal

Pass with Merit

Renee Shields

Pass with Merit

Isabella Silver

Pass with Merit

Oriya Tietjen

Pass with Merit

Sophie Winch

Pass with Distinction

Frankie Wire Davies

Pass with Distinction

Elowen Woad

Pass with Merit

Music Theatre Examination
Name

Year

Grade

Result

Sophie Dain

7

3

Distinction

Scarlett Durling

7

3

Distinction

Sophia Bremen

8

3

Merit

Niamh Eisenberg

10

3

Merit

Georgina Grossman

7

3

Merit

Salma Ansari

8

4

Merit

Nura Bentata

10

4

Merit

Charis Bone

9

4

Merit

Jemima Levy

9

4

Merit

Ria Menon

10

4

Merit

Julia Conti-Gemes

11

5 Duet

Distinction

Lara Dailey

11

5 Duet

Distinction

Alice Gray

9

5

Distinction

Alia Khalouf

10

5

Distinction

Saskia Kirkegaard

11

6

Merit

Isabella Silver

9

6

Pass

Rebecca Fenner

11

7

Distinction

Eleonora Megaro

12

7

Distinction

Talia Nabarro

10

7

Distinction

Matilda Sumners

12

8

Merit
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UKMT Mathematical Challenge Competition
Results 2018-19

Year
8

Gold Certificates
Ava Tiefenbrun Best in School & Best in Year &
Junior Kangaroo Qualification

8

Esther Davis

8

Matilda Edwards

8

Ariella Garth

8

Emily Brown

8

Summer Ginvert

7

Natalia Boardman Joint Best in Year

8

Catherine Golding

7

Sasha Butler Joint Best in Year

8

Gilda Grimes

7

Mia Levy

8

Darcey Hastings

Year

Silver Certificates

8

Lexi Jary

8

Ammarah Akontoh

8

Shinju Kimura-Phalon

8

Rebecca Brolin

8

Ava Lonnqvist

8

Maja Chowrimootoo

8

Claudia Matanovic

8

Ruby Davis

8

Lily Murray

8

Ora Dobruna Howling

8

Grace Nash

8

Sienna Goldsmith

8

Maria Privalova

8

Lola Majurey

8

Katherine Ruffhead

8

Imani Mokal Russell

8

Amber Silver

8

Siya Narayan

8

Natasha Van Der Zyl

8

Rosalia Pendlebury

8

Ines Wigglesworth

8

Grace Penn Lawrence

8

Lana Wong

8

Arissa Raja Hussain

7

Emily Ang

8

Olga Smart

7

Gigi Baxter

8

Sophia Sutliff

7

Alma Berton Flores

8

Eliza Weston

7

Piaa Buckenham

8

Ottilie Whiteman

7

Alice Cochrane

8

Ella Zik

7

Charlotte Conyerd

7

Emilie Bargibant

7

Sophie Dain

7

Scarlett Durling

7

Scarlett Davis

7

Ella Eldorlevy

7

Kitty Gayer

7

Rose Ledlin

7

Maya Grosman

7

Mia Lomer

7

Georgie Grossman

7

Adele Ryan

7

Kitty Hannam

7

Charlotte Sawtell

7

Maddy Horsell

7

Simran Tulsiani

7

Tabitha Jackson

7

Lily Waite

7

Ayushi Kekulthotuwa

Year

Bronze Certificates

7

Elsa Keaveny

8

Mariam Alhamdani

7

Alisa Kondi

8

Cressida Anness-Lorenz

7

Chiara Palazzesi

8

Mia Apfel

7

Olivia Price

8

Isadora Bartleet

7

Eliana Shaban

8

Eva Charlton

7

Ava Teversham

8

Kimi Coetzee
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UKMT Mathematical Challenge Competition Results 2018-19
Year
11

11

Gold Certificates
Marlena Jackaman Pink Kangaroo
Qualification & Best In Year &
Best in School
Annika Woodward Pink
Kangaroo Qualification

10

Lidia Lonergan

11

Hannah Sondhelm

10

Jessica McDonald

11

Rebekah Treganna

10

Freya Randall

10

Tori Akinrinlola

10

Cicely Stokes

10

Zoe Baranowski

10

Noli Tebe

10

Nura Bentata

10

Amelia Crane

10

Laylah

10

Katie Delew

10

Maya Egerton

9

Xiangsha (Grace) Tan Best in
Year 9 & Grey Kangaroo with
Merit

11

Katya Butler Pink Kangaroo
Qualification

11

Moselle Solomon Pink Kangaroo
Qualification

9

Constance Papadopoulos Best in
Year 10

Anna Saacke Grey Kangaroo
Qualification

9

Yuri Nabesawa Grey Kangaroo
Qualification

10

Lilia Foster

10

Aimee Gee Grant

9

Isabel Lesser Grey Kangaroo
Qualification

10

Amy Grayson

10
Year

Silver Certificates

11

Amelia Chan

11

Amy Claypoole

10

Stella Hastings

9

Ruby Awenat

11

Hannah Davis

10

Zoe Hilton

9

Catrin Jenkins

11

Rebecca Fenner

10

Madeleine Hjelt

9

Nikol Shaura

11

Rachel Fenner

10

Ella Jones

9

Sienna Thompson

11

Charlotte Free

10

Alia Khalouf

Year

Bronze Certificates

11

Juliet Freeman

10

Lily Midgen

11

Antonie Benkert

11

Dasha Greshneva

10

Anna Milsom

11

Julia Conti Gemes

11

Chloe Grossmith Dwek

10

Imogen Moody

11

Lisa Dangoor

11

Lilyblue Harper

10

Irina Nigam

11

Megan Dearden Hellawell

11

Kate Ivanova

10

Abigail Ornadel

11

Lydia Edmonds

11

Maddie Macleod

10

Aki Pampaloni

11

Olivia Ferraro

11

Anna Mitchell

10

Charlotte Parrott

11

Giulia Galli

11

Rayna Rowe

10

Anisha Perera

11

Yasmin Ghobadian

11

Chiara Saacke

10

Hana Shimizu French

11

Stefania Grossu

11

Audrey Scher

10

Harriet Sumners

11

Sarah Haskel

11

Gabbi Shahmoon

10

Charlotte Woolley

11

Yelena Hill

11

Freya Thompson

9

Shruti Borundia

11

Amie Jordan

11

Georgia Walsh

9

Eleonora Dusmugambetova

11

Naishah Karim

11

Niamh Walter

9

Matilda Haines

11

Kit Lampi

10

Mali Akinrinlola

9

Ciara Hicks

11

Isabella Lowe

10

Emilia Charalambous

9

Annabelle Lucas

11

Sefia Merali

10

Jemima Eskenazi

9

Sienna Ransford

11

Sophia Pears

10

Celia Gomez

9

Gayatri Sabharwal

11

Khadija Rehman

10

Annabel Gotto

9

Amy Warren

11

Hannah Schlenker

UKMT Senior Mathematical Challenge
Year
13

Gold Certificates
Daria Hall Best in Year & Best
in School & Silver Kangaroo
Qualification

Year

Silver Certificates

13

Ella Cronkshaw

13

Ella Marsden

13

Hannah Cioci

13

Nazan Arslan

13

Olivia Dugdale

13

Sarah Woodburn

12

Yuanyuan Sheng Best in Year

12

Eshanika Sharma

13

Megan Williams

11

Charlotte Free Best in Year

12

Natasja Collis

Year

Bronze Certificates

12

Shehnaz Cuerdo

13

Lea Chehabeddine

12

Natasha Gough

13

Amy Davies Brown

12

Maddie Leviton

13

Talia Engel

12

Charlotte Marshall

13

Maya Fetterman

12

Sofia Mastrogiacomo

13

Isabel Gold

12

Natasha Rubins

13

Daisy Grostern

12

Nikita Steinberg

13

Maya Katz

12

Anna Western

13

Miriam Simler

11

Chiara Saacke

13

Rebecca Tolley

11

Gabriella Shahmoon

Senior Leadership Team
Headmistress: MRS B M ELLIOTT MA (Cantab) Modern Foreign Languages
Bursar: MR R K J HILL OBE MA ACMA
Deputy Head: MR A J UNDERWOOD MEd (Cantab) Theology
Director of Studies: MS J NEWMAN MA (UCL) Economics
Assistant Head: Teaching and Learning, Geography MR A BOARDMAN BA (Hons) (Durham)
Assistant Head: Director of Science, Technology and Engineering MR D GROSSMAN* BSc (Hons) (Manchester)
Assistant Head: Director of MFL and Leader of Adelante Strategy Ms C KYLE* BA ( Jt Hons) (Nottingham)
Assistant Head: Director of MFL and Leader of Adelante Strategy

Senior School Academic Staff
Miss S ADEWALE BEng (UCL)

Miss C ARNOLD BSc (Nottingham)
Ms S BEENSTOCK BA (Leeds)
Miss L BELLINGHAM MA (London

Chemistry: part-time
Biology
English: part-time
Drama and Theatre : part-time

Mrs G BHAMRA BURGESS* MSc (SOAS)

Head of Economics, Head of Year 11 and Sharpe House

Mrs S BLAKE* BSc (Bristol) MA (London

Head of Geography, Young Enterprise Coordinator

Mr P BOXALL* GRSM ARCO (Royal Academy of Music)
Ms J BRAMHALL MA (Oxon)
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Miss S DONINGTON MA (Leeds)
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Director of Music
Geography
English, Head of Critical Thinking : part-time
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Mathematics
Head of Politics, History, Marketing
Director of Physical Education and Sport
Classics, EPQ Coordinator : part-time
SENCO : (part-time)
Second in English
Head of Classics

Miss P EVERNDEN * MA (Cantab)

Head of English

Mr S FRANK* BSc (Birmingham)

Head of Biology

Miss S-L FUNG BSc (Coventry)

Physics

Mrs C GARRILL BA (Leicester)

French, German, Politics : part-time

Mr P GITTINS * BA (Wolverhampton)

Art, Head of PSHE, Head of Year 9 and Spears House

Mr A HAWORTH *MA (RCA)

Head of Art

Mr G HEADEY* BA (Durham)

Head of Religious Education

Mrs B HERNANDEZ BA (Hons) (Alicante, Spain)
Ms J HIlL* BA (Hons) (Royal Conservatoire of Scotland)
Mr M HOLMES* BSc (Hons) (City
Miss A HOSSEIN BSc (UCL
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Spanish, French : part-time
Head of Drama and Theatre
Head of Information and Communication Technology
Chemistry : part-time

Miss L HUNTER BA (London

History, More Able Coordinator

Ms K HURST MA (East Anglia)

Drama and Theatre : part-time

Mr R JACOBS* BA (Oxon)

Head of Physics

Mrs K KAVANAGH BA (Sheffield)

English : part-time

Mrs H KANMWAA BA (Oxon)

English

Mrs A KENNEDY MSc (London)

Chemistry, Oxbridge Coordinator : part-time

Ms J KUNG BA (USYD, Australia) DipEd (MU, Australia)

History, Director of Sixth Form

Mrs C LEIGH MEd (Cantab)

English: part-time

Miss Z LINDSAY BA (Leicester)

History

Ms R MARMAR BSc (Queen Mary)

Chemistry

Ms T MacCARTHY BSc (Hons) (Edinburgh)

Second in Mathematics

Ms S MACKIE BA (Oxon)

Teacher of Art : part-time

Mrs S MAHMOOD BSc Genetics, BEd (Hons) (University of Alberta, Canada)
Ms S MELVIN BA (Oxon), MA MPhil (Columbia)
Mr P MARTINI-PHILLIPS* BA (Hons) (Leicester)
Miss E MOOR A (Durham FRGS)
Ms E PAVLOPOULOS* LLB (Kings/Paris I) MA Ed (Open)
Miss V PENGLASE BA Hons (London, RHBNC)

Chemistry : part-time
Classics
Head of History
Geography
Head of Careers
Drama and Theatre: part-time

Miss I RAMSDEN MSc (CityLondon)

Senior School Librarian

Mr D RIGGS-LONG BSc (Imperial)

Mathematics : part-time

Miss A ROMERO-WILTSHIRE* BA (Nottingham)
Ms A ROZIERES MA (Grenoble, France)
Ms M RUIZ-PENA
Mrs D SHOHAM MSc (LSHTM)
Dr C SPINKS* PhD (Manchester)
Ms A STÖCKMANN* MA (Westfaelische Wilhelms, Germany)
Miss I TAYLOR BA (Bristol)
Mrs K THONEMANN MA (Oxon)
Mrs J TOMBACK MA (London)
Mr C WARING* BS (Strathclyde)
Ms O WATTS BA (London)
Ms E WIJMEERSCH MA (Ghent, Belgium)

Head of French
French
Spanish Language Assistant
Biology: part-time
Head of Chemistry
Head of German
Classics
Mathematics: part-time
History, Head of Year 7 and Secondary Transition
Head of Spanish
Art
Physical Education

Ms K WILKINSON BA (East Anglia)

English: part-time

Mrs R WILLIAMS BSc (Hons) (UCL)

Mathematics, Assistant Director of Sixth Form

Mr P WILLIAMSON* MA (Oxon)
Ms M YUN BSc (London)
Miss L ZANARDO BA; BMus Ed (Australia); Grad Dip (Australia)
Ms N ZEKAN BEd (RMIT Australia)
Mrs D ZULUAGA DE LA CRUZ MA (Valenciennes, France)

Head of Mathematics
Mathematics : part-time, Duke of Edinburgh Manager
Assistant Director of Music, Head of Y10 and Waterlow House
Physical Education, Head of Year 8 and Goodwin House
French : part-time

* = Head of Department
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Junior School Academic Staff
HEAD OF JUNIOR SCHOOL: MISS D HAMALIS B. PRIM. ED (HONS) (HERTFORDSHIRE)

Miss C BOLTON BA (Northampton)
Miss F BURY MA (France)
Miss C CLANCY Bed (Institute of Education
Miss K COLLINS BA (St Mary’s
Mrs C CONSTAN MA (Greenwich)
Miss A CONWAY BA (Tel Aviv)
Miss R CORKINDALE BA (Glasgow)
Miss E EVANS LLB (Leeds)
Mr R FELLOWS BA (Plymouth)
Miss A FROST BEd (Leeds)
Miss G GERSTEIN BA (Birmingham)
Mrs K MILLER BA (Birmingham)
Mr L IP BSc (Southampton)
Mrs T LUXFORD BA (Middlesex)
Ms R MCGINNETY BA (Cantab)
Miss A MCLENNAN BA (Leeds)
Mrs L HUDSON BA (Southampton)
Miss M PEPPER LTCL
Miss A PHIPPS BEd (Middx Polytechnic)
Mrs C RAND Certificate in Education
Mrs K RATTENBURY BMus (Manchester)
Mr C RICH MA (St Andrews)
Miss S SNOWDOWNE BEd (Plymouth)

Mrs S AHMED
Mrs A DON
Miss B DRAYTON
Mrs D GALLI
Mrs K HADJIPATERAS
Miss M HOLMES
Miss V HOURY
Ms S IBREKIC
Miss K JOHNSON
Miss S LITIU
Mrs R MALOUMI
Ms R McEWAN
Miss M O’HARA
Miss L NELSON
Mrs R PIERI
Miss F SARKAR
Ms C JUPP
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Junior School Physical Education Teacher
Spanish, French: part-time
Classroom Teacher (Reception)
Classroom Teacher (Reception)
Deputy Head (Year 1)
Drama : part time
Head of Junior School Physical Education
Classroom Teacher (Year 6)
Acting Deputy Head, (Year 5)
Classroom Teacher (Year 4)
Classroom Teacher (Year 1)
Classroom Teacher (Year 2)
Director of Studies (Year 4)
DT & Art
Classroom Teacher (Year 6)
Classroom Teacher (Year 3)
DT & Art, ICT
Head of Music (Junior School)
Classroom Teacher (Year 2)
Classroom Teacher : part-time (Year 1)
Music : part-time
Classroom Teacher (Year 5)
Classroom Teacher (Year 3): (part-time)

Teaching Assistant (Art & D T) (part-time)
Teaching Assistant (Year 3) (part-time)
Teaching Assistant (Reception)
Teaching Assistant (Year 2) (part-time)
Teaching Assistant (Reception) (part-time)
Teaching Assistant (Year 3) (part-time)
Teaching Assistant (Year 5)
Teaching Assistant (Reception) (part-time)
Teaching Assistant (Reception) (part-time)
Teaching Assistant (Year 2)
Teaching Assistant (Reception)
Teaching Assistant (Year 1)
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Teaching Assistant (Reception)
Teaching Assistant (Year 1) (part-time)
Teaching Assistant (Reception)
Librarian : part-time

Visiting Teachers
Miss J BACON MA (Oxon), PG Dip (RAM)
Mr A BAILEY MMus
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Miss J WATTS FRCO, GRSM, LRAM
Mr A WHITE MMus, MA

Head of Vocal Studies, Voice
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Clarinet
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Bassoon
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Flute
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Singing
LAMDA
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LAMDA
Oboe
Piano
Singing
Flute
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Flute
Singing
Piano
Lower Brass
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Music and Performing Arts Coordinator
Junior School Administrator
Marketing and Communications Director
Marketing and Communications Manager
Development and Alumnae Secretary
Facilities Manager
Accounts Administrator
Senior School Secretary
Receptionist (PM)
Receptionist (AM)
Admin Assistant to the Deputy Head
CT Assistant – Junior School (part-time)
Careers Assistant
Registrar
Deputy Registrar
Administrative Assistant : (part-time)
Administrative Assistant : (part-time)
Administrative Assistant : (part-time)
Junior School Secretary
Financial Controller
Senior Academic Assistant
Bursar’s Assistant
Network Manager
Senior School Nurse : (part-time)
School Nurse : (part-time)
School Counsellor : (part-time)
Catering Manager
PE Assistant and Sports Coach
Head Caretaker
Caretaker
Caretaker
Groundsman

TECHNICIANS
Miss H ARCHER
Mr J COPSON
Mr S GRAY
Mrs D GUNASEKERA
Mrs J SHAH
Mrs T McCARTHY
Mr C MURPHY
Mrs S WHITEHOUSE
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Art Technician (part-time)
Digital Advisor and Support Manager
Theatre Manager
Biology Technician
Chemistry Technician
Art Technician : (part-time)
Media Resources Technician
Senior Science Technician

Governors
Ms C LESLIE
Mr J ALEXANDER
Mr G ALGAR-FARIA
Mr A APPLEYARD
Mrs J BURNS
Rev D COSTLEY
Mrs L CRISTIE
Miss D PATMAN
Ms B RENTOUL
Mr W SPEARS
Dr H STRINGER
Dr A SUTTON
Mrs A THOMAS
Mr C UNDERHILL
Dr I WASSENAAR
Dr R WILLIAMS

LLB (Bristol) (Chair)
FCA
MSc (Durham)
BSc (Reading) (Vice Chair)
BA (Southampton)
BA (Open University)
BA (Bristol)
FRICS ACIArb
MA (Yale)
BA (SOAS), MBA (London)
MA, DPHIL
MRCGP
PGDE (Cambridge)
MNAEA
MA, DPHIL
BSC, MSc, PhD

Kate Leventhal, Year 13
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Maya Morse, Year 13
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